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:Ba.eed on current information, the 
project presented in this report ia con-
aidered by the :Bureau of Reclamation to 
be the most suitable one from the stand-
point of the lands to be benefited. 
However, it muet be recognized that an 
international sit'UB.tion is involved. No 
plan can be considered final until after 
t~ international aspects have been con-
sidered and approved by both sections of 
the International lloundacy and Water Com-
mission. Negotiations based on studies 
now in progreH by the Bureau of Reclama-
tion and the United States Section of the 
International Boundary and Water Co1111i1sion 
~ disclose the deeirability of chancing 
the point of diversi~ for the project 
water supply, but the eaeential featuree 
of the project plan would in aey- event 
remain eubstantially the same. 
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SYLLABUS ---------
The Valley Gravity Project nlnn Ms been formulated to furnish 'ln 
adequate And de'!lendRble irri~tion ?rater suoply for fertile and oroductive 
area in the L0"'1Cr Rio Grande Valley., Tcv.ls. It ""Ould ~lso orovide dr~inage 
rorks., "lhich 1,rould remve the threat of destruction of the econo~ of the 
area due to effects of a high water table and salt accumulations. 'Ibe nrojcct 
works rould, permit generation of the maximum p,rncticable amount of electrical. 
energy and at the same time the plan iVOuld free for imdustrial and other 
developmnt or the valley electrical energy vhich other1'd.se TTould be required 
to operate irrigation pumping plant». Other incidental benefits include fish 
and 1"lildlife conservation., recreation and flood control. 
Most of the lands or the area are now be:ing irrigated by pumping 
directly from the Rio Grande., witb additional pumping lifts required for 
higher areas. '!be majority of the pumping plants are old and in need of 
major repairs. Operation of the river plants is expensive and subject to 
interruption by floods. 'Ibe lack of suitable drainage outlets has in most 
inst,•mces prevented existing dr:i.ins from being effective. As a result, 
about 70 percent of the area is in urgent nacd of drainage relief. 
Construction of the gravity irrigntion system has long been nn objective 
of residents of the area. Ho:vever., due principally to their limited finan-
cial ability nnd to the magnitude and complexity of the problems involved, 
the local interests have not been able to accomplish this objective. '!be 
assistance or the Federal Governm~nt was smght., ru1d in 1941, construction 
or the Valley ijravity·Canal ~nd Storage Proj~ct was ~uthorized. Ho~ever., 
prior to construction, a treaty 1'9'1'1.S rattfied bet,.10en Mexico and the United 
States which necessitAtes revisions of the nuthorized ~lnn to consider the 
allocation· of the waters or the Rio Gr~ndo nrovided for by the tre~ty ~nd 
to utilize the Falero ~eservoir nnd other -..orks to be constructed thereunder. 
'Ihe revised olnn of the Bureau of ~ecl~Ilk1tion orovides for serving a 
totf.\l of 700,000 acres of lrmd., including 552,000 acres no?T being irrigated., 
75 1400 acres of ne,., l~nds ~ thin the present irrig.<1tion districts and approx-
i.Jr.atoly 72,600 ncres of other ne,., lands 0 'lbe v.orks contemplated include a 
main canal system, an outlet drainage system, nn irrigation and drainage 
system for the now lands outside of the districts, an offstream regulating 
reservoir., and a hydroelectric power plant of 12,000 kiloTatts capacity., 
Construction of the mrks would cost ap,roximately $129,700,000 on the 
basis of 1947 prices. The olan of development has engineering feasibility. 
It is economically sound as full recovery of the government Is investment is 
contemplated. '!be ratio of costs to benefits isl to 4.53. 
'lbe plA.n has been integrated ,1ith known plans of the International 
Boundary and ~ater Comnission for develo!>ment of the Lo":'l'er Rio Gr-'lnde Basin, 
and it is consistent with presently conceived programs for the romainder of 
the Rio Grande Basino 
i 
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To: Conmissioner, Bureau of Reclamation 
From: Regional Director 
Subject: Plan of Development for the--
INTRODUCTION 
1. A plan of development for the Valley Gravity Project in. the Lower 
Rio Grande Valley of Texas, is presented in this report. This plan is a 
revision of the Valley Gravity Canal and Storage Project (herein called 
Project No, 5) -olan which was authorized for construction by Act of Congress 
June 28, 1941. Changes in the original -plan were necessary to utilize ,,rat.er 
of the Rio Grande allocated to the United States unoer the terms of the 
Treaty of November 1945, ana "l'lllich ,.,ould be made avail~ ble by the storage 
dams authorized for construction on the ll.io Grande by the Treaty. 
2. 'l'he reoort is based on the attached substantiatinf! w.aterials ,,;hich 
were ore-oared for the neryart~ent of the Interior under the general suoer-
vision of the .Bureau of P.eclaIT'.ation. I recorrmend that you oresent the report 
for aonropriate de'Jartmental action 1-d.th a view to obtaining t!1e concurrence 
of the State Department therein and congressional ap1Jroval of the revi3ed 
plan by an amendment to the Act of Congress which authorized Project No. 5. 
Construction of the Project rorks should be started immediately in order to 
permit their completion by the time the first dam provided under the Treaty 
is finished, and -water bec6mes available for diversion from the Rio Grandeo 
AUTHORITY FOR .:?.EPOPT 
3. This report is authorized to be made by virtue of the Federal 
Reclamation Laws (Act of June 17, 1902, 32 Stat. 388, and acts amendatory 
thereof and supplementary thereto) and by a orovision in the Interior 
Department Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1942 (Public Law 136, 
77th Congress). 
COOPERATION AND ACKNO"JLEDGi,!ENTS 
4. Numerous Federal, State, and local agencies and individuals 
assisted in the investigations for this report. The D'lternational Boundary 
and "Water Com."lission oreuared the reuort on ,,,hich Project No. 5 was author-
ized. That agency also furnished technical information relative to the 
1 
project as did the Soil Conserva.tion Service, De~.rtment of Agriculture; the 
Corps of Ennneers, War Dep.artment; and the Weather Bureau, Department of 
Commerce. The Geological Survey made analyses of water samples and studies 
of groundwater supplies. The United States Coast and Geodetic Sur,ey extEl'ldai 
its trian~lat.ion system in the Valley under a cooperative agreem:int withthe 
Bureau of Reclamaticn. 
$. The Texas State Board of Water Engineers and Texas General Land 
Office supplied maps and data on water filings along the Rio Grande. 
6. The '.'fater Conservation Association of the lnHer Rio Grande Valley 
has given much tiiile and assistance in developing the plans for the project. 
The various irrigation districts have furnished records and maps of their 
systems and otherwise 8ssisted in the over•all planning for the project. The 
Valley Planning 802rd, the newspa.pers of the area, and many private e~ineers 
h,we also furnished records and other data. 
!ESCRIPI'ION OF THE AREA 
Loca.tion and Clim~te 
7. The Valley Gravity Project is located at the lower end of the Rio 
Grande Basin in Texas. (See General Project lfap, facing page 1). It is 
situated in the southernmost part of the state, being bounded on the east 
by the Gulf' of )'exico and on the south by the Rio Grande, which forms the 
international boundary between the United Sta.tes and Jlexico. The project 
area includes pnts of Cameron, Willacy, Hidalgo, and Sterr Counties. The 
main body of the project is contained in a section about 70 miles long ahd 
30 n:iles wide, extending from the city of Brownsville on the east to a point 
about 10 miles wei,t of the city of l'ission. The area is locally known as 
the "Valley." 
8. The climate of the project area is semi-tropical and semi-arid. 
The mean annual temperature at Brownsville i::; about 73 degrees. The average 
frost-free growing season ranges from 330 days at Brownsville to 310 days 
near the west end of the project area. The mild temperatures are favorable 
for intensive agricultural practices throughout the year. The average annual 
precipitation is approximately 26 inches. There are usually bro periods of 
heavy rainfall, in the late spring and early fall, with much of the precipi-
tation occurring as heavy downpours. 
9. The project area is situ~ted in a region thPt is subject to 
tropical hurric~nes which originate in the Gul! of Mexico; the last or 
appreciable magnitude occurred in 1933. 
Settlement and Development 
J 10. In the year 1749, the first permanent settlements were established 
along the south side of the Rio Grande in the Lower Rio Grande Valley. The 
City of BrO\\nsville was est~hlished and steambo?t transportation was started 
on the Lower Rio Grande about 1847. The first irrigation development of the 
area was started in 1876. Irrigation development in the area was ·rapid afte-
1904 when the first railroad was completed to the Valley. Numerous comparues 
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were formed and p.re~t energy and ingenuity were shown in the sales campaigns 
of the land companies. Prospective buyers were brought to the area from 
northern states. The mild weather, flourishing groves and profusion of 
flowers in mid-winter proved irresistible to many people and land was usually 
sold at inflated prices. A not.able increase in development took place in tre 
period 1920 to 1930 due principally to the rapid development of citrus 
orchards and the increase in vegetable production under irrigation. 
I 
,./ 11. The first irrig;ition canals extended only a few miles from the 
rjver. Pumping plants were required to lift water from the river to the 
head of the canals where it then flowed by rravi ty to the lands. As addi-
tional land was sold the systems were extended from the river. Due to 
fjnancial difficulties, it became necess?ry for the landowners to organi?e 
irri~;ition districts under state laws and vote ;ind sell bonds in order to 
make needed rep;iirs to the irrigation systems. The first district was 
cst?.blished in 1914 and otrers followed rapitlly. Only one of the original 
privately owned systems is now in operation. 
Existing Irrigation Facilities 
✓' 12. At present there are 27 active and six inactive irrigation dis-
tricts in the project ·area. In addition there are numerous independent 
operators who have developed l;md adjacent to these districts. A total of 
552,000 acres -was jrrigated in 1945, of which 496,0CO acres were in the 
districts and 56,000 Peres were held by independents . Facilities for 
serving the lands of the districts consist of 15 major river purrping plants; 
some second, third and fourth l ift pumps; and numerous c~nals, l~terals and 
some drains. Water is pumped from the Rio Grande ~t the river plants into 
the districts' main eanels, whence it flows by rravity to the irrigated 
lands or to the relift pumps. Pu.~ping lifts ?vcr~ge nbout 20 feet at the 
major pl?nt~. The independent opercitors either purchase water from a nearby 
district or obtain wat er by pumping directly from the river. In addition to 
their distribution systems, some h?ve minor drainage facilities. In gen-
eral, the pumping plants are old and in need of r epair's . The distribution 
systems are adequate but j_n recent ye ;,. rs m;)ny of the canals have bee:1 lined 
to reduce water l osses and consequent pu.~ping charges. The drains, for the 
mo:.t part, are in need of ma.intenance P.nd, due principally to a lack of 
suitable outlets, are only pertly effect\ve. 
Agricultural Production 
, .'/ 13. The project i s in o~e of the most highly productive ?.gricultural 
area~ in the United St?.tes. The favorable climnte, extremely fertile soils, 
and av?ilable irrig8tion water supply have resulted in development of an 
,intensive farming industry involvjng the production of high value, specialty 
crops includi ne citrus fruits and vegetables. Cotton and forage crops are 
grown in sane ~f the irri~;ited areas and the dry land areas of the project. 
Livestock production is the principal enterprise in the regicn which sur-
rounds the project area; however, on certain of the irrigated lands a live-
stock program is being added to maintain a more balanced system of farming. 
The areas of irrigated lands devoted to production of each of the principal 
crops a.re as follows: citrus 27 percent, cottcn 37 percent, and ve~t_ables 
36 percent. Two crops 0Tl5ract.Ic'ally all-veg·etabres ··afi)-- ·raised each year. 
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14. In 1944 the Valley produced 25,800,000 boxes of citrus fruit 
valued at $40,160,000. Grapefruit has been leading, although oran~es are 
gaining in importance each year. The principal ve!?etables grown i n the 
area are tom?toes, ca~baf es, carrots, beets, potatoes, and green corn. In 
1944, 33,883 carload shipments of vegetables were made from the project area 
and 95,000 bales of cotton were produced, va.lued at $24,152,000 and 
$12,134,000 respectively. 
15. Crop returns for 1944 reveal an ave rage gross incane of $167 eer 
acre for the irrigated lands. The returns per acre were approximately $287 
for citrus, $120 for vegetables, and $77 for cotton. 
16. The project area does not produce sufficient dairy product5, 
poultry or eggs for its own consW!lption. Consider nblc quantities of these 
are shipped in. 
Populcttion 
17. The four counties of the project area had a. tota l population of 
215,803 in 1940 and_268 1000 i~/,&_. The density of the popula.tion of the 
project area includinr urban population, is 2bout 107 persons pe r square 
mile. With the exception of the years, 1930-1940 , when the demand for citrus 
fruits and winter vegeteblee declined, the re has been a ·steady increase i:n 
population frcm near the beginning of the century. The e stimated rural 
population of the area is 81,000. Eowever, ma.ny farm ope r a tors live in 
urban areas. 
~·arkets, Transportation and Industry 
✓- 18. The ma jor part of the citrus products of the Va lle y i:, sold to 
auction centers loca.ted at Chicago , St. Loui s , Cincinnati, and Cleveland. 
Recently some citrus fruit a.nd proce s sed juice have been shipped abroad to 
Grea t 9ritain, Sweden, Be lgium, and Canada . The principal marke ts for 
vegetables grown in the Valley are in the riddle '1lest and Northeaste rn 
st2.tes. Cotton is shipped to all p2rts of the United St~te s and to scrne 
foreign countries. 
19. The local marke t consumes only 2 SJ'!!all part of the citrus and 
vegetebles produced. The dairy an d cattle enterprises located on the proj-
ect and adjacent :>rea use a l 2rge p?.rt of the f eed crops ;,nd of r aw 
by-products of the citrus industry. 
J 20. The project area is well served by all types of transportation. 
f.dequatc p8ved highways extend from the area to the North and t o the '.I/est. 
The J'issouri Pacific and Southern Paci fic railroa.ds serve the Area. More 
th?n ;i_ score of steamship lines co!!le into Port Brownsville and Port Isabe l. 
Three rrR jor air lines h?ve operation bases ct Brownsville and srnAllcr lines 
trave rse the Valley. Three point s of entry provide ra j 1 and highwe.y out-
lets for trade with Northe rn Jiexico. The / rroyo Colorado h? s been improved 
near Hrrlingen to provide a ba rge canal t o connect with the I ntra-coc1sta.l 
Canal in the Laguna !~a.dre, givin·g acce ss to a ver.y important wate rway which 
reache s from Florida to Corpus Christi, Tex2s and i s be ing extended through 
Laguni'l Vadre to Port Isabe l. 
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j21. Agriculture is the orincipal industry in the Valley. 'rhe ~rocen~inr. 
and marketing of citrus fruits·and vegetables is of first imoor+,ance, though 
there are numerous cotton gins, oil mills and comr,resses for handling the 
cotton industry. Aporoximately 258 firms and individual buyP.rs handle·citrus 
fruit and vegetables. They include the canning plants, packing plants, and 
buyers and ship~rso ~i th lower cost po?.'Elr available from the JnternationRl 
dams, it is anticipated that costs of processing agricultural products would 
be reduced, and that industrial activity in general would be enh.~nced. The 
petroleum industry is probably second in importance to agriculture in the 
project area., In 1945 about ten million barrels of crude oil were producedo 
The commercial fishing industry out of Port Isabel, with an annual value 
amounting to several million dollars, is also important 0 
Corr.munity Facilities 
22. The project area is served "''ith electricity, gas both natural and 
butane, telephone and telegraph, and local radio stations. Rlectric service 
is supplied by the Central Power and Light Company to all municipal and to 
some rural areas~ The rerrainder of the rural areas are served by Ru:z;al 
Electrification Administration financed ?rejects. Municipal water s~pplies 
for domestic and industrial purposes are derived princioally from the Rio 
Grande through the irrigation districts. 
Lands of the Project 
23. The nroject area is largely comnosed of the al:uvial delta of the 
Rio Grande and a so ction of the adjo:ining coastal -olP.in" Ho1>rcvar, a srn,.~11 
area .<tt the west end extends into the roJling hill section. The delt'l. region 
is si_ corrroaratively flat nl;dn "rith gentle sloTJes Fl."'flY from the river, broken 
only by several TJronounced benches in the central ;,.nd 1>!estarn ri:~rt of the 
area. One natural drainage way, the Arroyo Colorado, extends east•-re.:rd fr,om 
anoint ne~r ~'.ercedes to the Gulf. 
24. Except for the "limitation of water supnly, approximately 950.000 
acres of land in the Valley are suitable for irri~rti.2Jlft) The greater part 
of this area lies in a r~lativcly compact block in the three lo~~r counties 
of the project. Some 23,COO acres of the total are scattered through Starr 
County along the general route of the m:\in canal., 
25~ Due mainly to the lack of sufficient natur11.l dr?.inngev!ays through 
the Valley, the groundwater is at a cornp!lratively high level over much of 
the irrigated are'l.. During periods of excessive rainfall, the water table 
rises to the surface in some localities ?.nd drovns crops. A general rise 
i..~ ground~tcr levels occurs after neriods of above norI11c:l rainfall ~nd the 
•·ater table recedes very slovrly. Over consider?.blc arec-i.s the mter table 
remains so near the surface that mir. ,Jraliz-::d groundwater is dra~'!l1 by capil-
lary action to the surface where subsequent evaporation leaves undesirable 
salt accumu1a tions. The µ- oductivity of much of the area also is being 
seriously reduced by the deposition of soluble sclts contained in irrigation 
water. These salts are being deposited over the project as a ,rhole at a 
rate consider?.blY in excess of their removal. In a few are!!S of better 
drainage the condition is reversed, ir.dic~ting that proper drainage ~orks 
1'1ill rem~ve excess salt accunulations. About 70 "!=,Crcent of the area is in 
urgent need of drainage ,.iorkso 
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26. The lands of the Valley are largely held in small ownerships. 
Within the irrigation districts there are s_g?l~ 1?1.§09 _~pers. The average 
size of farm includinP- both irrigated and dry lands within the districts is 
iq .. acr~s.~ This carp::iratively small average holding is accounted for by the 
great number of small citrus farms, many of which are in 5 and 10 acre 
tracts. These groves were purchased by individuals throughout the United 
States as investmlmts to supplement other incorre. Approximately 81 percent 
of the irrigable lands in the present districts are held in ownerships of 
less t~l40 ... 9--cr!,!s. 
AUTHORIZED PROJECT 
27. Construction of a canal to bring water to the project lands 9y 
pravity and thus Aliminate the high cost and uncertainty involved in obtain-
ing the w?.ter supply by pumping from the unstable Rio Grande has long been 
an objective of residents of the area. HCJNevcr, due principally t o their 
limited financial ability and to the magnitude and corrplexity of the prob-
lems involved, the local interests h~ve not been able to ccnstruct the 
gravity system. Accordingly the assistance of the FP.deral Government was 
sought. The United States section of the Intern~tional. Boundary Com.rr~ssion 
in 1940 completed a report designated "Feder:il Project No. S" for the Valley 
Gravity Cc>...nal and Storc1ge Project. The project, authorized for construction 
by Act of Congress in 1941 as the result of that report, is referred to as 
Project No. S. The Interior Depc1rtment Appropri.=i.tions Act of 1942 made 
available funds in the amount of $2,500,000 for completion of investigations 
and start of ccnstruction of the project. · 
28. The Project No •. 5 plan provided for supplying wc1.tcr 1?.rgely by 
gravity to an initial developed Prea of 583,000 acres and an ultimate area 
of 715iOOO .ac~s. It provided for watertoc>~-ifi'lr~rted from the Rio Grande 
at nincon, where a good diversion site is provided by a natural rock ledge 
extending across the rivpr. From Rincon the water would 11.:!ve been carried 
by gravity in a concrete lined canal system to the project area. Under the 
plan, the canal system would have essentially followed the Rio Grande and 
eliminated only the need for the river (first-lift) pUI!1ps. Total length of 
the authorized canP-1 svstem was 169 miles. Offstrearn reservoirs c1.t Los 
Olmos Creek and near Nission, with combined storc1.ge capacities of 405,000 
acre-feet and an 18 ,OOO kilowatt hydroelectric power pl.<1nt were also incluood 
in the plan4 Estimeted cost of the pr~ject on the basis of 1940 prices was 
$59,643,000, including ~,S ,ooo ,ooo as the proportional share of supplemental 
upstream storage. 
29. The 1941 Act of Congress designated the Bureau of Reclamation to 
construct all features of the project except those portions which were inte~ 
national in character. The international features consisted of st::>rage and 
diversion structures, including canal headworks nnd sluiceways, which would 
be built on the international boondc1.ry portion of the Rio Grande. 
INTERNATIONAL TREATY 
30. The Treaty between the United States and 1'exico rele1ting to 
utilizatioti of waters of the Colorado and Tijuana Rivers and the Rio Grande 
from Fort Quitman, Texas, to the Gulf cf Fexi co WAS ratified by the two .. 
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nations ~nd beenmo effective November 8, 1945. 
Treaty, ~nd the regnlntion ~nrl·exercise of the 
the tno goverrurents thereunder, ~re entrusted 
and "Tater Commissiono 
The :on-,licntfon of the 
rights ~nd oblig:ttions of 
to the lhternation:,l Bmmd.''\ry 
31. The waters of the Rio Grande from Fort Ouitm,in to the Gulf of 
Mexico ar-) -~Jlotted under the Treaty mth the United States nnd Mexico., to 
receive P.poroximately 60 and 4-0 percent, respectively. 
32~ Construction of storage dRrns on the Rio Grande is provided for 
in the ?reaty~ Three general locations are soecified with the finnl loca-
tions and exact number of dams to be determined by the Co:nnissionQ The 
Trer-tty stipulates thnt the 101,est domstrenm d?;m shall be con:pleted ,·1.thin 
eight years from the effective date of the Treaty0 This dnm has be m ter.-
tatively located at the Falcon site which is near the s~~rr-Znp~ta County line. 
33. Po'.'rer plnnts at the intern-1.tional d".ms ?..re to be constructed and 
onera ted jointly by the t, .. o governments. The costs of construction, O?erri.-
tion and maintewmce and the energy, generated at the dnms, nre to be 
divided equ:2lly bet-ween the two countries. 
Pf-1DJSCT ";fA TER SUPPLY 
34. The water supply for the project is to be derived from the Rio 
Grruide. The International reservoirs to be constructed under the Treaty 
,:,rill :provide holdover storage for r8gl11Rting flo..,-s of the river. The United 
States I share of i:vatcr avRih bl0 to tho Lower V?.lley •·i ~-1 be -".nor·oximatoly 
60 oercent of the totri.l suonly nnd ,·rill ~mount t.o -".n ~nnur.1 Rveragc of 
::roproxim,'ltely l;,5CO, OOO Rcre--feet. This v<tlue m-"lkes 11110,.~nces for 1111 
nrob~ble uostrcnrn future uses for irrigntion ~n~ inrustri~l purooses flnd 
for evaoorntion from reservoir ~ater surfnces. 
35, The diversion requirem3nts for irrigation arc dependent on the 
condition of cannl and lateral systems, type of crops and soils ~nd on 
the amount and distribution of r?.infall. Pr8scnt ~nnunl overall uses in 
the Valley range among districts frcrn about l,5 to over 3 acre-feet per 
acre,. Vlith allo'l'7ance for continued improvements in lining of systems, ?.nd 
considering the reductions in water losses ,:,,hich ·-ould result from the 
project construction, the future average irrigation diversion :requirezwnts 
fo estimated at 2.,15 acre-,feet oer acreo This value ccntP.ins allomnces 
for all murricioal and industrial uses as most of such sup.,Ues are obtained 
through the districts I main canals 0 The depond1.ble water supply muld then 
be sufficient to irrig?.te a t _otal of atprcximntcly ?00.,000 acres of -,roject 
lnnds. There 11ill possibly be some re urn no··r th2t cou!a be used within 
the proJect ✓ but inasmuch as the quality !=tnd quantity. of these waters is 
questionable , consideration of their use must be deferred until oocration 
of the project h.:'\s estnblished their av::dlability and suitability for 
irrigation pu.rposes 0 
36. The quality of -:1ater for the II' oject is classed as ngood11 for 
irrigation, with percentages c£ h.:,rmful salts being well ,_.,dthin acceptable 
limits if proper drainage is provided~ 
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37~ Studies show thct possible sources of groundwater suitable for 
irrigation and for public supplies are very limited. There are only a few 
small areas which now obtain water fran wells for these purposes, and future 
supplies from this source appear relatively unimportant. 
38. It is conternphted that rights to the waters for use of the iroject 
will be obtained through storage of flood waters in the International reser-
voirs, combined with existing rights held by the present districts. Vested 
rights alonr, the streal'!l have never been judicially determined. The Texas 
State Board of Water Engineers over a period of years has accepted applica-
tions and issued pennits for the appropriation of non-riparian waters of 
the Rio Grande. Few of these permits have been cancelled, although in most 
cases only a part or frequently none of the water granted has been put to 
beneficial use. The irrigation districts through their representative have 
indicated a willingness to include in their repayment contracts with the 
United States a provision to effect pooling of their vested water rights, 
such as they might be, and to accept in lieu thereof an alloc;:,.tion of 
project waters. 
NEED FCR DEVELOPt~NT 
39. The need for works which will provide an adequate and dependable 
water supply for the fertile and highly developed Valley has long been rec-
ognized. There is need for a development which will permit abandonment of 
the present ~ethod of pumping water from the Rio Grande, which is costly and 
also is uncertain due to the normal meanderings and flood hazards of the 
rj_ver. Also there is a need for additional water supplies for the Valley 
to permit its continued economic development. 
40. Authorization by Congress of the Proj ect No. 5 plan was recogniticn 
of these needs and of the~r concern to the nation as a whole. The Inter-
national Treaty authorized storage reservoirs which, by regulation of flows 
of the Rio Grande, would create an additional water supply for tre Valley. 
However, location of the storage reservoirs require the project works to 
make the additional water available to the Valley and to avoid the channel 
losses and wa.sting of water to the Gulf that would result from continuation 
of the present method of pumping from the Rio Grande. 
41. The topography and soils of the Valley make drainage of the proj-
ect lands imperative to pennit continued productive use of those lands under 
irrigation. This need is urgent. ~ orchards and other highly productive 
areas have already suffered considerable losses due to high water tables and 
increasing salt accumulatioo.s and are threatened with essentially total 
destruction unless relief is provided. Efforts have been made by the local 
interests to provide drainage relief for the most seriously threatened area~ 
but due to the ~mplexity of the problem, such efforts have proved inade-
quate primarily because of lack of works to provide drainage outlets for the 
project area. These works are vitally needed. 
42. Additional recreational opportunities, such as would be provided 
through the Fish and '.!fildlife and recreational uses of the project works are 
needed throughout the Valley. The game refuges in the area which are impor-
tant units in the plan of the Fish and Wildlife service for preservation of 
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the national and local wildlife are also in need of adcli.tional water supplies 
to increase the capacities of the refug~s. 
43. Continued industrial growth of the Valley will require increasing 
amounts of electrical energy. Therefore any saving in power consumption or 
further production of electrical energy which can be economically effected 
is needed to further development of the area. 
PLAN OF DEVELOH.1ENT 
44. The Valley Gravity Project plan of develop~nt provides for 
furnishing an adequate and dependable water supply t o an area of 700,000 
acres of which S52,000 acres are now being irrigated, and 148,000 acres are 
new, undeveloped lan::l.s. The latter consist of 7S ,412 acres within the dis-
trict boundaries, and 72,588 acres outside of the districts. The project 
plan contemplates conveyinr stored waters from the proposed Falcon Reservoir 
to the project area thrmgh a. concrete-lined pravity canal system. Thj.s 
wmld eliminate the need for the existing river pumps, a majority of the 
second lift pumps and some third lift purr:ps. The plan contemplates that 
delivery from the project canals t o the presently developed lands would be 
made through the existing distribution systems, Md th.rt. ~se systems would 
be extended by the districts to serve the new lands within the districts. 
The plan also provides an irrigation distributi on system and a lateral drain-
age system for the new lands outside of the districts. The plan includes the 
Mission Reservoir, near the west side of the proj ect for r ~gulating irriga-
tion releases from the Falcon Reservoir. Another major feature of the proj-
ect: plan is the system of outlet dra.ins r equired. for the project lands. The 
project plan also provides for construction of a power plant at a drop in the 
canal line at La Joya Creek. The i'ission Reservoir and the outlet drains 
would also serve fish and vri.ldlife and recreational purposes. 
45. The main canal frcm the Fal con Reservoir to the we.st side of the 
project would be 72 miles lonp, and would have a capacity of 4,500 second 
feet. The can;,l would terrnin.:i t e at the f ' i ss i on Reservoir. Branch canals, 
V8.rying in cap?..city from 2,100 to 149 second feet would extend eastward 
through the oroject to s erve the districts' main canals. The main and branch 
canals would total 239 miles in length. 
46. The W.ission Reservoir would have ? total capacity of 65,000 acre-
feet, consisting of 50 ,000 acre-feet for regulaUon of irrigation r e leases 
and 15,000 a.ere-feet for fish and wildlife and recreational purposes. 
47. The project plan provides for crnstruction of eleven outlet drains. 
Future extentions of those drains may be required but the system is consiCEnrl 
adequate to provide early relief to the proj ect lands . The outlet drains 
would dispose of normal drainage return flows and would have sufficient capic-
ities to permit removal of most storm waters. The dra ins would have a com-
bined l e~th of approximately 290 miles. 
48. The irrigation distributioo system for the new lands outside of 
the d~stricts would be concre t e-lined. The drainage system for those lands 
will consist of laterals at one-half mile intervals. The plan contemplates 
that the necessary development work for those lands including clearing, 
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construction of farm ditches, leveling, farm orainage and imorovemonts, 
1'10uld be oerformed by the l~nd o"'T!ers. 
49. The IA Joy/:\ oomer oli:mt would h::tve l'l CP:oncity of 12,000 kilo·•J?..tts 
and -ould utilize ::\n 80 foot dron in t.he m<tin c~n~l nenr r,.,_ JoY'fl Creek. A 
short tr;:1.nsmission line ~ uld· be ..,rovided. '!'he ;l.nnW1J no,"113r output of this 
pl~ntis estiznated at about 74, ?00,000 kilo··iatt. hours. 'IU1e plan orovides 
for coordinntion of the La Joya Pl<1nt "t".rith the hydroelectric plAnts nt tho 
International dams in the interest of efficient opnration 0 
50. The plan contemplates a 10-~enr development period to permit the 
districts to effect reconstruction and improvement of their irrigation and 
drainage facilities so as to permit most effici,:mt utiliz~tion of the proj-
ect :'TOrks. During this -period, the necessary development work for the neTI 
hnds ,.,ould be completed and changes in the irrigated 11rea. to include tho 
more desirable lands would be accomplished0 
F,STIMAT4TI DF.V""t:I.OPMRNT COSTS 
51. Estwted cost of the project ··,orks ns sumn;'l.rized belo,., is 
$129,628,ooo. The estimate is based on 1947 prices, but the costs might 
be rore or less at time of construction. 
Feature 




LP.tcral system for ne~ l~nds 
I;tteral drains for ntm l nnds 
La Joya PW'er nl~nt and transmission line 
Irrigable area deterrnin~tions and cl~ssific~tion 
of b .nds 
Perrn.."l.Ilent improvements 
Tcmpornry camp ~nd headquarters 















SCl{li'TlTLE OF CONS'IRUCTION AND 'DEVBI.OPMliNT 
520 All ;1ork is scheduled for completion by the time the first 
International Sto~age Dam (Falcon) is finished. Under the terms of the 
Treaty, this dam is to be finished ,:,r.ithin eight years from the time the 
Treaty- was r qtified. This ~uld require its completion by NovGmber 1953, 
rhich "NOuld ~lso be the desired ti.Ir£ for completion of the Valley Gr~vity 
Project. 
53. The volume of ;vork on the project is such that at least 5 full 
years should be allowed for oonstruction.. This Td.11 require purchase of 
rights of way, issuance of specifications, r.nd awa~d 6f initial contracts 
and commencement of construction by 1949~ 
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54. It will 'f:ie necess~ry for the individual districts to reconstruct 
some canals and drains and to build new drains to connect with the Bureau's 
outlet system. Also acditional irrig2tion and drainc>ge facilities must be 
provided to new lc1.nris within the boundaries of the districts. This work 
wruld be perfonned in the 10 yea.r development period, 1954 to 1963, during 
which time the districts would also be able to reduce their present bonded 
indebtedness and would be required to pay only the Bureau operation and 
maintenance chc1rges. Repayment of construction costs would start in 1964. 
The l'lefi' lands outside tha districts will require the same development period 
in order for the land owners to clear ?nd level the land; construct farm 
ditches, provide buildings, and otherwise prepc>r~ for irrigation farming. 
ANNUAL COSTS AND BENEFITS 
55. The following economic analysis is presented for convenience in 
appraising the over-all economic justificetion of the project. 
Annual Operation and ~'aintenance Costs 
56. The annual cost of oper8ting and mz.j_nt-'lining the project works 
is estimated at $907,700 annually on the basis of anticipated long-time 
prices and conditions. This includes ~630,000 for the canals, outlet drains, 
and ''ission Reservoir, $195,000 for facilities i::rovided solely for new lands 
outside the di strj_cts, and $82, 700 for the La Joya power plant. These co~ts 
either might increase or decrease by the tir.ie cons truction is co!!!plt:;ted and 
the project placed in operation. However, fluctuations in crop returns and 
~ny future increase in these costs should not r£flect a decrease in the 
ability to repay construction costs. 
Project Benefits 
57. Benefits from the irrigation facilities to be provided under the 
project plan consist of savinf'S to the present districts in pumping and other 
operation c>nd m;, i11tcnc1.nce costs and the increased returns resultant from 
developr.'lent of new lands. The saving in pu!11ping And other operation and 
maintcm:~1ce costs cissignable to~ elimination of the river pumps ::md some sec-
ond and third lif::. pumps would average $801,000 annually. It is estimated 
that, on the basis of 1939-44 prices, the aver?ge annue.l gross crop returns 
from project lands, after construction of the project works, would be $242 
per acre tor Class 1 lands, $161 for Class 2 l?nds, and $90 for Class 3 
lands. Applying these values to the 148,000 acres of new lands to he served 
by t.he project indicates an annual benefit of $29,517,000. 
58. Benefits to be derived fran the project drainare system are 
measured byincrea~ed gross crop returns resulting from improvement and 
protection of the productivity of the presently developed lands. The drains 
also have some benefits for flood control and for fish and wildlife conser-
vation. 
59. Approximately 94,500 acres of lands in the project h?ve a water 
table sufficiently near the surface to restrict production of these +ands 
to low value crops. Construction of adequate drains will lower the water 
table on these lands and p , nnit a ~ore diversified crop production. There 
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are nlso about 22,500 acres which can be out into a higher croductive c:'z s.s 
with adequate drainage system. The uroportionnl oart. of the ben13fits .qss::gn-
nble to the outlet drains for mnking'possible such increased crou returns is 
estim-~ted at an annu~l aver;:i.ge of ~1,484,000. Benefits derived from nrotcc•-
tion of the u~sent crop income are reurcsented by the diffcrenoo bet~ecn 
-oresent gross ;mnual crou returns ::.nd returns th<>.t c;i.n be e:imected· if dr~in-· 
age "'10rks are not provided. For the urcsP-nt irrigated ~rea of·552,000 acres, 
this annual protective value is estm.ted ~t A tot.P.l of ~3,936,ooo. 
60" The outlet drains ".'d.11 afford limited flood cont.rel for the ;\rea 
by removal of storm waterso '!he annual flood control benefits of the dr~.ins 
for such ?rotection have been tentatively estim~ted at i95,400~ Det~ilcd 
studies of the flood control benefits assignable to the project arc being 
mde by the Corps of Engineers., It is considered probable th'½t those stud5.os 
~•,ill :indicate benefits considerably in excess of $95 .,400 annUr~lJ.y, '!he 
drains will also have benefits to .fish and wildlife conservation estimated 
at nn annual a~erage of $21,700. In ~ddition, they will make possible the 
delivery of 4l,OOO acre-feet of ,rnter to t,;10 game· refuges in the area. '!his 
water is estimated to h,'\ve an nnmm.l vAJ..uc of ~4l,OOO, bringing thfc1 tot~l 
benefits for fish !lnd ,·,ildlife conservation of tho drains to ~62, 700. 
61. Benefits from the La Joya po·;·-icr :obnt were taken only ,,_s the cost of 
the p01•!er facilities, $182,000 annu,<).lly, in1.smuch 2.s dinposi tion of the 
energy produced at the plant TTas not cert~in. The cstim.-~tc of 4 mills as the 
average value per kilo,·;att hour nt tho market of tho saleable energy ,.,f:'.s 
based on the assumption that the d.:.:ipendablo capncity of the La Joyn plrmt 
•.,ould be equal to the installed CD."'.)acity . This •·;ould be true only if Ln Jc,ya 
is a part of a ooordinated povrer rmd t ransmission system ,ti ich -·01lld inc.lude 
power plants at tho international ci1.ms ~nd full credit for the installed nlant 
CP.t:e. city ns "de-ncndable cR9acity1• could be given to I,". Joya. This cnn only 
be determined in a future · ove:r-n.11 s .. · ,c-y ··rhich includes r1J.J. oo•""Jr developed 
nt the international d~ms. Since the ~nnuql revenue reouired to reoay the 
LR Joya t>0"'1er cost is nnryroxim~tely ~182,000 ~s como~red -1.th· ~n esti~~ted 
revenue of ~298,800 on ?.n estimatGd :-:iv cr::i.gG 4 milJ/kmhr v:ilue, it is ~.ssurood 
the uo~er-developrr.cnt can be justified. If l::i.ter studies indicate this is not 
the Cc"'!.se, the po,.,er development om be omit tcd "'l. th out affecting the rf3st of 
the nroject since po--:rer is not bearing any other th:m poi:-rer costs~ 
62; Annual benefits of the Mission Reservoir nre estimated at ~20,200, 
and $39,980 for fish ru1d Tiildlife conservation and for recreationnl purposes, 
re~ectively c 
Sumnary of Costs ruid Benefits 
63. The costs of the project have been converted to -'lll annual oosis 
for comparison ~ith annual benefits. A sunmaI"J of the esti.Ir.ated costs, the 
annual costs ~nd. benefits, and the cost-benefit ratio foll~s: 
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SUMMARY OF COSTS AND BENEFITS 
First Costs 
Construction of project works 
All other than power facilities 
Power facilities 
Land developrent (by landowners) 




Amortization of first costs (SO yrs. ~t 3%) 
All other tha.n power facilities :; 
Power facilities 
Operation and maintenance 
All other than power facilities 
Power facilities 







Increase in gross crop returns $ 29,.517,000 
Reduction in present districts costs 801,000 
Drainage 
Protection of present income 
Increase in gross crop returns 
Flood control 
Fish and wildlife conservation 
Mission Reservoir 
Fish and wildlife ccnservation 
Recreation 
Power 
Total annual benefits 



















1 to 4.SJ 
Extended Benefits 
64. Numero1.1s benefits which do not ler.d th ems elves to a mcnetnry 
e,ra.luation would accrue from the project. Some of these a.re included in the 
evaluated benefits inasmuch as the gross croi income was us~d as a measure 
rf all benefits. 
65. Future develo:cments in Mexico a.re now being planr.ed which would 
di ·rert wat~r from the Rio Grande several :nil es upstream from Reynosa. S--:.b-
stantially all of the lands now being irrir,ated on the t:nited ·States sid.o 
of the river in the Valley obtain water by pumping below this diversion site. 
As the project plan provides for diversion at tte Falcon Reservoir, it would 
insure the availability of the project water su·oply. It would also eliminate 
the possibility of any international or local controversies over rights to 
the '_Droject waters s1.1ch as normally arise in connection with atte:n!)ts to 
deliver stored water over long distances thro·.1gh natural ri ..,er channels com-
parable to that of the Rio Grande below the Falcon Dam site. 
66. As under the project plan, water WO'..lld be c.eli vered to the r,roj~ct 
by gravity, considerable amo'.lnts of electrical energy which otherwise wo1.1ld 
be required for pw,nping would be available for industrial and ct.her :pur:.,oses 
in the Valley. ·l'he availability of S'.1ch energy sho'..lld be cor.duci ,·e towards 
further industrial develo~ment and result in increa 0 ed incom~ to the are~. 
67. The -princi nal water su;µ~ for !!!~st of the cities o.nd to·,r.i.s of the 
Valley is obtained t:1rough the districts' canal systems. The flan of dovel-
oument woulc not change this arran?,ement. ~owP.ver, the project plan will 
provi(J.e a dependable deli very system for water sto:-ed in the :falcon Reservoir, 
and permit the delivery of water of good g_uality, S'1bs trnt ially free of silt, 
sediment, and algae, to the districts I cc.nals for distrib•1ti-,n to the ·.rarious 
-..irban areas, 
68. The main drains thro•1gh lateral extensions to the towns, will 
provida O'JtlPts w!lich could be convanientl;v as 'ld for se•-roee and storm wat,;r 
disposal. General imp rov ·ment of sa::1i tary conditions in the 'Talley e.hould 
result from the drainai?e constr,.iction. 
~9. Construction of the ~roject wo·1ld create an irr1·'.:odia.te re-q,,.iir~ment 
for constr~ction oquiT,ment and an increased need for agricultural equir,ment 
and other rnani.1factured products . Considerable em:!Jlcy:nent in c6nstr~cti :i 
"'Or',: also would be :r,,rovided. 
70. The P.stablis:i<~d incomes reeulting from the project wo·.1ld '_Dcrmit 
establishment of uermar.ent homes and minimize future ne0d~ for reli◊f ~ctiv-
ities in the nroj~ct and surrounding areas. 
71. The proj ~ct would afford an ou~ortunity for d~velo~men " of 3,800 
new ff.rming units and these, together with the increased _values of established 
farms and greater incomes ,would increase tax revcn es which would permit 
development of better sc~ools, roads end other corr.munity facilities. 
R3?AY.'-i:£NT .AND COST ALLOCATION 
72. It was determined from economic studi~s that the amounts the land-
owners could pay to me'1t all water costs would Vir"J with the classes of land 
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to be irrigated, as follows: Class 1 - $16.79 per acre, Class 2 - $10.83, 
and Class 3 - $6.36. The ability of each district or area to pay all water 
costs was established by apflying these 7alues to the acreag~s of the various 
classes of lands within S'.lch ur.it. Weighted values per acre were obtained 
ranging from $7.42 for units ¥nth a Frorortionately large amount of Class 3 
land to $15.84 where the land is ~rincipally Class 1. The units own w~ter 
and other charges and project operation and maintenance charges wfre con-
sidered in determining the amounts which could be P.-n:oli •·d to 1·e:pay project 
construction costs. For the new lands outside tho districts; only the 
-oroj ect operation and maintenance costs were deducted. 
73. The presr nt anneal cha::-ges assessed in each district vary. In 
f-stimating the future charges for ea.ch district, aJ.lcwa.nces were m..'1.de for 
retirement of bonded indebtedness and for necessary new construction or 
r ehabilitation of the ir~·· iga tion and drainage systems. SR7ings in puoping 
and other operation ar.d maintenance costs to be cffect<",d by the !)reject 
construction were also considered. On this bl'sis, the district water costs 
after construction were det0rr.iined to range generally fro'll [-l bn•.1t $6. 50 to 
$8.50 ur,,r acre. The :proj ~ct opGration and maintenance charges wera esti-
mated at $0.90 per acre for lands within the districts a.~d $3.59 rer acre for 
new lands outside the districts. 
74. Using the above, it was determined that certain of the districts 
co'.lld re:,oay up to $6. 59 per acre annuall:,r on construct ion charges, while 
five of the districts would be able to make only negli~ible rayments on c~n-
str1.1ct ion charges unless some special assisto.nce should be ~i ven them. ~he 
re:ca;rment ability of the new lands outside of the districts was deterr.iincd to 
be $11.22 ~er acre annually. 
75. Consequently, it was considered desirable thnt S.f-}Ortiorun~nt of 
construction costs to the }roject lands be ~ade on the basis of their rela-
tive :croductivity, with the &.dc,itional costs of the p.roject works i:•rovided 
solel~ for the new lands outside of the districts to be borne by these lands. 
This would result in the entire rei:nbursabl.' constr.1ction cost of the comoo:i 
works being charged against the 610,647 acres of class 1, 2 nnd 3 lands. 
There are now beir.g irrigated abo"J.t 89,000 e.cres of clas!' 5 and 6 land which, 
'.lnder sustained irrigation, would not be , ble to meet water costa. Howe·rer, 
these l r-. nds are considerad to have a right to ~.ter and are ir.cb.ded in tl:e 
!)lan of development. The Flan :9rovides that charges fer wu.ter su~:dicd to 
class 5 and 6 lands would be sufficient t o cov~r operation and :naintennnce 
costs and, in addition, woul d proYide a small construction com!)onent. In the 
future, if the class 5 and 6 lands are retired, additional water su:0_01ies would 
then be available for irrigation of higher class lands. 
76. Tentative allocations of costs on the basis of benefits indicate 
$3,816,000 and $3,316,000 cd•.1ld r eason~.bly be u.sdgned to flood control and 
fish and wildlife ~urposes as non-reimbursable costs to be borne by the 
Federal government~ Should a•.1thorit:r be granted for allocation of costs to 
recreation as a Federal benefit, an add.itionLl allocation of $1,600,000 could 
r~asonably be I!l?-de thereto. Though it is recognize~ that benefits ns~ignable 
to the power facilities pro'lided under the project plan 1/IO'.lld justify an 
allocation of construction cost the::-eto considerably in excess of the costs 
of such facilities for ~ur-coses of analysis of the proj3ct repayment capac-
ity, the alloca.tio~ to p~we~ was considered to be only the cost of the facil-
ities or $2,56o,ooo. In adr'.ition, it is o2xpected that $1,000,000 of the 
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t r. tal cost will be returned as collections for operation and maintenance 
d, .ring con3tr.1ct_ion, and as crcci.its for rent and salvage vahie of temror:.lry 
c, .raps and b1.1ild.ings. On the basis of the above, the rei:nbursablc costs 
a :.signable to irrigation and drainage WO'J.ld be $117,336,000. 
77. It is estimated that the proj ~ct lands would be o.ble to rcFay on 
tLc project construction costs apout $2,665,000 ann\;.ally, If no district 
1,Lid moro than its allocated :oortion of the :..;reject costs, the ~rojoct lar.ds 
W(,,1ld be able to re:,~·o.y about $96,661,000 oYor e 40-ycar r-criod er 82 J c,:-ce:it 
of the total cost assignable to ir1·igatio?1 and drainngo . Excl •.1dinr. the new 
l i.nds, 1:1.}l a:-re~t,.,of' 64 years would be required for the districts to repay 
t : leir share o r 100 percent of construction costs. 
78. The amount the districts ha.ve a vailable t~ ray I,ro.~ect constr.1ction 
CtLari!;CS could be increased by the Federal Govern:ri~,nt :..:.cq_·;iring the callable 
bc,nrls of th:> districts and per!orming the neoded r ehabilito.tion a:id imrrove-
ment work within the districts. With this c.ssisto.nce, t::i.e fiv ..1 districts 
which cannot :-cyay constr·1ction charP,~s wcu1..d no dot:.bt mo.ke 
a~ :,: reciable payments and those districts, nine in !l·J.tr.b" r, which re,r.;.ire :noro 
t:hnn the averaf?:e of 64 years to rcra? tneir ccsts wo·1ld be better able ti., 
r (•,m;v their costs in the ave> rag P- :ocriod. Add.i tional studies and ~oor-er:ition 
of the local interests to affect e.cq_'.1isi tion of the bor.d.s ur.d for:n• .. la.tion of 
jointly satisfactor.i plans for t!':e ne ::d ,:,d im!-'rcvemcnt or rehnbili ta.tion w9rk 
wo,)ld be rei~1ired. Such gen.-·· ra.l ~reements co·.1ld J;robnbly 1'e ""'rkcd C'.1t 
r.-rior to final aJ.,prcval of the rep".yment contracta or o.s sup:r;lementnl co:1-
tracts with the indivic~al districts. 
AGZ:.TCIES TO CCJTRAC'I ~'iITE T~ "J!TI':';;D STATES 
79. The existing district s a r e organiz~d under the laws of the State 
o Texas and are emr owered to mc:.ke contract s with the ::nited Stutes Govern-
i:: nt in nurs·.1ance of the Federal iiecla:nc, tion Laws. Owilll-'; to the largo 
n b :-,r of districts and indep endent ope_rators, it would te desirable for all 
l nds of the proj ect to be orga nized into a :c-1.1blic corporE:tion or corrora.-
t ons for the -o;.ir-cose of contrc cti~ with the United States. The most 
~ oferable t;n:~ of organization afp enrs to be a sir.~lo lar~e wo.ter imrrovo-
m nt district, or water power ~ontrol district, ~ither of which co~ld be 
o ganized under State Laws. 
c01rCLi..'SICi{$ 
80 . The -crescnt method of obta.inirt1; .... m.t or s·1rr-ly is costly. Not er.ly 
;J~t the ~roje~t lands bear contir.uing J,umping costs b•.1t, because of the h gh silt burden and ~cand~ring of t~e streru!l, silt r ?-mo7el and oth~r 
intenance costs are also high. 
81. Present diversion system, whici:1 in7olvc s r,11ss~e cf flows tr.rough 
Rio Grande channel to nn~~rous pumping ~lants, resulte in e~ces~ive 
s. "'l::Qge, eva·,:oration and tr~ns!)irntio:: los~es and does root -rermit complete 
d version of the flow of the river. ?!.-.:ch ·,•nte r now wai:; tcs into the 0-tlf • 
.., en with Rdeque.te inain strea~ stor .. F,e, tr.,~~o l os · cs E,nd wa ste would limit 
d velonment within the Valley to nbcut t ::e area now ir·~ignt~d, which is f P.r 
blow the potential area of de7elop$ent. 
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82, Flows of the Rio Grande at the Falcon storage damsite in exce~s cf 
70sted upstream rights, combined with existing rights ~t the present dis-
_tricts, when . regulated by the Falcon Reservoir, would furnish an ade~uate 
we.tar supply for the present project lands and sufficient additional S'J.pply, 
if properly utilized, to Jermit the de7elopment of 148,ooo acres cf new 
:l (1nds. 
83. The inade~uacy of present drainage ways ~resents a serious threat 
t c continued productiveness of the existing development. These conditions, 
i : continued, would ca'.lse abandonment of large areas and affect the overall 
c,conomy of the entire area. The provision of ade~uo.te drain~ge both surface 
~~d subsurface has been shown to be physically possible at a reasonable cost 
f ~r the arable lands. This is evidenced. by the ground water levels fo·.md 
t '1-.ere the Arroyo Colorado and other facilities provides drainage .and by the 
l ~aching accomplished by artificial drains in some of the irrigated areas. 
Ti~e main outlet drains supplemented by s1.J.fficient laterals and farm drains 
wi ll prevent injuriously high water tables and salt accumulations. 
84. Constr~ction of the Valley Gravity ?roject as herein outlined would 
el iminate the present diversion hazards and silt problems. It would permit a 
m,·.terial saving of water by reducing the cho.nnel losses below the Falcon 
dr.:.msite and by eliminating the diversion wo.s~es. Fy effec,ing these savings, 
1 t would :c,ermi t maximum utilizati :m of the water resc'.lrces available and pro-
vi de for develo!)ment of 148,000 acres of new lar.ds. The plan also :provides 
needed drainage relief for the presently deteriorafed and threatened lands, 
a r.d an adeq_uate drainage syst€m for the new lands./ 
85. The cost of the ~roj ect works based on 1947 unit trices has beon 
ef- tilll\lted at $129,628,000, of which $1,000,000 wo,1ld be r e>turned 'by collec-
t i ons dt.ring construction. The balance could reasonably be alloco.ted as 
f ollows: 
Puroose 
Irrigation and drainage 
Flood control 










$126 I 628 I oco / 
86, The average ann,.10.l ability of the projtJct to r npo.y construction 
cr..a rges is $4.36 per acre. The project l ands over 4r; yeRrs wci.lld be able 
t o r&Jmy abo,.1t $96,661,000 er 82 percent cf t:-1~ constru.ction costs charge-
able t •~ ir!'igation and drainage . If it sh.o•;.ld !;rcvc feasible for the 
Federal Government to acouire the callable bo~s of the districts and to 
perform needed rehabili t~tion and im~c rovomer.t work within tho districts, 
treir ca~acity to- repay constr.1ction chnrges would be increused. 
87. / The plan of development is justified aconomicnlly by the benefits 
to the ar~~. the surrounding reg i pn and the \nation. The r a tio of estimated· 
costs ta measurable benefits is 1 to 4.53. 1 . J 
88. The ueoµle of the area ~ave evid;mced their desire for the projoct. 
The plan is co~sistent with :presently conceived plan of development for the 
r emainder of the Rio Grande Basinft 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
89. It is recommended: 
(a) That the plan of development, as described in this report, 
be approved. 
(b) That the authorization for Federal Project No. 5 contained in 
Act of Congress dated June 28, 1941, be amended to authorize 
the following principal units, and such related works as may 
be incidental thereto, constituting the Valley Gravity Project 
to be constructed, operated and maintained by the Bureau of 
Reclamation, Department of the Interior, substantially in 
accordance with the plan set forth in this report, with such 
modifications, omissions or additions to the works as the 
Commissioner of Reclamation, with the approval of the Secre• 
tary of the Interior, may find proper for carrying out the 
project to the end of providing water for the irrigation of 









Irrigation laterals and lateral drains for proposed new 
lands outside of existing districts 
Mission regulating reservoir 
La Joya power plant 
(c) That said Valley Gravity Project, Texas, be constructed, 
operated and maintained in accordance with Federal Reclamaticm 
Laws (Act of June 17, 1902, 32 Stnt. 388 and acts amendatory 
thereof or supplementary thereto.) 
provided: 
(1) That this report shall be deemed to satisfy the require-
ments of the Federal Reclamation Laws regarding engi-
neering feasibility; 
That the water users be required, by contract with the 
United States, to pay, during the useful life of the 
project and at the maxinum rate which in the judgment of 
the Secretary they can reasonably be expected to pay that 
pa.rt of the estimated construction costs of the project 
chargeable to irrigation and drainage; and that, during 
the period of contract with the United States, they slrul 
pay for or otherwise provide adequate operation and nain-





Report of the 
BUREAU OF RECLPJ!ATION 
VALIEY GRAVITY PROJECT, TEXAS 
i6AY 1947 
GENERAL 
Description of Area 
Location of Project Area 
'lhe vailey Gravity Project of Texas is located at the lower end of the 
Rio Grande Basin. It is situated in the southernmost part of the state, 
being bounded on the east by the Gulf of Mexico and on the south by the Rio 
Grande which forms the international boundary between the United States and 
Mexico. 'lhe project area includes parts of Cameron, Willacy, Hidalgo, and 
Starr Counties. The ma.in body of the project area is included in a section 
about 70 miles long and 30 miles wide, as shown on the General Project Map. 
'lhis area, which is a rich agricultural region. is widely known as the 
Lower Rio Grande Valley and is called "'lhe Valley" by ioost Texans. For con-
venience and because they are widely used, the names, Lower Rio Grande Valley 
or the Valley, will be used occasionally in this report when reference is 
made to the project area. 
Physical Features 
'lhe wwer Rio Grande Basin includes the area from Fort Quitman, Texas 
to the Gulf of Mexico. In this section the river flows, first in deep can-
yons through a region of high plateaus, then through a rolling hill country 
until, at a point about 80 miles from the Gulf it enters the delta region 
known as the wwer Rio Grande Valley. 
The pro,ject area is largely composed of the alluvial delta and a section 
of the adjoining coastal plain, but a small area, at the west end, extends 
into the rolling hill section. 
The delta region is a comparatively flat plain with a gentle slope to 
the northeast, away from the river and toward the Gulf. In its natural 
state, it is covered with low brush and has few proW1ounced surface features. 
Because of surface characteristics and topographical features the area may be 
divided into three divisions; first, second, and third bench lands. 
'lhe first bench is the delta of the Rio Grande which extends eastward 
from a point near Penitas. From McAllen to Weslaco it averages from 6 to 7 
miles in width; near Mercedes it fans out to the north and merges into the 
coastal plain. In the upper reaches the first bench is separated from the 
second by a well defined escarpment about 25 feet high which gradually dis-
apwars near Mercedes. The first bench is traversed by many old river 
channels. In the upper Valley, these are long, shallow depressions but east 
of Mercedes they are prominent topographic features. 'lhey are usually long, 
narrow lakes with high ridges along the banks, locally termed "resacas" the 
area between the channels is usually low without drainage outlets. Thie con-
dition has made it necessary to construct canals with high banks across these 
low areas to irrigate the ridges along the channels. The Arroyo Colorado. a 
deeply eroded channel, is the only important watercourse in the project area 
and extends about 50 miles in a northeasterly direction from a point near 
Mercedes to the Gulf. 
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The second bench lies above the escarpment to the north of the first 
bench and extends west from a point near Mercedes. The surface is either 
flat or slightly undulating with a general slope to the northeast. There 
are many depressed areas without outlets for surface drainage. 
The land to the north and west of Mission rises rapidly, forming a 
third bench which slopes to the east. 'Ihe topography becomes more rolling 
to the northwest. 'Ihis section contains some of the highest land in the 
project area which reaches an elevation of approximately 250 feet above sea 
level. 
In Starr County the surface presonts a different type of topography than 
that found in the lower plain. The terraced river bottom land has an averaee 
width of about three miles and north of this is an eroded upland region with 
alternating ridges and creek bottoms. 
Climate of Area 
The climate of the project area is semi-tropical and semi-arid. The 
mild temperatures are favorable for intensive agricultural practices through-
out the year, the most important of which is the production of citrus fruits 
and winter vegetables. 
At Brownsville the mean annual temperature is about 73 degrees Fahren-
heit, the average temperatures for January and August being 61 degrees and 
84 degrees respectively. The extreme maximum of record is lo4 degrees and 
the minimum is 12 degrees. 'Iha average temperatures are about the. same at 
Mission, near the west side of the area. However, the range between mei1mum 
and minimum temperatures is slightly greater at Mission than at Brownsville. 
The average frost free growing season ranges from 330 days at Brownsville to 
310 days near the west end of the project area. Although frost has frequently 
been responsible for minor damage to crops, in most years the more susceptible 
vegetables are the only crops affected. 
The average annual precipitation ranges from about 31 inches at 
Brownsville to 21 inches at Mission with a weighted average of 26 inches for 
the project area. Irrigation is continuous throughout the year and must be 
utilized to produce citrus fruits and vegetables, although some cotton and 
forage may be grown without irrigation during years when rainfall is normal 
or above, The heavy irrigation demand usually comes at the season of least 
rainfall. There are two periods of heaviest rainfall, May--June and Septem-
ber--October with much of the precipitation occurring as heavy downpours; a . , 
rainfall of 5 inches in 24 hours is not uncommon. 
The prevailing wind during most of the year is from the southeast. 
During the winter, cold winds occasionally blow from the north. The Lower 
Rio Grande Valley is situated in the region that is subject to tropical 
hurricanes that originate in the Gulf of Mexico. On August 4, 1933. and 
September 4 and 5, 1933 , hurricane~ swept the Valley. These are the only 
hurricanes that have crossed the Valley in recent years. 
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History and pettlement 
Although one Spanish expedition had vieited the mouth of the Rio Grande 
about 1520, the Lower Rio Grande Valley ~as largely an unexplored region 
until the middle of the 18th century. In the year 1749, permanent settle-
ments were established along the south bank of the river at Rernosa and 
Camargo by the Spanish Crown and within a few years land grants were made 
and settlement was extended to tbs north bank, These small, isolated 
communities expanded slowly se they were governed successively by Spain and 
Mexico. The treaty following the Mexican War established the Rio Grande as 
the international boundary and the project area became a part of the United 
States . 
.About 1846, Brownsville wae established and steamboat transportation 
was started on the Lower Rio Grande. During the Civil War, trade and com-
merce in the Lower Valley were greatly stimulated when ports on the Mexican 
eide of the river became the principal outlets for cotton from the Confeder-
ate States. 
From the time of the first settlement until 1876, the ec.onomy of the 
area was based on open range livestock production and subsistence farming of 
small tracts along the Rio Grande. In 1876, the first irrigation develop-
ment was started when a small pump was installed to irrigate sugar cane on 
a plantation about 10 miles below Brownsville. However, there was little 
change in the economy of the area during the next two decades. 
In 19o4, the St, Louis,Brownsville, and Mexico Railroad was completed 
to Brownsville, Th~s event had a great influence on the development of the 
area as the railroa~ provided, for the first time, rapid and easy tranaporta• 
tion to the Lower Rio Grande Valley. 
Numerous companies were soon formed for the development and sale or 
irrigated land. For a number of years the emphasis was on the sale of land 
for vegetable produ~tion but later the promoters subdivided the land into 
small tracts and planted it to citrus orchards. The first plantings of cit-
rus were made about 1907, with commercial production starting about 1917. 
Great energy and ingenuity were shown in the sales campaigns of the land com-
panies. They brought many prospective buyers to the Valley from northern 
states, The mild weather, flourishing citrus groves, and profusion of flow-
era in mid-winter proved irrestible to maey people and land was usually sold 
nt int'lnted prices. 
Population 
The Counties of Cameron, Hidalgo, Starr, and Willacy had a combined 
population in 1940 of 215,803. The area of these counties totals 4,226 
square miles; however, practically all of the inhabitants lived within the 
gross project area which is less than one-half of the total area of the 
counties. The total population of the Lower Rio Grande Valley in 1946 was 
estimated, by newspapers and other organizations, to be 268,000. This is an 
increase of approximately 52,000 in six years. 
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There has been a steady increase in the population since good 
transportation facilities became available and irrigation was started near 
the beginning of the century. The growth of population is indicated in the 
following table: 
Increase over 
Year Po!!!:la.tion Previous Decade 
1890 20,958* 
1900 22,932* 1,974 
1910 40,886* 17,954 
1920 85,861 44,975 
1930 176,452 90,591 
1940 215,803 39,351 
* Figure does not include population of Starr County. 
Tho large increases in population before 1930\IOl:'e due principally to 
the rapid development of citrus orchards and the increase in vegetable 
production. During the depression years from 1930--1940, the dern&nd for 
citrus fruits nnd winter vegetables declined; consequently the incentive 
for further agricultural development was rPmovcd and tho rate of increase 
of population was greatly reduced. Although there ha.a been somo increase in 
population since 1930 due to agricultrual development. the principal gain 
has been due to the expansion in industrios which process agricultural 
products. 
The composition of the population in 1940 according to its origin was 
as follows: native white, 86.o percent; foreign born white, 13.1 percent; 
negro, 0.8 percent; and others , 0.1 percent. Of the 28,245 foreign born 
white in 1')40, 92,3 percent crune from Mexico. Local authorities estimate 
that approximately _§~_E~nt _gf__~he. poj>ula.,t:Ion 1~_ .9f Mg~~C.~- d,_~§_c.e.nt .• 
Transportation 
The most important factor. in nddition to irrigation, in the development 
of the Lower Bio Grande Valley has been the transportation facilities which 
have permitted the economical marketing of Valley produce. 
Today the Valley is served by all types of transportation and related 
fecilities. Adequate peTed highways from the area permit the shipment of 
produce by refrigerated truck and numerous regular truck services. The 
Southern Pacific and Missouri Pacific railroads provide regular freight and 
refrigerator as well as r a ilway express service for the area, Rail entry 
through Brownsville provides an outlet for trade with Northern Mexico. Truck 
entry is provided by highways at Brownsville, Hidalgo and Roma. 
Three major airlines hnve operation bases at tho Brownsville Municipal 
Airport. A new airport at Weslaco also provides facilities for air line con-
nections with San Antonio. Plans arc now boing made for air transportation 
of highly perishable produce to Northern and Eastern markets. 
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J.!ore tnan a score of steamship lines come into Port Bro,·:nsviD.e a~d 
Port Isabel. Construction is under way to extend the Intracoastal Canal 
from Corpus Christi to Brownsville. A barge canal between Parlingen and 
Port Isabel which will connect with the Intracoastal Canal in the Laguna 
fadre ., is substantially complete. 
rarkets 
1larketing of crops producted in the Valley is accomplished throngh 
cooperatives and cash buyers. The cooperatives handle approximately 43 
percent of the fresh citrus fruits and processed citrus juices. 7he fruit 
and juice are shipped to 37 statese The ma,jor part of the pr6d1.!cts are 
s r.ipped to and sold at auction centers located in ChicagoJ St. fouis, 
Ci ncinnati, and Clevelands Recently citrus fruit and processed juice have 
bGen shipped abroad to Great Britain., Sweden, and two provinces in Canada . 
Vegetables are marketed for the most part through cash buyers; only t,,-:o 
vegetable cooperatives are located in the Valley. The major markets are 
s i tuated in the Middle 'Jest and in the northeastern states although some 
produce is shipped to all parts of the country. 
Cotton is marketed through cash buyers [' nd cooperative gins . There 
are eleven cooperative cotton gins which handle 30 percent of the crop. 
The cotton is compressed and shipped by rail, true\-:, and ·water transpor-
U>.tion to all parts of the Unitod States and to some foreign countries. 
The local Valley market for citrus and vegetables is small in com-
parison to tho quantity produced. 'I'he dniry anc! cattle entcrrr ises 
located on the project and the adjacent area co~prise ·a market for the 
feod crops and rav, by.-products of the citrus ind:lStry. The :).ocal market 
consumes all of the products of the dairy industry and the r.iajor part of 
tho cattle raising enterprises. 
It is expected that continued :iJ!lproYements i n 1:1.arkcting organization 
and techniques will pcmit disposal of the increased quantity of '.Tall ey 
products r esulting from acdition of new lands to the project. 
Banks and Banking 
Ther:; are 24 banks operating in Hidalgo, Cameron, Starr and ':Tillacy 
Counties, with deposits on Ibcer:1bcr 31, 1945, of '.;107,090,847 . fuposj_ts 
ranged from $911,973 in the Los Fresnos Bank to :)12,251,376 in the First 
National Bank of Harlingen. 
Public Utilities 
The Vall0y is served -;:i th electricity J municipal wa tor supplies, 
gas (natural and butane), telephone and t cl 0graph service, and local 
radio stations. Electric service is supplied by the Central Power 
and Light Co. to all municipal and some of the adjacent rural areas. 
' f I' . . d The other rural areas., extending cast ror:: near n.ssion, arc serve 
by a project financed by the Rural Electrification Ad.ministration 
with headquarters at Mercedes. 1'nnicipal ,yater supplies for domestic 
and industrial purposes are derived principally from the Rio Grande 
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through the irrigation districts. Each municipality is served by a water 
system operating a filtration and chlorination plant. A few of these are 
operated by the Central Power and Light C~, but most of them are municipally 
operated. Extensive service of natural gas is offered by the Rio Grande 
Valley Natural Ga.a Co, to both urban and rural consu.ners. In areas where 
natural gas is not supplied, butane systems are prevalent and are becoming 
more numerous. Valley towns are all served by telephone· and telegraph. 
River Floodweys 
The L:>wer Rio Grande Flood Control Project being constructed by the 
United States Section of the International Boundary and Water Commission will 
provide protection for extensive areas of agricultural lands in Hidalgo, 
Cameron, and Willacy Counties that have been inundated by major floods from 
the Rio Grande. from 1903 through 1939, there were 23 floods .in the Rio 
Grande at Rio Grande City with discharges greater than 60,000 second feet. 
The floods of 1919, 1920, and 1922 covered 319,000, 19,000 and 265,000 acres, 
respectively, in the Counties of Hidalgo, Comeron, and Willacy. After 1922 
the counties began construction of flood levee systems which had the effect 
of reducing the areas flooded thereafter. 
The original plan for flood control was developed by engineers of the 
Bureau of Reclamation in 1922. Since the problem was one of international 
character, the Interna.tional Boundary Corr.mission was authorized in 1930 to 
review the original plan, to develop an international plan of flood control 
and, later, to initiate construction of the project. 
The present plan is based on the construction by the United States and 
Mexico of the works located on their respective sides of the river. The 
International Boundary and Water Commission project consists of a system of 
levees along both sides of the river and interior floodways which are dee~ 
to receive floodwaters in excess of the capacity of the river channel and to 
conduct them to the Gulf. The plan adopted in the United States closely 
follows that previously proposed. The plan of operation~ designed for a 
maximum flood of 200,000 second-feet in the river at Penitas, calls for the 
diversion of 120,000 second-feet into the United States floodway, leaving 
80,000 second-feet in the river immediately below; and the diversion of 
50,000 second-feet into the Mexican floodways, leaving 30,000 second-feet to 
be carried by the Rio Grande into the Gulf. 
The United States portion of the I.B.W.C. project, consisting of about 
85 miles of levees along the Rio Grande, 200 miles of floodway levees, improve-
ment of 145 miles of floodway channels and other incidental work , was approxi-
mately 73 percent complete in 1945. The levee system on the North Floodway, 
which is about 46 miles in length, has been completed. 
The Arroyo Colorado, n natural drainage channel, is a part of the I.B.W.C. 
flood control project. It is also utilized as a main outlet for drainage 
water from agricultural lnnds and drain,~e from sewage treatment plants of 
the towns between Mission and Rio Hondo. 
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Agriculture and Industry 
Irrigation Development 
The earliest recorded irrigation 1n tho Lower Rio Grande Valley was in 
1876 when a small pump was installed on a plantation ton miles below Browns-
ville to irrigate sugar cane. Several other small pumps were installed 
along the river in the lato eighties and early nineties. However, little 
progress was mede until after the St. Louie, Brownsville, and Mexico Rail-
road to Brownsville was completed in July 1904, which afforded the opportu-
nity for colonizers to enter the e.reo and start lend development. These 
men obtained options on lr.rge tracts of land with frontoge on the river. 
The original title to the lands dates bf'.ck to tho time of Spanish occupa-
tion when the King of Spain Illf.'.de grants to the first settlers. The original 
grants had later been subdivided into smaller tracts or "Porciones" with 
river frontnge from one-half to one mile wide cnd extending from the river 
ten to fifteen miles. The colonizers and promoters of these early irriga-
tion districts obtained several "Porcionos" or pnrts of a grant and tho 
boundary of these subdivisions usually determined the boundary of the present 
districts. 
Before irrigation works wero started, decl~ntions were filed in the 
office of the County Clerk stating the acroago to be irrigated, the quantity 
of water to be diverted, and the cross-secci0rn-:.l area. of the supply canal. 
'Ihe descriptions of those features wero gC?r.o...,['.lly vogue; numerous discrepan-
cies and overlappings of water filings occur r.-...d After the land had been 
secured and water filing mede, it was the gonernl practice to employ engi-
neers to subdivide the land and locate tho canals and pumping plant. Canal 
construction wee begun on lf'Jld neorost the river and proceeded to the north 
as the land was sold. Bec~use of the topography, the mo.in canel was usually 
located near the west line of the tract and Jaterels wore built to tho oaat 
to serve blocksof 40 to 160 acres. Tho first ce.nals extended only a few 
miles from the river and were built to serve lands immediately adjacent. As 
additional land waa sold and the system expanded, highor fills a.nd larger 
canals were required. As n result of such pr~cticcs the earthen canals had 
lnrge sections with·very flat gradients when the canals were first construc-
ted, losses by seepage were usually excessive. Several of these original 
unlined canals are still in operation, the largest being in the Morcodes 
district. 
In this manner about twenty pumps were installed and irrigation systems 
started. The colonizers paid for the construction ond operation of the sys-
tems by selling land and by charging the landowner for irrigation water. 
Development continued until about 1915, when IllllilY of the colonizers went 
bankrupt nnd were unc.ble to continue operation of the systems. Pumping 
plants, canru.s, and structures were in poor condition and in order for the 
farmers to continue to obtain water, it become necessary for them to organ-
ize districts under state laws, vote and sell bonds, end buy the systems 
from the colonizers. The first organized district was established in 1914 
and by 1920 only four priv~tely owned systems remained. Of these, the 
United Irrigation Company is the only one now in existence. A later reorgan-
ization took place under new laws which gavo the districts more latitude in 
issuing bonds. By 1G33, n total of thirty-two districts had been organized 
under the Texas Stotutes; in 1938, the same number were orgonized, but four 
hod become inactive . 
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For n number of years there havo been twenty-six active nnd six 
inactive districts in the Vnlley. As shown in Table 1, the gross nren of 
these districts is 701,8o4 acres of which approximately 496,ooo acres were 
irrignted in 1945, One new district has been recently orsnnized and one 
old district is nov e%tending its boundaries, the totnl increase in nrea 
amounting to npproximntoly 28;000 acres, Fifteen of the districts have 
river pumps. These districts furnish water to the other eleven nctive dis-
tricts and parts of six inactive districts in which some land is irrigated. 
Second lift pumps ore required in all districts west of Ad~.JDS Gardens, ex-
cept F.d.1nburg 1 and also in a few districts east of Adams Gnrdena. Third o.nd 
fourth lift pumps ore required in some areas at the northwest side of the 
Vnlloy. In all of the districts several small relift pumps, stationnry or 
portable, are required. In addition to these large systems, there oro 
mnny small independent pumps in the project area, mostly a.long the river, 
which irrigated a totnl of 56,000 acres in 1945, A total of 552,000· ncres 
wns irrigated in the Valley in 1945. 
Information obtained from the various districts disclose■ that they 
hnve fl total of 1,484 miles of earthen canal, _9.3.0_mik§___af. 11ned c.anal, 
705 miles of concrete pipe line , 1,766 miles of open drai!la., ond 46 miles of 
pipe drain. The present vnluo of the irrigation nnd drairu:18e works as 
carried on the books of tho districts is npproximately $3110001000. 
At present fifteen mnJor pumping plants which are situated on the 
Rio Grande serve the irrigated area. Combined capacity of the plants is 
npproximntely 5,000 second-feet . 89cond, third, and fourth lift pumps are 
also required in certain districts. 'Ibt,'ll co.pc.city of· the second 11ft 
pumps ie·2,600 second-foet and of the mnjor third Md fourth lift pumps 
combined is 360 second-feet. wcat1on of the mnjor plants is shown on the • general project map. 
'lhe approximate irrignted aren within the districts served under the 
various lifts for 1945 wes as follows: 
Sorved by the let lift 
Served by the 2nd lift 
Served by the 3rd lift 
Served by the 4th lift 
Total 






Available information indicates that the total rural farm population 
of the project is approximately 81,000 of which about 88 percent are native 
white. Thie figure includes .those of 1.atin-American descent which compriae 
approximately 70 percent of the total farm population of the area. However, 
a large number of farm operators do not live on the land they operate, and 
the figure given is not a true estimate of the population which obtains its 
livelihood from farming operations 
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Investigations of the land ownership records of the local irrigation 
districts for 1943 revealed a total of 622,641 acres of land having 18,809 
owners. The size of the typical farm in this area is less than 20 acres 
and is accounted for by the large number of small citrus holdings. Records 
of five of the most representative irrigation districts gave the following 
results as to type of ownership and size of holdings for the Valley: 
Number of Farms 
Number of Acres Resident Non-resident Percent of Total 
40 or less 55'1, 45'1, 86 
41 .. 8o 6f!fl, 3~ 8 
81 ... 120 831, 171, 2 
121 - 160 84'{o 161, 1 
161 - 320 91'/, % 1 
321 - 640 7CJ1, 3CJ1, * 
641 - 1280 911, 91, * Over 1280 57'fo 431, * 
* Less than 11,. 
The large percentage of non-resident owners having 40 acres or less is 
an important segment in the economy of this area. This condition was 
brought about through the activities of land development organizations. 
Many owners did not purchase land in the Valley with the idea of forming a 
subsistence type of farmstead as is readily evid.enced by the large number 
of small citrus groves. 'lbese groves were purchased as investments to 
supplement other income and have in general, been operated as such. The 
large number of absentee owners require. grove caretakers which accounts 
for a considerable part of tenancy in the area. 
The land and buildings of all farms in tho Valley, as shown in the 1940 
Census, had a total value of approximately $62,000,000. About 8o percent of 
the farms are under irrigation. Census data for 1940 show the following 
values for irrigated farms: 
Buildings 
Land 
Implements & Machinery 
Total Investment 
*Average size - 68 acres 










The Valley labor supply is obtained from both domestic and alien 
sources. There are about 15,000 Mexican aliens in the Valley, but this 
number ma,y change in the future due to strict ilmnigration enforcement, fenc-
ing of the border or unionizing of all labor. 
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Excess Lands Investigations of land cr.-mership records for 1941~ reveal 
that ~1 percent of the land in the present irrigation districts is held by 
owners who do not possess more than 16o acres oft.he paying Classes 1, 2, 
and 3. The land ovmership in 1947 will doubtless vary somev:hat from tho 
1944 records. !lowcver, the proportion of excess lands probably has not 
greatly changed. Of the 116,573 acres of excess lands in the present dis-
tricts, 52,663 acres were held by 137 individuals. Tho remainder of lands 
held in excess of 160 acres were owned by corporations and companies, part-
nerships, estates, and by individuals in excess in more than one district. 
Texas is a community property sta t.c which would pcnni t a husband and 
wife to receive water for an mmership of 320 acres. Iata arc not available 
as to the marital status of landm·:ners, however it may be ass~.:mcd th!'!.t a larcc 
nu.":lbcr of those lando~·.ners arc married ·v:hich would reduce the area of excess 
lands substantially. Acreages in excess of 16o acres per individunl (Wmcr 
could receive water providing recordable contracts v:cro signed agrcc:inc to 
disposal of such excess holdings v,ithin a reasonable period of tirr.r, . 
Substantially all lands outside of tho presont irrigntion district, pro-
posed for development as new lands arc in holdings lar3er than 160 acros. 
Crops and Crop Returns 
Crop Distribution In 1944, tho areas devoted to tile productior1 of 
each of the principal crops in tho irrigated lands w,:re iis follo,·rs: citrus 
27 percent, cotton 37 percent, and vegetables 36 percent. Cropping practices 
i~lu<le an extensive system of double croppinc: of practicall;,,r o.ll vegetables. 
Thero is also some double cropping of vcgeta1Jlos ··ii.th non-bcarin~ tre:os. In 
sor.ie instances where double croppine is not practiced, c. system of surn.":lcr-
faµ.low during the month of August is employed. Fora;;o crops arc of extrcr.te 
importance in the dry land areas of the project but o.rc not grorrn ns cxtcn-
sivoly in the irrigated area. Grapefruit hns been the principal citrus 
crop heretofore with oranges const1. tu tine a smaller Jl<."'!.rt of the crop, the 
ratio of the t1•10 being five to one. However, the Gituution is changing with 
ne,1 plantings and the future citrus prodt:.ction of tho Vnlloy v:ill doubtless 
have a much larger proportiori of oranges, A wide variety of vegetables is 
grown in the Valley, ~·;ith climatic conditions pomittir.g production of a 
vrinter crop which usuall~r finds a rendy market. 
Citrus Of first importance in thi s area is tho citrus crop. The 
citrus industry in recent years has given special attention to rnnrt(ets, 
quality and varieties of frni t, anr1 by-prodt:.cts. ·.'fi th a proper comhina tion 
of these factors, which is now being o:;minod, it is anticipated that the 
citrus industry will continue to .:i.dequa tcl~r support its shti.rc of the local 
economy. . Approx:ir~a tcly 43 percent of tho ·citrus fni ts arc marketed through 
grower-owned and controlled organizations. In 1944 npproxLmtely 25,800,000 
boxes of citrus valued at $40,16o,OOO were produced in the: Valley. 
Vege tables The principal vegetables grO":rn i:i · the arcn nrc toI".a toes, 
cabbage, carrotc beets potatoes, ~nd green corn. Sono fifteen other 
vegetables are al~o prod~ced but usually in considorncly smaller quantities. 
i~ny of these are specialty crops r a i sed by individual growers for special 
shipncnt and have not proved cconcr.icall:· sound for gcn0ral production. The 
steady returns per acre for vegetables have been a stabilizing factor in 
conparison ~'ith other crops produced in the Valley. Experience has been 
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o~tained on adaptation nf various vegetables to the different classes of 
soil and proper cognizance taken thereof. Thus, farmers are producing 
early spring tomatoes on the light soils and fall tomatoes on the heavy 
soils. Other vegetables are similarly adapted. In 1944, 33,883 car load 
shipments of vegetables valued at $24,152,000 were made from the area. 
Cotton 'lbe growing season of cotton in perfectly adapted to double 
cropping with vegetables, .and it is one of the major crops produced under 
both dry land and irrigated farmins in the Valley. Another important factor 
in the adaptation of cotton to this area has ·been a low water requirement, 
thereby allowing water conservation during times of shortages. Results of 
exhaustive experiments A.re reflected by the improved class of cotton producei 
and by the higher yields obtained in recent years, In 1944, approximately 
95,000 bales of cotton valued at $12,134,000 were pr~duced in the Lower Rio 
Grande Valley. 
Forage Crops A considerable amount of research has been done at the 
Texas Agricultural Experiment Station to determine the kinds of sorghums 
that are adapted to the local soils and cl1mate, and tho varieties of clover 
and other legumes that are most profitable. 'lbere is also an active interest 
in the varieties of grass beet adapted for cultivated pastures. Excellent 
yields of sorghum· cane have been produced in the non-irrigated areas. Some 
corn is grown for livestock feed, but generally the production of forag~ 
crops has not r eceived the attention warrr. nted by the favorable climato a."d 
soils that exist in the area. 
Crop Returns Crop returns for 1944 reveal an a.vAragn gross incomE: nf 
$167 per acre for irrigated lands of the proj ect area. Tho returns per acre 
were approximately $287 for citrus, $120 for vegetables, nnd $77 for cotton. 
It is expected that the yields now prevalent throughout the area will be sus-
tained with project develoJ)lllOnt. Anticipated income would then fluctuate 
only in accordance with unit price changes for commodities produced, As 
further development and settlement is made in the Valley, it is anticipated 
that subsistence type farming will require larger unite than are now preva-
lent end vill incorporate a better balanced cropping practice includins 
livestock enterprises where adapted. 
Livestock Production 
The development of irrigation in the Valley forced the once prominent 
livestock industry into a minor position in the irrigated areas, However, 
it 1a the principal enterprise in the region which surrounds the project 
area. The importance of a balanced system of farming, which includes a 
livestock·program, ie gradually being r ealized and farmers desiring a more 
economic enterprise are doing much towards adopting a program of irrigated 
pasture and some typo of livestock production. 
The search for ~ breed of bee f cattle thct is entirely adoptable to this 
locality has caused lengthy and costly investigations. Herefords, f3rahman, 
Shorthorn, nnd crosses of the Bre.hman and Shorthorn are the principal broods 
of beef cattle in tho Valley. 
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Th~ Jersey has been well established in the Valley and is by far the 
predominating dairy breed. Noithor miJk nor dairy products are produced 1n 
the Valley in sufficient quantity to supply local needs, and supplemental 
shipments from other ~Jurcos aro required. 
The area is also deficient in tho production of poultry and eggs. 
Poultry production has apparently increased very little sinco 1943 and is 
not expanding in proportion to the increase in population. 
Public Indebtedness 
All lands within tho project are subject to st~te, county, and school 
taxes. Various parts of the project area nre also subject to one or more 
of the following special to.xos: irrigation district, road district, drain-
ago district, and navigation district. 
~!el944 audit reports of Hidnlgo and Cameron Counties and data from 
Willacy County showed that tho threo counties wore in good financial condi-
tion. The property vo.luntions for ste.te nnd county tnxos havo a wide range 
in accordance with the productive ability of and improvements upon the land. 
The methods of asse3sing lend valuations for truc:ation varies considerably 
between the counties. 
'Ihe taxing body hnving tho most effect on the ngricultural oporatione 
in the project area is tho irrigntion district, of which ti-tore are two t;t.:,ns: 
(1) districts formed under the Wnter Improvoment District Act, and (2) dis-
tricts either originally organized or subsequently r cor~~~izod under the 
Water Control and Improvement Act, tho l e.ttr;r having th ·, (:!'oater powers. 
Both types of districts, for the purpose of rcpnying bonr:s t.md other obliga-
tions, are required to levy taxos upon all property within the district 
sub,1ect to stato Md county taxation. Those taxes f'.ro levied on an ad 
valorem basis. 'Ille charges made by tho irrigation districts are clasaoo as 
bond tax, flat rate, and toll charge. Tho bond tax is a charge baaed on an 
assessed valuation and nn adopted tax :rato to fc.cilitnto tho amortization 
of tho bonded indebtedness of tho districts. 'Iho flat r nto is a charge per 
acre of irrigable lnnd to defray the cost of mninten11ncc; the toll is an 
operation charge pe.ynble in advance for water for oach irrigation en n per 
acre basis. 
The bonded indebtedness of most irrigation districts reached a peak in 
1932, after large sums of money had been borrowed from bonding companies and 
used both for construction of now projects and to remodel some of tho older 
systems. During the ensuing yoDrs much of this indebtedness was defaulted, 
end the irrigation districts began refunding their bonds on tho basis of 35 
cents to 50 cents on tho dollar with the aasistanco of the Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation. At tho same time, land owners were given tho opportu-
nity to settle their delinquent tn.x indebtedness at nbout the same rate. 
Now loans and grants were also ma.do under the National Recovery Act, Works 
Progress Administration, a.nd Public Works Administration, allowing the dis-
tricts to do much needed maintenance and now construction. Due to the recent 
increased income of the land owners, the presont financial condition of tho 
districts is very fevorable. The recent records of tho districts show a 
hf8h percentage of taxes paid. 
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Form Mortsnse Indebtodneaa 
'lhe incroe.se in farm incOillfl during the past six years ho.a greatly 
nccelorated the liquidntion of farm mortgage indobtedness. The large num-
ber of farms being sold for c~sh or for an epprocinblo cnsh payment with the 
remaining debt runortized over ::i. short period hns o.lao been a. determining 
factor in clloviating tho situntion. 
Industries 
Tho principal industries in tho Vo.lloy ore thoedonling with tho 
processing nnd mnrkoting of citrus fruits cmd vcgotc.bles, both frosh and 
canned, and industries relntod to ouch enterprises. 
In 1932, tho Dcpc.rtmont of 1'.gri~ulturf: ostdliahod t he, Tox.-.3 Gjtrus 
Products Station Lnboro.tory nt Weslaco. Sovon pionoor canners were in 
operation o.t tho.t time, po.eking bco.na, tomntocs, nnd spinn:h. This number 
hns increased to more thnn forty firms ct tho presont timo which can nnd 
freeze o. wide variety of food products. From experiments mndo nt tho Citrus 
Products Laboratory, profitable outlets for the increcoing quantities of 
grapefruit culls werP- found through juice products. Methods wore developed 
for preparing n grapefruit bovcrcgo base :md for juice cnnning th~t roeultod. 
in a. product which rotnined nn excellent flavor for two yea.rs. 'Ibo labora-
tory o.lso dovolopod methods for preparing gi•11:pofrui t vincgo.r of excellent 
flRvor, Illl'l.rmalndos, m..~rtlll!lnde buses, nnd grapefruit wino, and mndo consider-
able improvemonts in methods of canning grnpefrult. 
Vegetable conning activities hcvc o.lso expanded ropid~y due to the 
fnct thnt the South Texas sea.son follows the Northern scnsons, thus permit-
ting adjustments of po.ck to supply shortages. The Tcxns Agriculturo.l 
Experimont Station ct Wcsl~co and the Citrus Products Lnborntory mruie a 
compnrntive study of the growing, canning, o.nd freezing of the principru. 
vegetables produced in the Vnlloy. Tho results of this study, made eveil-
nble to the local p~ckers, assisted considornbly in ndvnnc1ng this field of 
industry. 
Development of mnrketing orgnnizations for citrus fruits nnd vegetables 
hn.s reo.ched such proportions in the Vnlley that it is considered en industry. 
At present there ere several grower-ownod citrus marketing orgnnizntions, 
the lergest of which is the Tex-Sun Citrus Exchange nt Weslaco. This orgo.ni-
zation has ten affiliated member pncking plants located throuehout the 
Valley, nnd hruidles approximl!.tely 30 percent of the citrus fruit proccaaed 
in the nren. Besides the marketing of fresh fruit, a Juice pl~.nt and 
dehydration plnnt are nlso opernted. In the entire Valley there r..re npproxi-
mntely 258 firms n.nd individual buyers thc t handle citrus fruit and vegeta-
bles. Tn:!.s includes the canning plCTits, pa.eking plants, and buyers and 
shippers . 
'lhe industry supported by the production of cotton in tho v ... _llcy 
consists of cotton gins, oil mills, and comprossos. Protein feeds, hulls, 
fnt, nnd linters arc by-products of the cotton seed. Tho hulls and protein 
feeds hnva n ready local morket in the livestock industry, while the linters 
and fnt m-e sold to producers of finished and semi-finished products. 
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The petroleum industry is probably second in importance to agriculture. 
'!be first definite record of oil activity wn.e in Starr County in 1910. In 
1934, the first producing well w~s drilled 1n Hidalgo County. Sinco that 
time other discoveries have been mado in Stnrr, Hidalgo, ond Willacy Coun-
ties until there ore now 26 oil fields and 8 gns nnd distillate fiolds in 
production. In 1945, there wero 8~8 wells in tho three counties which 
produced over ten million bnrrels of crude oil. Thero ore five refineries 
nnd one recycling plant in operation. Most of the crude oil 1s piped to 
the ports of Brownsville and Port Isabel, and to refineries o.long the 
northern constul nron of tho Gulf of Mexico, only n small port being con-
sumed by local rofinnrics. 
In addition to the ngriculturc.l and petroleum industries in the Valley, 
ther~ is also tho commorci~l fishing industry out of Port Isobel which is 
cxtenoivo. '!be vnluo of fish caught and shipped through comnorcial chnnnola 
for tho yecr ending April 1945 wee $3,484,000. Approximtltcly 200 liconsod 
fishing boats operate out of Port Iscbol during the shrimp soason. Port 
Isnbol nlso has n yncht harbor and is n conter for plocsuro boats. 
Authorized Project 
Report on Federal Project No. 5 
In October 1938 tho United Stntos Scct1on of the Intcrnntionnl Boundnry 
Commission was authorized to investigate wnys of relieving criticn.l wntor 
shortcgea in the Lower Rio Grnnd~ V~lley. Tho 1nvcst1gntjons to this end 
nnd tho resulting plan for tho V4lloy Grnvity Cnnnl and Storngo Project 
were designated cs Federal Project No. 5 in the report of January 1940. 
'!be plan provided for serving 583,000 ncres of lnnds which hm been 
developed for irrigntion and 132,000 acres of nddition.~l lnnds, n totnl of 
715,000 acres, by diverting water from tho Rio Grande into n cnnnl nt Rincon, 
nbout 8 miles upatrerun from Zap~tn, The diversion wns to be mnde nbovo n 
nnturnl rock ledge extending across tho rivor and would not havo required a 
dam. 
The water was to be carried in this cancl 72 m1l~e downstreom to a 
reservoir at the Los Olmos Site, which would huvo ~ capccity of 315,000 ncre-
feet. 'lbere·thc water wee to be dropped 85 feet through n power plnnt into 
e feeder con.al. This canal was to cnrry the wntor 29 m1los fnrther down-
streom to the Mission Rosorvoir, with n proposed cnpncity of 90,000 ncre-
feet. Below this reservoir the water v~uld hQvc been c:irried through n 
distribution ccnel 68 miles long. Tho course of this canal would hove 
r::-xr-.llclc.c thE: rlvor, • intersecting the district mnin c,:,nnle near tho river 
pumps an~ diver~1 ng to the vm-ious district systems Qt those intorsoctiona. 
Thi s plnn did not provide for water storage nn tho Rio Grande; storoee 
was to be provided at Los Olmos Reservoir with supplemental storogc on tho 
Devils River or nt other locations upstrcOJ!l. The estimated construction 
cost of the Project No. 5 plan w~s $59,643,000, on the basis of 1940 prices 




The Valley Gravity Canal and Storage Project, Texas, as originally 
authorized under Act cf August 19, 1935, C. 561 (49 Stat. 660) and specifi-
cally under Interior Department Appropriations Act 1942 of June 28, 1941 
(55 Stat. 303,331). Thie authorization was based on the Federal Pro.1ect 
Report No. 5. 
Funds Appropriated 
The Interior Department Appropriations Act 1942 made available funds in 
the amount of $2,5001 000: 
"For the completion of investigations and commencement of construc-
~ion of the Valley Gravity Canal and Storage Project, Texas, in 
substantial compliance with the engin~~ring plan described in a 
report dated February 3, 1940, entitled 'Report of Conference of 
Engineers to the American Comnissioner, International Boundary 
Commission, United States and Mexico, on the V~lley Gravity Canal 
and Storage Project (Federal Project N'..1Illber 5)• and report appended 
thereto, $2,500,000, to be illlnediately available and to remain 
available until expended." 
The Act provided for $250,000 of the above sum t o be made available to the 
Secretary of State fer continuing investigations of the project . 
Interest of International Boundary (and Water) Corrnniesion 
"Jurisdiction of the construction and operation of the potential 
works along the Rio Grande by agencies of the United Sta.tea is set 
forth in the appropriation act for the year ending Juno 30, 1942, 
which states in part that •the Secretary of State, with the apprc:wa 
of the President, shall designate the features of the project which 
he deems international in character, and shall direct such changes 
in the general project plo.n which he deems advisable with respect 
to such features; and the features so designated shall be built, 
after consultation with the Bureau of Reclamation as to general 
design, by the .American Section of the International Boundary (and 
Water) Commission, and shall be operated and maintained by said 
Comnission insofar as their operation and maintenance is, in the 
opinion of tho Secretary of State, necessar-y because of their 
national character.'" 
The Secretary of State, on February 9, 1942, designated the following 
as international features: "All storage nnd diversion structures and 
their appurtenant works including canal heads and sluiceways, which may be 
built on tho international boundary portion of the Rio Grando." 
Other requirements are that: 
1. "The works to be constructed er uned on or along the boundary, and 
those to be constructed or used exclusively for the discharge of 
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treaty stipulations, shall be under tho Jurisdiction of the 
International Boundary (and Water) Comnission or of the respective 
section, in accordance with the provisions of the treaty. 
2. "The Bureau of Reclamation shall exercise or continue to oxercise 
jurisdiction, and shall perform functions and construction, where 
new construction moy be involved, and operation and mnintonanco, 
within the principles stated herein, ns to facilities and works as 
follows: 
{a) "All facilities nnd. works in tho United States constituting the 
Valley Gravity Cnnal and Storage Project, ae providAd in the 
act of June 28, 1G41, except those portions of the project 
designated by the Secrotnry of State, under the authority of 
the act, as being international in cbnrncter, 
(b) "The International Boundnry (and Wntor) CoD1111ssion would con-
sult with the Bureau of Reclamation relative to locntior.s, 
plnns and designs for conetruct1on, operation and mainterumco 
of int'3rnationnl storogo dnma and power plo.nts, ann dlstribu-
tion of power." 
Treaty with Mexico 
Allotment of Water 
The Treaty between tho United States and Mexico, releting to utiliznticn 
of waters of the Colorado and Tijuana rivers and th0 Rio Grando from Fort 
Quitman, Texas, to the Gulf of Mexico, wns rntifiod by tho two nntions nnd 
become effective November 8, 1945. 
The npplication·of tho Treaty, the regulntion o.nd exercise of the 
rights and obligations of the two governments thoroundor, were entrusted to 
the International Bow1dnry and Water Commission, 
The waters of tho Rio Grande a.re allotted by nrticle 4 of the Treaty 
as follows: 
1. waters contributed to Rio Grando by Pecos nnd Dcvilo Rivers, 
Goodenough Spring, and Al(!J'.llito, T0rl1ngua, San Felipe and Pinto 
Creeks, to the United States. 
2. of waters contributed to Rio Granda by Rio Conchos, SM Diego, Sllll 
Rodrigo, Escondido, and Salado Rivers and the Las Vac~ Arroyo, one 
third but not loss thnn an avorngo, 1n any 5-ye:u- poriod, of 
350,000 acre-foet nnnu~lly, to tho United Stntoa and the bn.lance to 
Mexico. 
3. all waters of Sar. Juan and Alamo Rivors to Mexico. 
4. of a ll other flows occurring in main channel of Rio Grando, includ-
ing unmeasured tributaries not heretofore named, between Fort Quit-
man and Salinero (or Falcon); one-half to each country, 
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5. of Rio Grando flows below Sulinono (or F~lcon), not otherw1so 
allotted, one-half to cc.ch country. 
The location Snlineno (or Falcon) above used is the eito of tho "lovost 
major international storage drun," the term used in tho Treaty. Except as 
Mexico ogroes to a 5-yoar progressive average dolivory of 350,000 ncre-feot 
annually from certain streams (item 2), neither nation is oblignted to limit 
its usos of the water of any tributary before tho srune enters tho Rio Grando. 
Neither is there any limitation on Rio Grando waters arriving nt Fort 
Quitmnn. 
Rio Grande Storage Reservoirs 
The treaty provides further for construction of throo etorPgo druns on 
the Rio Grande and division of the wntor between tho Unitod States ond 
Mexico, with construction, maintonnnce, o.nd oporntion of intcrnntionnl 
features to bounder tho Jurisdiction of tho Intornationnl Boundo.ry and 
Wnter Commission, The throe dn~ nro to be loc~tod in tho following ranchos 
of the river: between Snnta Helena Canyon and tho mouth of tho Pecos River; 
in the sect ion betwE!cn Eeglo Pnas nnd Lo.redo, Tnxc.s; nnd bot'l.mnn Larr.do nnd 
Rolnll:, Tex3s. The Treaty atipule.tes thc.t tho lowest dnm ohnll bo completed 
within c. period of e ight yccre from the effect ivr. dr.te of tho trr:a.ty. 
Division of Power 
The Treaty provides that plnnto which nro constructud ~t tho interna-
tional dams for tho goner~tion of hyd.ro-eloctrjc energy shall bo opernted run 
maintained Jointly by tho two govornmonte. Er!ch government shnll pcy hnlf 
tho cost of construction, operation and mnintonnnco , r.nd rccoivo hnlf of the 
cnorgy generated . 
PLAN OF DEVELOPPENT 
Need for Revision of Original Plan 
The authorized Project No. 5 plan did not contemplate early construction 
of storage dams on the Rio Grande and made provisions for diverting water 
from the river into a 72 mile long inlet canal he~ding at Rincon. The Los 
Olmos and Mission offstream reservoirs were to be constructed for storage 
and regulation of the project's water supply. 
The Treaty between the United States and Mexico ratified in November 
1945 provides for, among other things, allocation of the wnters of the Rio 
Grande and construction of storage dams on the Rio Grande. These dams, 
particularly the Falcon or lowest dam downstream, would permit elimination 
of certain costly features of the Project No. 5 plan. The intake works nt 
Rincon, the desilting basin, and approximately 35 miles of the inlet canal, 
all of which lie above the Falcon Drunsite, would be elimin~ted. Tho Los 
Olmos Reservoir would not be required. The Falcon Dnm is so situated that 
stored water can be diverted at the drun111d conveyed in a cannl to the proj-
ect area. 
In the Project No. 5 plan, only the river pumping plants would have 
been eliminated. Further studies by the Bureau of Reclnmation indicated the 
desirability of providing works to eliminnte most of the second lift pumping 
plants and several of the third lift pumps. With the river storage dams 
assured for construction and the wnters of the Rio Grande ~llocated between 
the two countries, it became possible to plan for utilization of the United 
States' full sh~re of such waters. The project plnn makes such provisions 
and includes facilities for serving new lnnds. Al so studies, subsequent to 
authorization of Project No. 5, disclosed an urgent need for outlet drains 
for the project lands. 
Project Lands 
~ 
The influence of the semi-arid climate of the Lower Rio Grande Valley 
on the soil-parent material resulted in the formation of soils with somewhat 
distinct physical and chemical properties, which in turn reflect on the 
adaptability of these soils for irrig.'ltion practices. The lands most suit-
able for sustained irrigation are, in general, located in the northern pnrt 
of the project area, while lands with limited possibilities are, for the 
most part, found in the southern and eastern portions. The northern portion 
is composed of upland soils (second and third lift l~rxis) while the southern 
part contains the alluvial soils of the Rio Grande D~ltn. The upland soils 
have been developed from light to medium textured calcareous material, 
chiefly.marl, while the Delta soils have been developed from fine textured 
alluvial deposits of the Rio Grande . 
The upland soils are extremely productive under irrigation, nnd except 
in areas of deficient drainage, are well suited for irrigation practices. 
The soils range in color from light to red. They usually absorb water 
readily and there is little runoff. 
The alluvial soils are mostly dnrk to grlly in color, calcareous, and 
contain relatively l11rge amounts of organic matter. These soils are devoted 
principally to production of genero.l. farm and truck crops. Drainage condi-
tion of these soils is generally poor due to the relatively nnt topography 
of the nrea a.nd to the honvy t;ypes of subsoil. 
A comparatively large area of semi-marshy soils occur -as a nuviatile 
delta bordering the const. The surface is practically flnt, so tho.t wnter 
stands for a long time nfter rains. The soils generally contain n rather 
high percentage of salt, a:nd support n chnracteristic salt-lime vegetation. 
Land Classificntion 
Classificntion of the lands of the project was undertaken for the 
purpose of ascertnining the ncroage of nrnble lands suitable for irrigation 
pro.ctices. 
Ltll'lds termed aroble are those with ch~racteristics desirable for 
irrigation development, with all indications p~inti~g toward sustained pro-
duction after a prolonged period of irrigation, Included in this group nre 
classes 1, 2, and J. The non-arable, class 6 lnnds, nre those which nre too 
low in productive ability to produce sufficient revenue to meet the cost of 
irrigation assessment nnd also provide the farmers' subsistence. Class 5 
lands were placed in this non-o.rable group inasmuch ns they are subject to 
periodic flooding. 
In rating t!-le l'.J.nd and its o.dn.ptabili ty f -, :r:- irrlgntion, special 
consideration :f s gi',ren to inherent soil qn,...~_._ t ·.<'5, e:~ressed in such terms 
as: (a) charncter of soil profile; its d.::~L; c.,ha.racter of parent materio.l. 
from which the soil profile developed; the degree of modification of soil 
materinl by weathering, o.nd its mode of formo.tion, etc; (b) soil texture; 
(c) chemical properties of the soil which nre expressed in terms of Mlinity 
or allm.linity; and (d) externo.l. and internal drainage. Other th.an the soil, 
the topography is the most important chnro.cteristic thnt influences lnnd 
classification, p~rticulllrly with respect to slope and surface. A deficiency 
of nny one of these factors of soil or topography is n basis for grading 
land down into the next lower class. 
Class l Lnnds. Clnss 1 or first qnnlity lands include areas having 
those favorable physical nnd chemical properties of soil tl?ld subsoil which 
nllow great diversification of crops, easy ci:ltivntion and management, and 
a very restricted or no drainage problem. These soils usually consist of 
friable mnterinl in both surface and subsoil, which favorable characteri~ics 
provide the most desirable conditions for growing crops. The absence or 
near absence of soluble salts, not only in the soil itself but o.l.so in the 
substratum (to a depth of 8 to 10 feet), contributes as well to the many 
favorable factors of these soils. Class 1 lands constitute 314,700 acres or 
21 percent of the toto.l. surveyed area of 1,505,000 acres. 
Class 2 Lnnds. Class 2 lands are those which nre not ns desirable or 
do not ho.ve the value of class 1 land for a vnriety of reasons, ns: textures 
of subsoils, nature of substratum, topogrnphico.l. fentures, deficiency in 
external or internal drainnge, etc. Usually, the tracts in this class, 
under present irrig~tion practices, require more care and maintenance for n 
good irrigntion su:i.tus thnn those in cl~ss 1. Th~ class 2 lnnds constitute 
485,700 acres or 32 percent of the surveyed area. 
Class 3 Lands. Clnss 3 l~nds consist of those nreas which nrc now 
being cultivnted or ooy hnve potential value for cultivation of certnin 
shallow rooted truck crops, cotton, gcnernl fnrm crops, etc. These lands 
•.•;ere plnced in clnss 3 because of the following characteristics: heavy tex-
Lure of soils (40 percent to tlJ percent clay) necessitnting the use of heavy 
~nchinery with sufficient power for their operations; restricted crop ndnp-
t.ion; unfavorable topographicnl position (bnd either level or slightly 
depressed); slow permeability of soil nnd subsoil cspccinlly where lnternl 
water movement is concerned; and presence of soluble salts either in the 
~;oil column itself or in the underlying parent mnterinl, etc. In case of 
t he presence of soluble so.lts, the content should not excoed 0.6 percent in 
t.he third foot of the soil profile, though in the fifth foot it mny npproach 
LO percent limit. Class 3 lands total 150,100 acres or 10 percent of the 
:.urveyed nrea. 
Class 5 L~nds. Class 5 lands nre those lnnds which are subject to 
periodic flood inundation becnuse of their locntion between the river and 
c-onstructed levees, in the floodwny between the levce3 or -"lt other locations 
which are not yet protected from floods. ;, t the present time some tracts 
-1.re in nntive brush and dry-fnrmed while others nre under irrigntion (wnter 
is pumped fro~ the river by individunls or small independent companies). 
ilccnuse of the charncter of the soils, topography ri.nd drainage conditions, 
t hey nre in genero.l well adapted to irrig~tion prnctices. However, for the 
renson thnt they ~re subject to periodic floodings, these lnnds have been 
put inn non-nrable class. Clnss 5 lrinds total 22,200 acres or 2 percent 
of the surveyed area. 
Class 6 Lnnds. The clnsa 6 lnnds, of relative low utility for irrign-
t ion farming, contain nreas with very uneven topogrnphy, poor drninage, high 
salts content, henvy, very slowly permcnble clnys or other undesirnble 
qualities. In this class nre also included lnnds which nre too high for 
1elivery of wnter or small isolrited nrens which, due to their position, are 
not considered feasible in the development of fnrm units. Class 6 lands 
comprise n total of 457,000 ncres or 30 percent of the surveyed nren. 
In addition to non-arable land shown in classes 5 and 6, n totnl of 
''5,300 acres of non-irrigable land or 5 percent of the t ·Jta.l project o.ren 
is included in rights-of-wny for rands, railroad, canals nnd rese rvoir, 
towns, airports, resacns, etc. The total ncreages surveyed of the arnble 
,,nd non-arable classes are summarized by counties in tnble 2, by districts 
in tnble 3. The acreage of nrnble l~nd given in the summnry represents the 
raximum possible under the present survey. The actual ncrenge would depend 
upon the location of the irrigation cnnals ond laterals ns well as upon the 
consideration of other limiting factors. 
Land clnssific~tion d~tn for the project nreo. hnve been assembled on 
~aps on n scale of 1 inch equals 2,000 feet, 51 sheets being required to 
cover the total ~ren. The nttnchcd General Land Classific~tion Map hns 





LAND CLASSIFICATION sm+1ARY 
Unit-Acres 
* I 
Arable Land Non-Arnble La.nd Right Totnl 
County Class Clo.as Clo.as Sub- Clo.as Clo.as Sub- of-way, 
1 2 1 Total '1 6 Totnl etc. All Clo.sees 
Cnmeron 33,600 141,700 55,300 230,600 11,400 2o4 ,100 215,500 40,900 487,000 
Hido.lgo 223,900 238,900 61,500 524,300 6,)00 132,200 139,100 27,500 610,900 
Starr 10,000 10,400 3,000 23,400 2,100 59,200 61,300 1,200 85,900 
Willncy 47,200 94,700 30,300 172,200 1,800 61,500 63,300 5,7GO 241,200 
Tota.J. 314,700 485,700 150,100 950,500 22,200 457 ,ooo 479,2('0 75,300 1,505,000 
I 
* Tho figures in this column represent acrc,nges in right-of-wcy, resa.ccs, towns, e irports, etc. 
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Prc,iect '!later Suppl~ 
International Reservoir Capacities 
Studies indicate that the reservoir at the Falcon (Salineno) site will 
probably have a live storage capacity of approximately 2,300,000 acre-feet 
and that the three reservoirs authorized would have a combj_ned capacity of 
8,000,000 acre-feet. 
Fjnal studies of the capacities to oo allotted for irrigation flood 
control, silt storage am power regulation will ~e made by the Int;rnational 
Boundary and Water Commission, which agency will establish the total capac-
ities and need for the individual reservoirs. 
River Flows 
Run-off records are 1:1vailable for numerous gagin~ station:; on the Rio 
Grande ~nd some of the tributaries for the periods 1900 - 1915 and 1924 -
1942, inclusive, or for various portions of these years. Inspection of 
available records and estimated run-off indicated that the run-off for the 
5 and 10 year periods itr.media.tely precedine August, 1932, was lower than 
for other periods of corresponding length since stream paging was started 
along this stretch of the river in 1900. Because it included one of the 
most critical periods of record and better run-off records were available, 
the period 1924 - 1942, inclusive, was used in the preliminary water supply 
studies conducted by the Bureeu of Reclamaticn. 
The total aver?ge annual discharge 0f the Rio Gr?.nde at the Zapata 
gaging station for the period 1924 - 1942, inclusive, was 4,111,000 acre-
feet. Irrigeted areas on the Rio Grande arrl its main tributaries (exclusive 
of the Pecos River) between Fort Quitman and Zapata amounted to 426,000 
~cres in 1942. Cf this total, 40,000 acres were located in the United 
States and )66,000 acres in 1-'exico. Jt is estill1cl.ted that the irrigated 
acreages jn this reach of the river will ultimately be increased to about 
655,000 acres. 
The Bureau's investig?tions included a study of estimated future 
run-off, based on ~ctual run-off for the per~od 1924 - 1942 less the esti-
mated increased depletions due to c1dditional irrigation development upstream. 
B.?.sed on estimated ultimate upstream depletion, the average annual run-off 
at Zapata gage for the period 1924 - 1942 would h?ve been 3,043,000 acre-
feet. This value is in general agreement with prelimin2ry studies made by 
the International Boundary and :'fater Commission, which showed an estimated 
average future unregulated flow at Falccn Reservoir of approximately 
3,238,000 acre-feet for the sarre period. The average annual run-off for the 
critical period of low flow, J2nu2ry 1927 to August 1932, would have been 
1,781,000 acre-feet. The run-off in the Rio Grande at Falcon Dam site would 
be substantially the same as at Zapeta gage. 
The United States' share of the depleted flow (unregulated - prior to 
deduction of water that will be lost by evapor?.tion from the reservoirs) as 
allotted by treaty, would h~ve avere~ed 1 ,865 ,000 acre-feet per yecfl' for the 
period 1924 - 1942. This represents approximately 60 percent of the total 
depleted flow at Falcon site. 
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Roservojr Operation Studies 
An operation stud~,r of Ftlcon and Martin Reservoirs with assumed 
irrigation storage capacities of 2,300,000 and 3 500,000 aorc-foot rcs1:>eo-
tively, was made under future conditi ons of depl~ted· stream flow. 'Tr.is· 
study indicates that, for a period similar to 1924 - 1942, average rolenso 
of 2,450.,000 aero-feet annually could be made to meet irrigation demands in 
the United States and Mexico bolovr Falcon Dam. Because of high carry--ovcr 
storage preceding 1927, there would have been an estimated avorngo of about 
2,500,000 acre-feet per year aV?,ilable for uso during the critical period 
of low river flow, January 1927 - August 1932. The Uni tcd States I share of 
water available would be approximately 60 percent of the total or 1,500,000 
aero-feet per year. 
Irrigation Requirements 
Diversion requirements for irrigation arc affected not only by type of 
crops and soils, and condition of canal and lat8ral systems, but also by tho 
a.."!lount and distribution of effective rainfall. The weighted averngc annual 
,rainfall for the V~lleywas 26.25 inches for the period 1924 - 1942. Tho of-
·fective rainfall is estimated to range from 100 percent effective for tho 
first inch to 5 percent for the seventh inch, all over 7 inches boing inef-
fective. The effective annual rainfall by this method averaged 20.76 inches 
(lo73 feet), or 79 percent of the total rainfall for the 1924 - 1942 period. 
The average annual diversion to irrigation districts for the.four years, 
1938, 1939, 1940, and 1942, ~ni.s 2,57 acre-foot per irrigated acre. The 
diversions to individual districts ranged fro~ lo5 to 3.3 acre-feet per acre, 
caused largely by the differer.cc in amount of canal lining. Systems which 
were 100 percent lined averaged 1;so acre-feet per acre; ..-,hile those with 
only 10 percent lining averaged 3.00 acre-feet per acre, It is estimated 
that in the future, vdth a considerably higher percentace·or lined canals, 
the diversion r oquiranent will be 2.15 acre-feet per acre. This figure in-
cludes an allowance for approximately 10 percent loss in lined canals and 
the regulating reservoir. 
A dependable water supply of 1,500,000 acre-feet annual~y, ,nth an 
average diversion rcquirenent of 2ol5 acre-feet per acre, would permit 
serving appro~_tely 700,000 irrigated acres in the project. The studios 
indicate that this area would have r eceived e. full water supply for all 
years during the period of record. This a, nsorvative assumption should 
proVide protection against more severe droughts than in the past or pos-
sibly greater diversion demands for the project th..'>.n co'!lputcd. 
~ali ty of Wa tor 
Tho total salt content of the river at Rio Grande City averaged 654 parts . 
per million during the period 19.35 - 1942. Sulph,:-.tcs and chlorides consti-
tuted the grea t or part of the total ca tioro with 30 and 20 percent rcspccti voly • 
In future conditions of run;ioff it is estimated the average salt cont.ant lYill 
be approximately 1000 parts · per million vri th a "percent sodi1;1111" of £:IJ and a 
chloride content of 200 pnrts per million. These values indicate that tho 
water Will· be satisfactory for sustained irrigation. 
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Return Flow 
At present some drainage return flow, mixed with river water, is used 
for iITigation in the upper Valley. In districts near .the Gull the return 
flow usually has too high a salt contunt for continued agricultural use .. 
"Jith a dependable water supply and adequate drainage, it is possible that 
the project area may eventually be expanded by as much as 50,000 acres 
through use of return flow. However, no such use is provided for in tho 
project plano It is considered that detcrmim.tion of the availability and 
quality of return flows vdll have to be established through operation of 
the project. 
Groundwater 
A cooperative investige.tj_on of groundvm.ters o.f the Lower Rio Grande 
Valley was made by the Geological Survey and the Burenu of Recl~ntion in 
1945. These studios disclosed that wakr is obtained from ,:,ells in several 
localities in quantities from 100 to 500 gallons per minute. This water is 
usually too highly mineralized for public supply, most industrial uses, or 
sustained irrigation. 
Exceptions to the general rule occur locally, principally in tho 
northern part of Hidalgo County whore a few shallow wells yield water of 
good quality, and in a portion of the river flood plain south of the }~in 
Floodway in Hidalgo County and in southwestern Ca.~oron County. With those 
exceptions, the groundwaters arc relatively unimportant as sources of wntcr 
supplies for the project area. 
W'atcr Rights 
It is contemplated that the waters for tho use of tho project will 
consist either of storage of flood wnters in International reservoirs after 
filling vested rights on the American side of tho river below Fort Quitman, 
or in the event that lands of the owners of any such vested rights arc 
included in the project the water rights of the project will consist of 
such vested rights delivered to such lands by monns of project works, under 
contract with the United S-w.tes, and stored waters in such International 
reservoirs in addition to such vested water rights. 
1cstcd rights in number and extent have never been judicially deter-
mined. Such rights on tho American side below Fort ~itman arc governed by 
the laws of the State of Texas as construed oy decisions of the State courts, 
tho most notable of which is that of Hotl vs. Boyd (286 s. Yl. 458). 
Riparian waters arc not subject to achinistrntive control by the State 
Board of -:7ater Engineers in pursuance of laws of tho· State of Texas govern-
ing the appropriation and use of waters of t!l.e State. Non-ripD.rie.n waters 
as inadequately defined in Motl vs. Boyd arc subject to the administrative 
control of said State Board, under state laws which provide for the appropri-
ation and use of such non-riparian waters i~ t~o manner usual to that in 
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vogue in states which have adopted the appropriation doctrine in toto, 
including the provision that the first in time of appropriation is first 
in right. Texas laws, however, (See Art. 7472 (a) Vernon's Civil Statutes 
Annotated) appear to except the waters of the Rio Grande from that doctrine 
of appropriation. The excepting legislation has never been construed by 
the State Supreme· Court. However, notwithstanding said apparent excepting 
legislation, the State Board of Water Engineers has, over a long period of 
years, accepted applications and issued permits for the appropriation of 
the non-riparian waters of the Rio Grande. While under Tpxas laws, as a 
condition to such appropriation, adequate storage works are required, these 
permits remain validly of record until affirmative action is taken by the 
9oard or by someone having an interest in the waters of the Rio Grande to 
cancel the same. If all such permits for the use of the non-riparian waters 
of the Rio Grande are recognized as constituting vested water rights in the 
stre;:im, it is apparently over appropria.ted, and there is no water remaining 
in the stream subject to appropriation and use. 
Before a project can be constructed on the basis of unappropriated 
waters in the Lower Rio Grande it will be necessary to have either (a) an 
independent limiting agreement among water right claimants in the Lower 
Rio Grande Valley with respect to quantities and priori ties of vested water 
ri@:hts on the American side of the Rio Grande below Fort Quitman, and a con-
firmatory decree on the basis of such an agreement, or (b) a limiting agree-
ment among the claimants of such vested water rights in the project area by 
provisions of repayment contract proposed to r.e entered into with the munic-
ipal corporations comprising the lands of claimants to such vested water 
rights, to the effect that such claimants pool their vested wa.ter rights, 
such as they may be, and c!.gree to accept the allocation of project waters 
proposed in such repayment contract, in lieu of their present vested water 
rights. A confirmatory decree confirming such a repayment contract will 
eonfirm the limiting agreement comprised in :,uch repayment contract. Dis-
cussions had with representatives of the operating districts in the Lower 
Rio Grande Valley indicc1te that such contract provisions would be acceptable 
to present water users in the Project area. 
If all tm present Weter users in the Lower Rio Grande Valley claiming 
vested water rights come under an executed rep2.yment contract with the 
limiting prov:i.sions aforP.mentioned, all other claimants of water rights, 
claiming under applications made to the State Board of Water Engineers or 
otherwise, and who have not proceeded under such applications or otherwise 
to place the waters claimed, to beneficial usej should be required to assume 
the burden of _establishing the validity of the rights so claimed, failing 
in which, their claimed rights should not be re~ognized by the agency having 
administrative jurisdiction of the waters of t he Lower Rio Grande, including 
those stored in international reservoirs, and allocc1ted for beneficial use 
on the American side of the Rio Grande below Fort Quitman. 
There is no priority of ti.me as between vested riparian water right 
owners who would each be entitled to a reason~blc proportion of such ripa-
arian waters in the rc'ltio a.nd proportion as their respective riparian lands 
bear to the total of ~.vailable ripa.rian waters on the American side of the 
Rio Grande below Fort Quitman. 
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If the said apparent excepting legislation to appropriative rights on 
the Rio Grande is held in law as uneffective, appropriations made of non-
riparian waters, if adequate storage facilities are provided, hold a prioriW 
in the order of time of appropriation under state laws. Stream storage, or 
diversion works for off-stream storage may not be ef~ected without appropri-
ate treaty arrangements with the Republic of Mexico. 
In the event that vested water rights on the American side of the Rio 
Grande belOW' Fort Quitman are made the subject of an adjudication suit, it 
is probable that a court having jurisdiction might hold that such rights 
ha.ve no priority in point of time, one as against the other, and the extent 
of such vested rights would be in the ratio and proporticn as the p~st bene-
ficial use of such respective vested right claimants bears to the total 
supply of water avail?ble on the American side of the Rio Grande below Fort 
Quitman for use of all riparian owner-users and all lawful appropriator 
owner-users. 
Drainage 
Drainage investig;1tions disclose that project soils are becoming water 
laden to a dangerous height and salt accumul?ticns are increasing rapidlyo 
These conditions cll'e caused primarily by lack of adequate drainage facilities 
over the project area as a whole, and especially by the lack of adequate · 
outlet drains. 
History of Drainage in the Project Area 
The area first began to be 11drainage conscious" near the beginning of 
this century when rice and sugar cane growers fcund the.t fann yields declined 
after the first few ye;:,rs of irrigation. Around 1920 the lack of drainage 
facilities began to be felt to a marked degree, and about 1927 the si tudion 
became so serious as to require immediate action in order to keep some lands 
in production. The first ~tternpts to check the rising water table and 
increasing salt content of the sub-surface waters resulted in a program which 
included lining of existing canals, installing sub-surface irrigation pipe-
lines, and some construction of open ditches to carry off the accumulated 
sub-surface waters and storm water runoff. These measures, while they were 
effective to some extent, did little more than check the d~terioration of 
l?I1ds in a few areas. Tr~s work has continued but it has never offered an 
adequate solution to the drainage problem. The hurricane in September 1933, 
showed tha.t drainage works canpleted up to that time were inadequate to 
handle the 12-inch precipitation th?t acqnmp?nied the stonn. 
Data indicate thPt at Je ast 70 percent of the area now being irrigated 
is in urgent need of drainage relief to correct or avoid abnormally high or 
fluctuating sub-surface water, excessive salts content of the soils, or both. 
Topography 
The topography of the project area is t~.,t of a typical delta and flat 
coastal plaj n, and natural drain;1ge is poor. The Arroyo Colorado is the on]¥ 
important natural drain within the project area. The resacas, or old river 
channels, hrve little value for drain~ge as their banks are usually higher 
than the areas between them. 
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There are periods when intonsi tics of rainfall arc such e.s to cause 
considerable damage to crops and developments. A L'cpa.rt.mont of Agriculture 
Bulletin by D. L. Yarnell gives Rainfall Intensities ov0r the project area 
as. follows: for·a five minute storm from Oo45 inches for two vcar fre-
quencies up to 0.95 incfies for 100 year frequency; the values for a or.c 
hour stonn range from 2.0 in~hes for the two year frequency to 4.,4 inches 
for the 100 year frequency; and for a twenty-four hour storm from 5 inches 
to five year frequency to 11,0 inches for 100 year frequency. 
Fluctuati::-ns of Grounq~§-ter_!,~~ 
Investigations indicate that groundwater levels arc quite sensitive to 
and fluctuate approximately in proportion to precipitation and irrigation. 
In a representative a>ea comprising about 106,000 acres, an increase of 
only 13 percent over the nom.al precipitation during a nine months period 
resulted in a rise of the groundwater level to a dcpih less than six feet 
below the surface over about 25 percent of this area. (The area with ground-
water deptps greater than eight f eet decreased in the same amount). This 
area has a comparatively high concentration of drains by existing Vallc;,r 
standards. 
Records available on groundwater fluctuations due to storms of hur·ri-
cane intensity (about 10 inches in 24 hours) show a 39 percent increase 
in the area having depths to water table of four feet or less, where no 
means of surface drainage exists. A marked impro·.remont was noted on the 
same area after some drains were constructed. 
Studies of the water table position o,rer a ten year period indicate 
that increased drainage construction has prevented the vrater table from 
rising ·pemanently, and for periods of normnl precipitation it is at 
about the same average depth that it vras t en years ago. However, the 
Valley is not in a static condition with respect to deterioration of 
lands duo to water table position, since this depth is critically high 
over a large rortion of tho project. In large areas the water table is 
so high that, during periods of excessive precipitation, it rises to the 
surface, drowns crops. and recodes very slowlyJ a general rise in groundwater 
levels always occurs during periods of above normal rainfall • . Over other 
large areas the water table remains constantly at such a level as to permit 
capillarity to draw the highly mineralized groundwaters to the surface whore 
subsequent evaporation leaves salt accumulations. This process renders much 
valuable land unfit fer production in a comparatively short time, It can be 
expected that each successive wet period will be narc harmful than the one 
preceding, until such ti.mo as adequate drainage facilities arc provided. 
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Project Soil Profile 
No uniformity exists with respect to the recent deposits of Valley soils, 
as profiles of the soil column show great va.ria.tions of clay, clay loam, 
sandy clay, sandy clay loam, silt and sand. 
The area. south and east of the Arroyo Colorado in Caneron County awears 
to be a more 2.ctive and modern delta, the soils a.re more variable, and sub-
surface sands and other high water-bearing soils such as the loams and sandy 
loams are usually encruntered above sea level. These soils in the flood 
plain section of Hidalgo County are also found near the surface, and to some 
extent this is true of Willacy County. 
Underlying shallow clays are generally more continuous in Hidalgo County 
than in Willacy and Cmreron Counties. In the latter two, the clays appear 
more often in lensed fonn. In most areas, however, the clay deposits are of 
such magnitude as to make their treatment with respect to drainage construc-
tion the same over all of the project area. These clays are generally con-
sidered as being impervious, particularly to downward percolation, as free 
vertical movement of wc1.ter through them is very slow. The clays are usually 
underlain by sands or soils containing a high proportion of sands. 
No l r rge area of too project appears to be free of sand, or soil which 
is unstable when saturated, to a depth necessary for drainage construction. 
These deposits generally are encountered at not l ess than five feet from the 
surface. Often they exist as thin lenses, but usually they extend to an 
undetemined depth and are a.l ways found in a saturatP-d condi tion in the irri-
gated ?reas, usually overlain by relatively impervious material. The Bureau 
investigations disclose thc>t, in g-eneral, a waterbe~ring deposit, or one 
capable of retain jng injurious quantities of water when insufficient drain-
age facilities exist, is t o be found within ten feet of the surface over 
most of the project area.. In many areas the water bearing deposits have a 
relatively ir.lpervious overburden and as the lower soils beccme filled with 
water, the clays prevent it from rising higher. As this filling process 
continues, the water is being put under pressure in the lower areas. A 
differential pressure of five feP.t is not uncommon between the free water 
encountered at the top of a water bearing bed and its static level as found 
several days after drilling thrrugh the hj gher, overbearing, impervious 
deposits. 
Depths to Oroµnchrater 
The map, "Depths to Groundwater," shows general groundwater depths over 
the project area. It will be noted that most of the area has a water table 
ten feet or less from the surface with the excepti on of a portion of the 
Mission Ridge, the high banks of the Rio Grande, unirrigated areas, the area 
which comes within the drainage influence of the Arroyo Colorado, md the 
newly irrigated areas between Elsa and Ha.rgill and between Ha.rgill and 
Raymondville areas 1ri thin the investigation limits which are being·~irtligated 
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Investigations indicate. thc>t for periods of averc1ge precipi ta.ti on on 
the irrigated portion of the area studied, 2 percent is entirely out of 
production; 19 percent is in very poor condition due to the fact thet ground-
wci.ters are definitely within the range of capill2ri ty with its resulting 
high and incre?sing salt content at the surface; 48 percent is in an insecure 
ccndition due to possible excess fluctua.tions or rise of grou.,dwaters; and 
31 percent is beyond dc>nger of the effects of excess water on crop roots, 
providing fluctuations ?.re not great enough to place them within the dc1nger 
zone followine periods of excessive rainfall. 
These data show that approximately 70 percent of tre area studied is in 
need of draina..ge relief and that the area is n ot confined to one locality 
but is distributed over the Valley as a whole. 
Groundwater Flow 
Sub-surface flow is generally from west to east across the project area, 
toward the Laguna Yadre and the Arroyo Colorado northeast of Harlingen. It 
is generally pc>rallel to the surface slope and the hydraulic yradient of the 
water table varies from eight feet per mile near Mission to 12 feet per raj le 
near the coast. Due to flat hytiraulic gradients and to the na.ture of Va.llcy 
soils, velocities of sub-surface WD.ters are so low a.s to ID8ke their drainage 
bcnefi t negligible with r<:Jspe ct to mass movement of waters across the project, 
area to the coast. 
Quantity of Groundwaters 
Measuren,ents of return flow in existing drains average about 0 .3 second-
feet per square mile but this value does not hold equally over the Valley. 
Greatest measured return flows into open drains are those discharging into 
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the Arroyo Colorado between Yercedes ?nd Harlingen, the average being about 
0.7 second-feet per square mile. However, there are large tracts of land 
which have no drains and return flows into drains over the Valley as a whole 
are obviously very low. Unknown outlets for groundwaters in the area doubt-
less permit some water to pass W1JT1easured. 
Quality of Groundwaters 
Soluble salts concentration of drainage return flows as measured at 
approximately SO different loce.tions var·ied frQ!l $00 parts per million to 
27,$00 parts per million for the last six months of 1945. The average con-
centration, weighted against discharge, was 2,955 p?rts per million for the 
year beginning May 1945; the arithmetic average was 3,718. The salts were 
predominatly alkaline sulphates and chlorides. Greatest mineralization of 
groundwaters occurs in lower Cemeron County and least in the vicinity of 
Harlinc-,en where the draina~ influence of the Arroyo Colorado is great, (see 
Map, Depths to Groundwater) indicating the extensive reclamation value to be 
expected from adequate drain<'ge construction. 
Salts Removed by Drainage 
Investigations disclose that soluble se.lts are being deposited on 
Valley soils as a whole at a rate considerably greater th.m they a.re being 
removed. At the present time it is indicated that average salt accretions 
are about one ton per acre per year. Total applications of salt are about 
2.1 toos per a.ere per year arrl total removals, 1.2 tons. 
This high rate of soluble salt accretion can be l essened or elimina.ted 
by construction of adequate drainage works. This is illustrated by Bureau 
investigations in one of the oldest irrigc>.tion districts within the project, 
having an area of 106 square miles, soils c onsidered difficuit to drain, and 
heving h2.d a consi derc>ble p;,rt of its la.nds cit one tire unfit for cultivat-icn 
due to high salts concentraticn. This district has constructed 375 miles of 
open, well maintained drains, about one mile of drain per 180 acres. The 
· present ratio of salt application to salt removal is 0.75. Total salt 
applications are about 0.9 t on per acre per ye?r and removals are 1.2 tons. 
Existing Drainage Devel0pment 
Drainage construction has been performed by four agencies during Valley 
development: irrigation or water districts, drainage districts, the Inter-
national Boundary and 1.'fater Commission, end individual property _ owners. 
Generally each agency has done only limited work within its own boundaries. 
The Intern?tional Boundary and Water Commission has c<nstructed 
approximately 75 miles of flood control channels in the Valley. Its works 
are of the highest type and the maintenance program is excellent. However, 
the works are of no great value as a part of a permanent drainage system as 
they were constructed primarily t o protect the area from floodwaters of the 
Rio Grande and are generally too shallow to provide outlets of sufficient 
depth f or lateral drains. 
J;)ra inage works constructed by irrigation and drainage districts 
constitute the bulk of agricultural drainage facilitie s in the Valley. The 
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histo.ry of all districts shows neglect of drainage needs and only in ::ecer,t 
yeal'.S has the acute need for drainage relief forced their attention toward 
new and increased drainage construction. Total drainage channels reported 
by the various districts in 1946 averaged only one mile of drain for each 
377 acres. It is estimated that loss than 25 J:,ercent of this total is kept 
in efficient operating condition which makes the overall existing drainago 
system entirely inadequate. 
urainage works now constructed by individual prop~rty owners are a negli-
gible factor in the existing Valley drainage system. A total of only 46 miles 
of s"J.ch s:1b-s·.1rface concrete or tile drains was reported by the vario'.ls dis-
tricts in 1946. 
Feasibility of Drainage 
The provision of adequate drainage both surface and subsurface has be~n 
shown to be physically possible at a reasonable cost for the arable lands. This 
is evidenced by the gro•md wuter levels found where ·the Arroyo Colorado and 
other facilities provides drainage and by the lea.ching accomplished by arti-
ficial drains in some of the irrigated areas: The main outlet drains S"J.p-
rlomented by s·J.fficient laterals o.nd farm drains will .pre,cnt injuriousl;f high 
wr.ter tables and salt acct.lIIUlations. 
Fro.i ect Plan 
The Valley Gravity Project plan of development provides for furnishing 
an adequate and dependable -water sap~ly to an area of 700,000 acres of which 
552,000 acres are now being irrigated, and 148.ooo acres are new, undeveloped 
lands. The latter consist of 75,412 acres within the district boundaries. 
and 72,588 acres outside of the districts. The ~reject plan contemplates con-
veying stored waters from the yroposed Falcon Reservoir to the project area 
through a concrete-lined gravity canal system. The canal system would consist 
of a inain canal from the Falcon Reservoir to the ~iis~ion Reservoir and branch 
canals . which would ext,::,nd eastward thro•.1gh the project to serve the districts' 
Z!lllin canals. This would eliminate the need for the existing river pmn:os, a 
majority of the second lift pumps and so~e third lift pumps. The plan conte!!l-
:clates that delivery from the ~roj(lct canals to tr.e presently developed land.a 
woul~ be ma.de through the sxisting distribution systems. and that those systems 
'WOuld be extend~d ~y the districts to serve the new lands within the districts. 
The plan also provides an irrigation distribution system and~ lateral drai~ge 
system for the new lands outside of the districts. The plan inclu,'.i!\s the Mission 
Reservoir, near tr.e west side of the :cro~ect for regulating irrigHtion relen.ses 
from the Falcon ResGrv.oir. Another majo.r f ~1at·.1re cf the project plan is the 
s~rstem of outlet drains re -::uircid for t he uroject lands. The project -plan also 
vrovides for constr,.1ction of a po1t•er :plent o.t a drop in the canal line at La Joya 
Creek. The Mission Reservoir and the outlet drains would also serve fish and 
wildlife and recreational vl.;.l'!)OSGS. 
Irrigation Works 
The main canal for com·eying water from the Falcon Dam to the west side 
of the uroject will be approximately 73 ~iles long and will have a ca~acity 
of 4,500 second-feet for the first 60 mil,;s or to the wasteway at La :Toya 
Creek. Frqm the wasteway it is r ~duced to 3,900 second-feet for the remain-
ing distance to the Mission P~servoir. The canal will have a lining 3-1/2 
inches thick and a freeboa~d of 1.9 feet. ~~~t of the canal is located: in 
Whole or partial cut and where any fill is required a maintenance rcadway 
'Will be provided along one bank. All right-of-way is to be fenced. The 
location requires several deep cuts of considerable length and two siphons 
of major importance. These siyhons, across Los Olmos end Garcias Creeks, 
'Will have lengths of 7,100 a.r.d 5,500 feet, r es~ectively~ Each will re~uire 
'tU. 
2 barrels, 21 feet in diameter, operating under heads of 73 and 83 feet, 
respectively. 
The capacity of the main and other canals was based on a curve of 
actual diversions plotted against irrigated areas, the figures being based 
on International Boundary Commission reports for the 7 ye.r period 1938-1944. 
This curve wa.s extrapolated to the assumed ultimate 700 ,ooo acres for the 
project. As a check, the monthly diversions for the 7 year period and the 
one day and six day maximums were plotted. Using the acreage under irriga-
tion each year and takmg from the assumed curve the canal capecity required 
to serve th;:it acreage, it was found that the assumed size would meet all -
monthly demands, with shorta.ges m only two of the six day maximum demands 
and 12 of the daily maximum demands. 
Studies show that in order to meet expected demands without regulatory 
storage, a canal of 5,400 second-feet capa.ci ty would be needed. By providing 
50,000 acre-feet of live storage (65,000 acre-feet total) in Mission Reser-
vojr to meet high weekly and daily demands, the size of the main canal was 
economically reduced to 4,500 second-feet. 
The Monte Christo Cc1nal, which would be the highest branch canal, would 
diverge from the main canal on the west side of La Joya Creek. A siphon of · 
1,100 second-feet cap~ity, 3,500 feet long would convey water across the 
creek. Turnouts would oo provided to serve areas between the main canal and 
the Goodwin District. Near the Goodwin west bounda.ry, the La Lomita branch 
canal would take out to serve most of the United, tforth ~'ission, and Goodwin 
Districts. At this point, also, the Yonte Christo Cenal would turn north to 
serve areas north of the present districts 2nd west of the proposed Edinburg 
Canal. 
At a point north of the Mission Reservoir, the Edinburg Canal, of 2,318 
second-foot capl'l.city, would branch fran the main canal to serve an area of 
302,500 acres. Near 1·fcAllen, it would turn north and at this loc;,tion the 
Weslaco Canal of 99h second-foot ca:pcicity would diverge to serve most of 
the present development now under second lift pumps. 
The Edinburg Canal would continue north and branch into the Linn and 
Hargill Canals. The Hargill Canal, of 938 second-foot capacity, would serve 
the Willacy District, sonie new land, and, through the Elsa Canal of 149 
second-foot capacity, would serve the Engleman District. The Linn Canal, 
474 second-foot,wruld continue on north from its origin at the junction of 
the Edinburg am Hargill Canals to serve new lands. 
The Brownsville Canal will originate at the east side of the Mission 
Reservoir and .extend to a few miles ea.st of Brownsville. The capacity ~t 
the upper end would be 2,318 second-foot; the canal would serve 295,000 
acres of first lift land in Hidalgo md Cameron Counties. 
All canals are to have a concrete lining with a minimum thickness of 
)-1/2 inches; all right-of-way wruld be fenced and a maintenance road would 
be built on top of one canal bank where practicable. 
The )'ission Reservoir would be located southwest of and nea- the town 
of l'ission for regulating flc,,vs from the main canal. It would be formed by 
a dike about 8.5 miles in length with a maximum.height of 39 feet. The dike 
would encircle the reservoir area, be protected on the water side by a layer 
of dumped riprap, and have a 20 foot roadway on top. Ttie reservoir would 
have a maximum water surface area of 3,250 acres and a capacity of 65,000 
acre-feet allocated as follows i 
15,O00 acre-feet -- Fish arrl Wildlife and Recreation 
50,000 acre-feet -- Irr~ation 
Although no storage has been assigned to pC7t"l'er, the reservoir would probably 
have soma benefit for power production by pennitting more uniform releases 
from Falcon Reservoir. 
The canal sizes were based, for each a.rea, on the sum of all ~lass l, 
2 and 3 lmds plus the acreage of class 5 and 6 land now irrigated. In 
addition to a.reas in the organired districts, it was assumed that lands now 
being irrigated by independent operators should also be served by the proj-
ect canals. Table 3 shows areas considered for initial development. 
Drainage Works 
The project plan provides for construction of a system of main drains 
and for lateral drains on new lands outside of the districts. The plan 
recognizes tmt future extensions of the main drains may be required, and 
that the works to be constructed initially are designed to provide inure-
dfate relief only. The principal purpose of the drainage system is to dispose 
of normal drainage waters brought to it hy irrigation and drainage district 
works. The main drains would also have ?ppreciable benefits of a floo0 
control nature, in permitting the early removal of storm wate~ which now 
stand in some areas for long periods of time. 
Locations of the outlet drains were based principally on the following 
considerations: topography, location of existing drain age development, water 
table conditions, sub-surface strata, land classification, w?.ter district 
boundaries, locati9n of outlets, and rirhts-of-way. 
The proposed majn drains, as shown on the General Map, are designated 
as follows: Rado, Tio Cano, North Floodway, Progreso, West San Benito, 
East San Benito, Rio Hondo, Los Fresnos, Brownsville, El Jardin and Ray-
mondville. These drains would discharge into the Arroyo Colorado, the 
Laguna Madre, the Brownsville Ship Channel or the Floodway. All outlets 
would be at sea level, except those of the Rado arrl Prof'reso Dra jns, which 
would discharge into the Floodway. Total length of all outlet drains is 
288 miles. 
For estimate purposes, a fifteen-foot depth of ~.ain drain was used, 
and side slopes of 1-1/2 : 1. A minimum bottom width of six feet was used, 
and where greater capacities were required, the bottom width was incre;ised. 
A 25O-foot right-of-way strip is proposed for the outlet drains. The major 
structures required in the outlet drainage system comprise two concrete 
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TAJIU: 3 
AREAS TO BE 5!Rnll BT DIB!'!IIC'l'B A1'!l 1111{ LAJIIl AllAS 
FOR ufill,p-.ll.tm CAUL CA!'ACI'!'IIS 
Unit-Ac .... 
Dietrict -• to be Irr!aated lot Irr !a• ted (3J (Ii) 
lfo . 11 ..... ( 3) (Ii) (Ii) (Ii) {3} Total Area 
on of Local. Clue Clae• Claae Claee R18ht- -.. Irr'8 -Ma;e Diatrict ...... 1,2,,3 :2 6 Total 6 Of-V!,l'. D1at. 124:2 
l C,C,11.I,I'. !lo. 1 Sarl1ngen 31,102 0 ,,688 36,790 ,,478 ,,21i. lo7, ,i.2 3lo,li10 
2 C,C.11,I.I'. llo, 2 San llenito 37,983 92 11,6,1 i.9 ,726 1i.,29, 6,110 70 ,131 i., ,616 
3 C.C,11,l,D, llo, 3 La 1'eri11 27,267 3lo 1,780 29 ,081 2.3,1 l,'60 32,982 27,i.33 
4 C.C.11.I.D. !lo. .. Banta Mar 1a 1,93, 366 1,i.03 3, 70li 9~ 370 5,003 3,lo23 , c.c.w.c. & I.I'. llo. ' l!:1 Jardin 8,166 298 3,683 12,1lo7 7,7li7 lo,lolo7 21i,31o1 ll , 061 6 C.C,11,C, & l.D. lo. 6 Loe r...anoa 1,,,33 0 4,:)2Q 20 ,062 1,,616 2,60, 38,3lo3 1, ,36, 
7 C,C,11.C, & I.D. lo. 7 Veet Browna-.1ile 670 0 272 91!2 8'6 879 2,677 712 
e C.C,11.C, & I.I'. lo. 8 !arreda 6,019 33 870 6,922 3 ,820 331, ll,CY76 ",(Y71, 
) 11.&c.c. 11.C.&I.D,llo. 9 It.reed•• 6o,11oo 900 10,279 71 ,319 13 .,16 6,121 91 ,016 6,,133 
1( C.C.11.I.D. llo, 10 llutberf ord-llard inc 2 ,09li 0 ,1 2,1,1 lo,lo78 ,,.,. 7,173 810 
12 c.c.V.I.D. !lo, 11 llq-.i- lo,239 0 61,1, i.,883 ,.3,1 1,016 11,2,0 lo, 086 
l~ C.C.ll. I.I'. !lo. 12 Jrampner 39' 0 287 682 210 243 1,13, 631 
l' C,C.ll.I,I'. !lo. 13 krr-070 Oe.rdena 3,39' 0 i.32 3,827 2,209 199 6,23, 1,377 
15 C. C. ll. I. D. llo . 1, NcLaod-Bood 1,,39 0 138 1,677 39 118 1,83li 1,603 
16 C,C,ll,I.D, llo. 16 Rice 1,378 0 73 1,i.,1 n, 17 2 ,203 61,, 
17 C,C.ll,I.D. !lo. 17 Sau-Porter 1,1,0 0 229 1,379 '66 lli l,?59 a,, 
lll C.C.ll.I.D. llo, 18 Monte Grande 2,oo8 0 i.20 2,1o2e 1,330 .. , 1,803 886 
11 C.C.ll.C.& I.D. lo . 19 Mau Gardena 1,,eo 0 977 8,,,1 ,11 639 9,713 8,1lo7 
20 11.C,ll.I.D. llo, 1 Donna 20,912 181 8,082 29,17, 10,769 2,03lo 41,978 21,i.,6 
21 11.C,\l,C,& I.D. !lo . 1 l!dinlnlrg 31,61, 0 2,939 31i,,,i. 71,9 l,9'8 37, 261 33,611 
22 11,C,ll,C.& I,D, !lo . 2 Pllarr-San Juan ,,. ,800 120 i. ,,i.o ,9,i.60 8,2,3 3,079 70,792 ,6,lo27 
23 I.C. ll.C,& I.D. lo. 3 McAllen 6,102 128 1,i. 6,381, lo97 760 7 ,6-1 6,021 
21. 11,C,ll.C,& I.D. !lo, ' Progreao I, ,78'J 377 
i,i,7 ,,613 '68 319 6,,oo ,,i.18 2, 11.C,ll,I.D. lfo. 6 ~ei-n Oe.rdena 10,886 0 26, 11,1,1 28" 217 11,6,2 9 ,386 
26 11.C.ll.C.& I.D. lfo. 6 Goodvin 22,21, 0 i.,o 22, S6, J,93 li71 23,629 21,178 
27 11.C.ll.C.& I.D. lfo . 7• I. Miaeion 16,,90 0 619 17,209 0 299 11 ,,oa 17,209 
28 11.C.ll,C,& I.D. lo. 11 llentNn l,71olo 0 38 1,782 70 '6 1,908 1,727 
29 United Irr'8ation Co. United 16,311 0 ,'6 16,867 2,,'6 1,2io7 20,670 1,,121 
30 Rio Bra-.o Canal. Co. Rio BraTo 2,619 0 98 2,717 1,2i.1 28" 4,2io2 1,888 
31 La Gloria Canal Co. La Gloria 1,,,7 18" 1,1 1,8'}2 2,11, 129 i. . 136 682 
33 11, C, ll,C,& I.D. lo. 13 Bapt1et Seainar,- 2,016 0 181< 2,200 ll 176 2,387 2,122 
34 11.c.11.c.& I . D. 110. 1 llillac7 Z3 ,16- lo[! 3,QQZ 16,:228 l,~ lo ,:222 83 108" 10,::i20 
Sab-'l'otal - Preeent Dietricte 1177,913 3,1i.o 61, '9112 ,,.,,m 109,6-6 lo6,163 701,BOlo 49,,763 
( 4) Independent• llidal.go Co. 1i., ,i.1 2,68' 3 , l'37 20,663 0 0 20 ,663 20,663 
c-ron Co. 12,118 7,980 ,,1io6 2',21olo 0 0 2,.2i.1o 21o,21ii. 
starr Co. 2,7,S 11i7 771, 3,679 0 0 3,679 3 ,679 
l/1llaC7 Co . ::!,181 618 381 6 ,ei.o 0 0 6,840 6,8'0 
Sub-Total. - Independenta 3,,198 11,lo90 9 ,738 '6,lo26 0 0 ,6.i.26 ,6,lo26 
Total• PreNnt DeTeloJ!!!!!nt ,13,111 llo,630 71,,680 602,i.21 109,61,6 lo6,163 1,8,230 , '2 ,18'} 
llev Lande 
llev Diet, I E:rtenaion of ;E!Nnt Dietriet• 
27 11.c.w.c.& 1.n. lfo. 7• II. MiHion 1,,2'3 0 0 1,,2,3 1,961 0 17 ,214 0 
3, 11.c.11.c.r. x.n. lfo. 1, Santa Cru 9,69' 0 lo3 9,738 726 0 10,lo6i. 375 
1lev Landa 12,~ 0 0 12,:288 0 0 12,:288 0 
Sub-Total 97 ,,36 0 lo3 97 ,,79 2,687 0 100,266 37, 
TOTAUI 610,6"7 lll,630 71, ,723 700,000 ll2 ,333 46,163 S,8,lo96 ,'2,'611 
(3) J'rom Table■ If-•, If-, aJld lf-6, Appendix l!: - l"roJect Lande. 
(Ii) 1'?-olll Land ClaHif1oation Sarn7 6..-riH, 
• Shovn on ,_ land• al.eo • 
siphons under the North Floodway, flumes where tre dr~ins would cross existing 
main cenals, and bridges at crossings of main highways and railroads. 
Under the project plan, the lateral drains on new lands include one mile 
of lateral drain per 320 acres; the drains to hP..ve a depth of ten feet, bot-
tom width of four feet, side slopes pf 1-1/2 J l, and a right•oI-way 150 feet 
in width. 
Land Development 
The project would pennit irrif~tion of an additional 148,000 acres of 
land most of which is now covered by brush. Included in the area a.re 72,588 
acres outside of the districts. The remaining acreage is scattered through 
the various districts, district extensions, and new districts. 
The project plan would per~it forming of approximately 3,800 additional 
farm units. Thi. s is based on the development of the 148 ,ooo acres of land 
not now irrigated and assumes reduction of excess land holdings within the 
districts to family size units. These 3,800 units would support an increase 
of 17,200 in the farm populPtion. The possibilities for creating additional 
farm units are summarized as follows: 
Settlement Possibilities 
Provided by 
Size of Unit 
~4~0...,.A-c-re_s_*_--;8~0=-,A~cres* 
Clas5 1 Class 2 
160 Acres* 
Class 3 
(Number of f?.rm un jts) 
(1) New lRnds ,md extensions 
of districts 1,975 737 
(2) Old lands 641 ~ 
Total 2,616 1,092 








Development of these f?.rm units would require land improvements which 
would be done by the landowners. These improvements would include: clearing, 
leveling, construction of farm l,:1terals and drainage, buildings·, and water 
supply. 
Pcwer 
Studies of alternate plans for delivering irrigation water from the 
proposed Falcon Reservoir to the irrigable areas below Rio Grande City 
established the desirability of an 80 foot drop in the main canal at La Joya 
Creek to lower the irrigation waters from about elevation 220 feet to 140 
feet. The project phm provides for utilization of this drop for the gen-
eration of hydroelectric energy. An inst.8llati01 of 12,000 kilo·natts was 
adopted, as it wruld produce the greatest ennual net revenue. The project 
plan contemplates coordination of the La Joya plant with tre hydroelectric 
plmts to be provided at the international dams to firm the La Joya plant 
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output. Consideration was given to developing firm power at the La Joya plant 
by providinr a~ditional storage cap;i.c:lty a.t the l"ission Reservoir. This 
wruld permit the release of a. constant flow from the Falcon Reservoir thrrugh 
the La Joya power plant. HCMever, the cost of the additional capacity at the 
l'ission Reservoir for power purposes was not found justified. 
About 20 miles of transmission facilities would be required to connect 
the La Joya plant to the ex:i.sting transmission facilities in the market area. 
Fish and Wildlife Conservation 
The project plan proposes that the Santa Ana and Laguna Atascosa 
National llfjldlite Refuges be furnished annually 1,000 and 40,000 acre-feet 
of water, respectively. The Santa Ana Refupe would be supplied water which 
must necessarily ">e wasted fray, the Brownsville Canal; the La.guna Atascosa 
Refuge would be served with water fran the East Sa.n Benito and Rio Hondo 
Drains. Wjth the delivery of these quantities of weter the two refures can 
be brought to full development by the Fish and 1.l'fildlife Service. The project 
plan provides for use of the Vission Reservoir and outlet drains for Fish 
and Wildlife conservation purposes. 
Recreation 
The project plan provides recreational facilities including a boat 
harbor and landing, par king area, picnic area, swiwl'!'ling be a.ch, and necessary 
utilities at the Wission Reservoir. Construction of these facilities by the 
National Park Service would be of aid in allevfa.ting some of the present 
deficiency of public pcirk cind recreational areas in the Lower Rio Grande 
Valley. 
Other Plans Considered 
Prior to selecting the projectip1an, SM!ralalternate plml.s ft>r irrigation 
were considered. These differed principally in the point of diversion and 
the location of the main canal. In all plans, the system below l1ission 
Reservoir remained the same. 
Of the various alternates considered, the "low-line" plan was the seca:id 
choice to the adopted plan. In the "low-line" plan, ·water would be rele.ased 
into the river channel from the Falcon Reservoir and delivered into the 4,~ 
second-foot main canal by means of a divers:\,on dam a.t the Garza Ranch or th~ 
Roma site. Water would be carried in this low canal to near La Joya Creek, 
where 1,000 second-feet would be diverted to the higher project lands by 
pumping. The main canal below the pumps would follow the original alignment 
to Mission Reservoir with reduced capacity. 
Several serious construction difficulties woold be encountered in the 
11 low-line" plan. If the Roma site should be used, a long dike would be 
required on the Mexican side to protect the village of San Pedro; the diver-
sion into the main canal w0.1ld require a tunnel under or a deep cut around 
Roma; and a tunnel around Rio Grande City would be required, Available 
infonnation on foundation conditions at the Garza Ranch site indicates that 
rock fonnation lies about 60 feet below low water, which would necessitate 
construction of a dam 90 feet high and 3,600 feet long. A long cut-off wall 
on the left abutment would probably be required. The dam site at Roma 
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appears more favorable, but t~ costs of the first 9 miles of canal between 
Roma and the Garza Ranch site would about offset the saving in cost of the 
diversion dam at this upper site. In either of these plans a serious con-
sideration is the location around Rio Grame City. The most feasible appears 
to be a 3,000-foot long tunnel north of town. A possible location on the 
flood plain south of the tom is undesirable because of flood danger and 
river erosion. Another location on high ground at the south edge of the town 
involves a very difficult right-of-way problem because of numerous residences 
and industrial buildings. Any of these locations would still require protec-
tion works from flooding by the river for about lS miles of canal below Rio 
Graide City. 
Preliminary cost estimates indicated that annual costs of the low-line 
plan would be at-cut t.he same as for the adopted plan. However, the project 
plan was selected because it would: 
a. Provide an estimated S percent greater water supply than the 
11 low-line11 plan through savinf the water that would be lost under that 
plan by use of the Rio Grande Channel for transmission of the project 
water supply from the Falcon Reservoir to the point of diversion and by 
the possible need for sluicing silt at the point of diversion. 
b. Yost satisfactorily pennit expansion of the project area to 
include desirable lands lyinp west of the Vonte Christo Canal if addi-
tional water supplies should become available through use of drainage 
return flows or by the volume of Rio Grande waters available to the 
project exceeding present estimates. 
c. Release, for industrial and other use, electrical energy 
which otherwise would be required for pumping. 
d. Be free from hazard of flooding by the Rio Grande. 
e. Involve fewer construction difficulties. 
f. Eliminate the possibility of any international or local 
controversy over rights to water such as normally arise in connection 
with attempts to deliver stored waters through natural channels com-




The project construction would be of impressive magnitude. In the 239 
miles of cano.ls and 288 miles of outlet dr~ins, there would be a total of 
approximately 104 million cubic yards of excavction, 1,2201000 cubic yards 
of concrete for lining of can.ala and for structures, nnd 115 million pounds 
of reinforcing steel.. Other major items would include compacted embankment, 
trimming foundations for concrete lining, bridges, structures, fencing, etc. 
In estimating the cost of project works, present unit coats were 
nnnl.yzed for similar work throughout the Southwest ond in the general proj-
ect aren. Due to the magnitude of the project, involving large construction 
quantities, favorable year-around working conditions, nnd genero.l accessi-
bility of work, the unit prices adopted were generally lower thnn the 
average for other projects now being constructed. Table 4 sUJ11110rizos the 
unit costs used in the project estimate. 
The various canals, drains, ond relnted structures wore projected on 
topoeraphic maps, profiles were taken from tho lll3.ps, and qunntities ' computod 
therefrom. Mn.pa were generally on n scale of l inch equals 2 1000 feet with 
l or 2 foot contour intervals, although detail topogrnph._v on n scale of 1 
inch equals 1 1 000 feet and l inch equals 400 feet were used where available 
for the main cnnnl and important structures. 
Estimates of costs of irrigation laterals for new lands were mnde for 
a typical area of 3,000 acres, Quantities were then calculated and unit 
prices in Table 4 were applied which resulted in on average eatimnted unit 
coat of $85 per ncre for the lateral system. Lateral drains for new lands 
were lnid out on the topographic maps at approximately 1/2 mile intervals. 
Excavation and related quantities for these laterals wore based on typical 
sections of drains assumed with 10 foot depth nnd 4 foot minimum base width; 
unit prices from Tablo 4 were applied to determine total costs. 
Capacit:ies of the main drains for the pro.,ect report were based on a. 
curve propared in the Project Office in March 1946. In July 1946, the 
Project Boo.rd of Review, after a study of probable rn:in-fall and storm-run-
off, recoJmDended that tho capacities of the drains be increased, particularq 
toward their lower end. In a further conference on the drainage problem 
held in October 1946, representatives of the Chief Engineer's Office, and 
Regional and Project offices ngreod on nn increase in cost of approximately 
20 percent over the preliminary project esti~te for the main drains until 
such time ns actual run-off data for the project area could bo obtnined. 
'lhe proJect costs include, bosides the regular construction features, 
est:lmc.tes for the following items: exominations nnd surveys for investi-
gations and preparation of a report; irrigable area determination and claesi-
ficntion of new lands and preparation of a base map of tho entire project 
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area; permanent improvements consisting of an office ruilding, shoos, 
warehouses, and housing and storage facilities for oDoration and me.intenance 
forces; temporary ca~ and field headqunrters; and operation and mainten~nce 
during constructiono 
The summary of project costs in Table 5 gives the total cost of irriga-
tion rorks., including Mission Reservoir, as $96.v?58,000; drainage works, 
$22,760,000; La Joya Power Plant, $2,560,000; $?,550,000 for examination 
and surveys, permanent improvement, etc., and a total estimated project cost 
of approximately $129,628,ooo. 
Operation and Main -renance Costs 
Cost of opcrP.ting all r.roject '".orks except those required for serving 
the ne,~ lands alone, is estimated at ~630,ono ~nnually. The estimate is 
based on ooerating costs and exceriences obtained on simil~r orojects con-
structed by, or no·.,. being oneratcd by, the Burei:rn of ~~c1~m?.tion. Operation 
and ,naintenance costs of nroject works to serve th8 72,588 ~cres of new land 
outside the districts arG ~stim.~ted at ~195,000 annuP.lly. Presumably this 
cost "'OUld be chargeable entirely to the new l::lnds, ~md the ~630,000 cost 
divided bet,.-reen the ne•'! and old lands on the bnsis of -rater delivered. Oper-'l-
tion and ma.intennnce costs and reserves for replacements for the po~~r 
facilities to be constructed on the project are estim..~ted at approxirn..~tely 
$82,700~ The estimated tot~l annual operation and m,~intennnce costs amount 
to $90?, 700 f'or the project ~•'0rks o 
L-1.nd Development Costs 
The 3,800 additional farm units, which the project could provide:, 1,ould 
require expenditures for improvements to put them into proper condition for 
operationo The general land improvements r,ould include clearing, leveling, 
and construction of farm laterals ~t nn estimated cost of 145 to 1100 per 
acre. Farm drainage is estiirated at $35 to $100 per ~ere, depending on 
the class of land and type of crop grown, Other improvements ~ould include 
farm buildings, and water supply, costing $8,800 and $1,200, respectively. 
The total land development costs for approximately 3,800 farm units on 148,000 
acres is estimated at $52,291,000. These expenditures would be made by the 
landowners with private cnpitnl. 
Pro,jcct Benefits 
The continued prosperity of the entire Lower Rio Gr~nde Valley is 
contingent unon ~griculture, which in turn is largely deoendent uoon an ~de-
quate and deoondable water sunply for the irrigated lands and on a dr~inage 
system sufficient for removal of h~rrnful sub-su.rf~ce ~nd storm waters. 
The Valley Gravity Project ~ould conserve A.nd nut to benefici~l use the 
United States' share of Rio Grande waters made avail~ble by the treaty ?rith 
Mexico• the project works "10uld convey the United States' share of ~~ter , . 
from the authorized Falcon storage dam to the project lands in a canal 
located entirely within this countryi eliminating the possibility of inter-
national disagreements which might occur if water of both countries were 
released into the river below the dam, for later re-division downstream; 
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TABLE 4 
UNIT COSTS - 194; BASIS 
Item 
Excavation, co:mnon, for canal and drains 
Excavation, rock, for canal and drains 
Excavation for structures 
Compacting embRnkment 
Trimming foundation for concrete lining 
Backfill 
Compacting backfill 
Concrete in structures 
Concreto in canal lining 




Gates and hoists 
Fencing 
Clearing and grubbi ng 
Pro-cast concrete pipe in place 
Size - 24" 
Sizo - 30" 
Size - 36" 
Size - 42" 
Size - 48" 
Size - 60" 
Right-of-way 
Saltgrass land 



































$ 0.13 - 0.17 
0.85 
0.55 - 1.00 
0.14 - 0. 25 
0,50 
0.30 - o.4o 
1.25 
45.00 - 60.00 
18. 00 - 19 . 00 
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Monte Christo Canal 






















West San Benito 
East San Benito 
Los Fresnos 
Sub-total 
Lateral drains on 72,588 acres 
nev lands 














Power system - La. Joya plant and transmission line 
Irrigable erea determinations and classification of lands 
Permanent improvements 
Temporary Croup and Bead.quarters 
Operation and maintenance during construction 





$ 6,170,000 V 
$22,760,000 .,, 
$ 2,560,000-
$ 750,000 _. 
$ 1,500,000 .,,. 
$ 500,000"' 
$ 3 .500,000., 
$129,628,000 
./ 
irrigation works would be provided which would eliminate the costly and ?!'.any 
times ha~ardous method no~ employed of pumping from the river; most of the 
secon~ lift .and some third lift pumps ,_._,ould also be elim:inated; and ,1 system 
of main dra:ms wru.ld be constructed to nrovide the present districts ,nth 
much needed drainage outlets 0 • 
17ater supply studies indicate that the present· irrigated ::i.rea of 
552,0CO acres can be increased to ap?roximately ?00,000 acres under the 
project plan.. This increased area could ·provide several thous?.nd additional 
farms for production of the highly specialized citrus fruits and vegetable 
crops grown in the area. 
The nroject 1.'lould have a-::mreciable benefits for fish and wildlife con-
servation, and for recrentiono The drains could be utilized by the towns 
2.nd cities of the Valley for disposal of domestic and sani t;:i.ry sewage and 
storm waters, although stringent requirements 1·•oi1ld need to be ryJa ced on 
sewnge disnosal systems emptying into the dr~ins 0 
Irriintion Benefits 
Saving in '1Ater by Concrete Lined Canal. If the nroject is not con-
structed, studies of available water sunvlies incicate thRt the Valley h~s 
probably reached its mA.ximum safe develonment. The Dresant irrigated area 
requires·for irrigation use, an annu~l average of ~bout 1,100,000 ~ere-feet 
of water, in addition to the norrr,n.l rainfall. The Rio Gr·1.ndc bet"?roen F;:ilcon 
Damsite and the lower end of the project area is n t .1.de meandering stream 
about 200 miles longo Seepage nnd evaporation losses in this re.<ich, based 
·on similar measured losses in the Rio Grnnde bet,!een Fort O.ui tm,·:m ;md Upper 
Presidio and losses in long1 unlined earthen cnnnls, are estimn.ted at 30 
-oercent of the normal now. Th.ere ,:ill be very little usnble inflo"r bet,neen 
the Falcon Darn and the projGct area in fut-a.re years, inasmuch as all waters 
of the only two streams of an,y consequence, the S<'.n Juan :>..nd AlPmo :iu.vers, 
are allotted to Mexico P.nd full development of such streams will likely be 
made. Preliminary water supply studies shovr thnt the United States i del1end-
!'1ble share of water available for the Lo,-ier Valley runounts to an annm.l 
,werage of 1,500 JOOO ncre-feet 0 A loss of 30 nercent t.ould then leave only 
1;050,000 acre-feet annu~lly delivered in thG river to the pumping plnnts 
~hich is barely sui'ficiGnt to meet the demand of the present area. 
Increase in Gross Crop Rdturns~ Tho project would make 
irrigation of ?00,000 acres or an incrense of 148,000 acres. 
areq is now covered by brush, yielding only mc~ger p~sturage 
present returns negligible ,·,hen com<J.red with those from the 
possible the 
!!.ost of this 
nnd making 
irrigated lri.nds. 
Based on cronning nrnctices ~.nr •'ields of simil?rly clP.ssed l:mds in the 
~djacent irrigation districts, nnd the 19,9-1944 aver~ge unit nrice, the 
gross annual cro-o income·"nich is used as',q me:>.sure of benefits, "'ould. -".mount 
to annroxirnately ~29,51?,oon for this 148,000 ncres: 
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Class l - 79,000 acres at $2/42 per acre 
Class 2 - 59,000 acres at ~161 per acre 






. Elimination of M:ljor, Pumping Plants. Fifteen major pwnping plP.nts, 
situated on the Rio Grande, serve the present irrigated area 0 Second third 
and fourth lift pumps are 11lso required for cert:--.in of the districts.' Oper:o.~ 
.tion of the fifte ::m river pumping plants is costly and subject to m;my hazards. 
The ~io Grande is constantly changing its course ~nd in the p~st h~s sh1~ted1 
le?.ving some pl~nts far fr,)m the main ch., nnel while in other locations it 
has cut in behind 2.nd washed out the nl1rnts. Seven such nl!\nts hrwe been 
destroyed nnd others have sever~l times been in danger. At ~resent seven 
of the plnnts must maintnin inlet channels, r~nging up to J/4 mile in l3ngth 
between the plnnts ano. present river chqnnel. Evon ,·rf.th the construction 
of the ·storagc dams on the Rio Grande, this threat to tho safety· of the 
plants and operational difficulty will not be removed since there is con-
sider?.ble area belor. the dams Yh ich could ~educe fl?.sh floods of dangerous 
proportions. Furthermore, the si_,ill...,nys of orooosed d?.ms on the Rio Gr-".nde 
ri.nd the s1;>ill,,•11.y on the existing Azucqr n::im on the S;,n Juri.n River in }~xico, 
have ci:toacities of several hundred-thousand second-feet and discharges of 
great mgnitude can be expected in future years from unusu,...,_l storms. 
Pumping costs V?.ry considernbly throughout the VP.lloy. Sev!Jral of the 
districts have settling or desilting basins ,·,hich are enlarged ".s they become 
silted up. Those districts -r.:hich do not h~ve settling basins necessa-
rily have higher can~l cl eaning costs 0 To d8termine savings in or reduction 
in district pumping costs ,..,hich Ill<.".y be effected by the project ,..,orks, such 
items as desilting basins, removing silt from c-?nals, mnintaining inlet 
channels to pumps, protecting pumping ol nnts from Rio Grande floods, ~nd the 
actual operation nnd m-'1intenance, depreciation ?.nd some overhead costs of 
the pumping plants must te considered. 
Pumping costs 'l''ere determined from inform..".tion contained in the Project 
No. 5 Rei;,ort, colTf)ilcd by the Internntional Bound'1ry Commission, and data on 
actual costs obtained from the County Auditor rs Reports of the Districts. 
These studies show ~n average cost of ~0.53 per acre-foot for ten river 
pumps ~nd $0?47 per acre-foot for t,o second lift pumps. For the i;,urpose 
of estimating savings in pumping costs to tho present l ~nds, an aver?.ge .cost 
of $0.50 per acre-foot per lift h~s been usedc 
With an estimated future average irrigated area ~1.thin the present 
districts of approximatel y 550, 000 acres requiring approximately 1,100,000 
acre-feet of water the totnl acre-foot-lifts for all first, second, third,".nd 
fourth .lilts would'te approximately- i-~702,000. The project l'torks Tiould eliminate 
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approximately l,6o2,000 of this total which, evaluated at $0.50 per acre-foct 
lift, would result in an annual saving of $801,000 to the districts in 
future years. Actual reduction for yenrs similar to 1944 and 1945, when the 
irrigated area £llllounted to 435,000 and 495,000 acres, would have amounted to 
approximo.tely $602,000 and $744,000, respectively. 
Drainage Benefits 
The outlet drains would permit the districts to m4ke effective improve-
ments to the lateral drainage systems within their boundaries. In turn, 
this would permit the individual landowners to construct such drains as are 
desirable nt the farm level. This overoll drainage construction would lower 
the present high water table of certain areas and permit growing of higher 
valued crops. If these drainage works are not constructed, studies disclose 
that an increasing loss in crop income of the Valley as a whole will occur. 
The changes in gross crop income have been used as a measure of all benefits 
to the nation, and the value from the outlet drains appraised thereon. The 
outlet dr~ins would also hnve appreciable benefits of a flood control nature 
and for fish and wildlife conservation. An analysis of these benefits 
follows: 
Increase in Gross Crop Returns. Studies show that approximately 70 
percent of the irrigated area is in need of drainage relief . Generally, 
nreas having depths to groundwater of 3 feet or less are at present out of 
production, those having depths of 3 to 5 feet are in poor condition, and 
those having depths of 5 to 8 feet appear to be in an insecure position. 
Arens having denths over 8 feet are apparently safe, nt least for the 
present. 
To obtain maximum benefits from the outlet drainage system, it would be 
necessary for most districts to construct additional drains within their 
own boundaries. Individual farms in many cases would need tile or shallow 
surface drains to convey excess wo.ters to the districts' laterals. Drainage 
which may ultimately be required for project lands is estim~ted at an aver-
age cost of $175 per acre, including cost of outle~ drains and laterals. 
The npproxim~te cost of the main drains is $30 per acre or 17 percent of the 
total drainage cost. 
Benefits have been estimated by assuming full drainage development and 
assigning a percentage of these benefits to the outlet drain. On the basis 
of cost alone, the benefits assignable to the drains as outlets would be 
17 percent. However, the drains would have additional local benefits. The 
net area of such lands directlybenefitedis estimnted nt 57,000 acres or 8 
percent of the total project area. This direct benefit would be in addition 
to the 17 percent assumed value of the drains as outlets bringing the total 
benefit of the outlet drains to 25 percent of the total derived from a com-
plete drainage system. 
The increase in gross crop returns made possible by the drainage system 
is indicated by the wider diversification of crops which can be produced on 
lands having greater depths to water table. Based on generalized land 
classification and groundwater maps, the following areas have a water table 
less than 5 feet: 1,500 acres of class 1 land; 73,260 acres of class 2 land; 
and 19,770 acres of class 3 land. 
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The 1,500 acres of clnss l l~nd which now produce only cotton nnd 
vegetnbles could be used for production of citrus fruits at nn incrensed 
return of iJO per acre, assuming full drainage development, or n total 
annual increase in gross crop income of $45,000. Likewise, returns from 
the 73,260 acres of class 2 lnnd could be increased $25 per acre or a total 
of $1,831,500. For the 19,770 acres of class 3 land, now producing only 
cotton, with lowering of water table, both cotton nnd vegetables could be 
produced nt an increased gross crop return of $40 per acre or a total of 
$790,800. These annti.nl increases total $2,667,300 nnd represent the possible 
increased returns from the approximate 453,000 acres covered in the drainage 
study. Adjusted to full project development of 700,000 acres this sum would 
be increased to $4,114,000. The annual amount assigned ns benefits from 
outlet drain construction is tnken at 25 percent of the total, the propor-
tion of total drainage costs represented by the outlet drains, or $1,028,000. 
Lands that might be reclassified into a higher productive class as a 
result of drainage works are those now classed ~s 2D which total approxi-
mately 22,500 acres. These lands in their present state have yields which 
average $161 per acre. ~ith improved drainage conditions, these lands would 
doubtless attnin the productiveness of class 1 lands, $242 per acre incoille, 
or an increase of $81 per acre. For 22,500 acres this would amount to a 
totnl increase of $1,822,000 of which 25 percent or $456,ooo annually would 
be assignable to the outlet drains. 
The annual benefits of the outlet drains as measured by increased gross 
crop returns of the project area would then amount to $456,000 plus 
$1,028,000 or a total of $1,484,000. 
Protection of Present Income. If the required drainage work in the 
Valley is not performed, indications are that much of the area now with a 
water table less than 8 feet depth will yield lower· returns or go out of 
production entirely. A comparison of results of the Bureau of Reclamntion's 
land classification survey, completed in 1945, with a survey in 1925 by 
U. S. Department of Agriculture, indico.tes that trn c, ,•e::-age salt content. 
for the irrigated lands of the Valley has more then r> .. 1.r-J.ed. The avera ge 
snlt content of o.n area. of 155,000 acres situated r.c?' ~:1 of the mo.in Vnl>y 
highway and extending from Mission to Mercedes, as measured in 1925 by 1J8 
test holes, was 0.13 percent. By the end of 1945, the salt content in the 
same area had increased to 0.28 percent. To appraise the benefits of the 
outlet drains for protection of the present income, it was assumed that the 
increase in salt content, as shown by the surveys in 1925 and 1945 is indic-
ative of changes in lnnd classification, and tho.t further deterioration 1:.t 
the same average rate as for the 21-yenr perioc ~ill occur if the drains nre 
not built. The estimated income for the 155,000 acres, if based on the 1925 
survey, would a.mount to $34,683,000. In 1945 the income would have been 
:;d$~:~5;:~~,8:!i~~sa:no.a:~tn~!r!:: !~c$;~;:go;a!; ~o~!~~to;ra;p;:::_ 
mately 0.97 percent bo.sed on the 1946 income. 
This annual rate of loss in the 21-year period was applied to the area 
now irrigated in the districts, resulting in nn average annual benefit, 
assignable as protection afforded by the outlet drains, of $3,936,000 as 
follows: 
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Estimated Fu.tu.re Returns from Present Irrigated Area 
Class Acres Returns per Acre Total Returns 
1 131.000 $242 $31.702,000 
2 248,ooo 161 39,928,000 
3 841 000 90 1,560,000 
Subtotal 463 , 000 $79,190,000 
5 & 6 82,000 *None None 
Total 552,000 i;,79,,190 ,000 
*-.\ctually some returns but these lands are not considered tc be in a 
paying class. 
Indicated rate of increase of loss of income per year 
0.97 percent x $79,190,000 = 
Annual loss co~utcd in the 4oth y(:!ar $768,000 :x .4o = 
Average annual loss during 4o-yec>.r :period. :: 
$ 768,0CiO 
$30, T:O , 000_ 
.;;15 , 744,ooo 
Of this amount , 25 percent or $3,936,000 wo•,1ld be c,ssign?..ble as :orotection 
afforded by the outlet drains. 
Flood Control The outlet drains will have a:cJ:reciable benefits of a 
flood control nature. At present , following reriods of hePvy rainfall, 
water stands for long periods over certain low areas of iclr ;!! lands, h ighwa;rs 
and towns, owing to a lack of drainage outlets. In 1941 , over 20,000 acres 
southeast of Fdinburg were co,ared with water and in 1946, g,ooo acres in 
Cameron County were under water for some time. Crops were des troyed and 
other a:o:jreciable damage occurred. Practically r:-rc ry year some areas are 
so af:ected. The minimur.i section of the main c':.rains which is feasible for 
constriiction would :_provide more ca:oaci ty than is req_ui r ed for removal of 
normal or drainage r eturn flows . By building structures of a type and 
clearance capacity that will permit utilization of this minimum section for 
re!lloval of storm runof: and by enlarging the drains toward their l ower ends, 
gr,3atly incree.sed benefits can be obtained. The expenditure of ~3,816,000 
be;.rond that required fer coMtructing th,- drains to the minimum section, _ 
wo,1ld permit enlargement of the dro.ins s•u:·icicntly to :'.: ro·1ide ca.pncitics 
for removal of ri,1noff from storms occurring with a frequency of about O:!lce 
in ten years, which a·c·,: el\rs to be the :er-' ctic:11 li!!li t of ~rot -3cticn thnt 
should be efforded nt this time. This ad.: (•d ox-,~.;-nd.it·ire of $3,816,000 has 
b,·on -taken as benefits from the mr., in c.r:c-.ins for flood cor,trol, and ar·~·,;.'llcd 
for a 40-:,•ear p8riod or $95,400 a'1n•1ally. 
Fish and Wildlife_ Net ben-s:fi ts to fish and •·lildlifo cons.:ir-mtion for 
the main dr~ins as estimated by the Fis~ and Wildlife Service ~mo·int to 
$21,700 annually. In ad,Ution, the drains would !=ermit f-_;,rnishing a:,i·,•roxi-
mately 4o,OOO acre-feet of W'dtcr ann'.lc-.lly to the Lag,1na Atascosa Refuge 
ahd 1,000 acre-feet to the Santa Ana Refuge , at a value of ~1.00 ~~r acre-
foot or a combined total of $41,COO, ~-nn-,,,;.,.'llly. The total i1!':,.,111'1 "benefits 
of the dra ins for fiE>h ?.nd wildlife consarirati:m r-.mou:1t ot ~~62, 700 or over 
a 4o-~'eF.:r- period, $2,508,0CC. 
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Swpmary Outlet Drain Benefits. Summing up the benefits of the outlet 
drains to which a monetary value can be definitely assigned gives the 
following: 
Protection of ~resent income 
Increase in gross crop return 
Flood control 








The indirect benefits of the outlet drains include protection and stabiliza-
tion of the numerous industries of the Valley which are dependent on 
agricultural production, and general improvement of sanitary conditions by 
removing waters from depressed or low areas of the Valley. 
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Power 
The project will permit generation of an annual total of 74,700,000 
kilowatt-hours of electrical energy at the La Joya Power Plc.nt. This energy 
is valued at 4 mills per kilowatt-hour or an annual total of ~298,800. 
Deducting annual costs of the plant (repayment of construction, operation and 
maintenance, and replacement reserves) leaves a net annual value of $116,600. 
This sum over a 40-year period would amount to $4,664,000. With addition of 
the cost of the power plant, $2,560,000, which is repaid, the total benefits 
of the project for power would amount to $7,224,000. However, inasmuch as 
disposition of the power produced at the La Joya plant is not definitely 
known, only tha.t cost, $182,200, which would retire the power plant and pay 
operation and maintenance chergcs is included in the estimate of benefits. 
The area included in the power market study is that designated as Area 
VII in the "Power Requirements Survey of Texas," published by the Federal 
Power Commission in April 1945 shown on the attached Area Power Map. This 
area was chosen as the i'arket Area for sale of power froni the proposed La 
Joya Power Plc>.nt, as power facilities in this c.rea are tied into an inte-
grated system and connection to this system at any point would make the 
entire Area (VII) the Warket Area for power. 
The installed renerating capacity for the Prea under study was 625,356 
kilowatts on December 31, 1941. It is assumed th?t no appreciable changes 
have taken place since then. Of this capacity, 74.3 percent was in steam 
plants, 1.8 percent was in internal corrbustion pl;mts, and 23. 9 percent was 
in hydro plants. The ~ederal Power Commission estimated that the dep~ndable 
capacity for 1944 was 618,030 kilowatts and the net assured capacity was 
454,413 kilowatts which, with a peek demand of 542,900 kilowatts in that 
year, indiceting a deficiency of 88, 487 kilowc'ltts. 
The Federal POtl/er Coni.mission estimated thet by 1950 the loss of war 
time loads in the area will he.ve been regained. Estimates for the Jlarket 
Area for the year 1950 indicate a. deficiency of 13,870 kilowatts. The 
estimates for 1965 indicate a deficiency of 656,070 kilowatts. Additional 
capacity requirement~ are shown on the attached drawing, Additional Power 
Capacity Requirements. New steam-electric plants would ccnstitute the prin-
cipal alternative future source of power supply if hydroelectric plants were 
not built. The total value of the dependable generatinr, capacity and usable 
energy that cculd be made avail~ble frol!' the hydroelectric plants a.t proposed 
multiple-purpose projects is computed on the basis of the cost of producing 
equivalent power at alternetivc steam-electric plants adjusted for the 
advantages of hydroelectric power over steam. 
The annua.l "2t mirket" vc1lue of the hydroelectric power, if its output 
can be firmed from power of the future up-site developments at the inter-
n.<>tional stor;)ge dams to fit into the season load-factor of this area, would 
equal the installed kilowatts times ~14.90 plus the annual kilowatt hours 
times 1.35 mills. For the project plan this will equal a total unit value 
for both capacity and energy of approximately 4 mills per kilowatt hour. 
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The estimate of 4 mills as the average value ~er kilowatt hour at the 
market of the saleable energy is based on the assumption that the dcnendablc 
c~~acity of the La Joya plant would be equal to the installed ca~acity. This 
will be true only if La Joya is a part of a coordine.ted power and trans-
:nission system which would include :power :_olP,nts at sev,,ral of the inter-
national dams and f•.111 credit for the installed plant cape.city as "de·oendable 
capacity" could be given to La Joyo.. This can only be determined in a future 
over-all study which includes all power developed at the international 
dams. 
Since the annual revenue required to repay the La Joya power cost is 
apuroximntely $182,000 as compared with Fn estimated rcv0r.ue of $298,800 on 
ar. estimated average 4 mill/kwhr value, it is as wncd the Fower develor,ment 
can be justified. If later studies indicate this is not tho c~sc, the power 
development can be omitted without affecting tho rest of the rroject since 
:power is not bearing any other than power costs. 
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Mission Reservoir 
Annual benefits of the Mission Reservoir for fish and wildlife conser-
vation and for recreational purposes as estimated by the Fish and Wildlife 
Service and the National Park Service, respectively, would arrount to the 
follol'ling: 




These annual sums would amount to approximately $808,000 for fish and 
wildlife conservation and ~>1,600 ,ooo for recreation over a hO-year period. 
These benefits are in addition to benefits for Fish and Wildlife Conser-
vation from drainage. 
Allocation of Costs 
Tentative allocations of costs on the basis of bencfi ts indicate 
$3 ,816,000 and ~'.,3,316,ooo could reasonably be assigned to flood control and 
fish and wildlife purposes, as non-reimbursable costs to be borne by the 
FP.deral government. In addition, should authority be granted for allocation 
of costs to recreation as a Federal benefit, an additional allocation of 
$1,600,000 could reasonably be made thereto. Though it is recognized that 
benefits assignable to the power facilities provided under the project plan 
would justify an allocation of ccnstruction cost thereto considerably in 
excess of the costs of such facilities, for purposes of ~nalysis of the proj-
ect repayment capacity, the allocation to power was considered to be the 
cost of the facil;ties or $2,560,000. In addition, it is expected that 
$1,000 ,COO of the tot~l cost will be returned as collections for operation 
and maintenance during construction, and as credits for rent and salvage 
value of temporary canps and buildings. On the basis of the above, the 
reimbursable costs assignable t o irr4'ation and draina.ge would be 
$117,336,000. Following is a summary of the tentative cost allocations: 
Collections or Credits 
Power 
Fish and 'Hldlife Conservation 
Recreation 
Flood Control 









Summary of Costs and Benefits 
To c0 rnpare costs ~nd benefit~ of the project, the total capital cost 
was determined, which amounts to ;,;,]81,919,000. 'T'h:i.s sum includes all con-
struction and l and developrroent costs. The l <'lnd development costs include 
clearing, leveling, construction of farm leterals, farm drain:>.ge, buildings, 
and water supply, for the lh8,COO ;icres of ;idditional lands to be irrigated 
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VALLEY GRAVITY PROJECT-TEXAS 
ADDITIONAL POWER CAPACITY 
REQUIREMENTS 
The total capital cost,was amortized over fifty years at 3 Percent 
interest to obtain annual costs . Operation and maintenance charges were 
added thereto. As shown in the attached Table 6 these annual costs amount 
to $"h978,90o' which,· compari3d with annual benefits of $3~ 1 138,000 , give a 
ratio of costs to benefits of l to 4.53. 
Extended Benefits 
Numerous benefits which do not lend themselves to a monet~ry evaluation 
would accrue from the proj ect. Most of these are included in the €!valuated 
benefits inasmuch as the gross cro~ income was used as a measure of all b~nefits. 
The water supply for domestic and industrial vurposcs in the Valley 
is derivod principally from tho Rio Grande via th(3 irrigation districts 1 ir-
rigation systems. Water for the cities and towns is obt~ined from the n~a rn~t 
cc1.nal, trea t-d and delivered to storege tF-n.1'::s. These te.n.l{s are large enough 
for only a few days su:_o:cly, and, under present cond'- tions, fairly stef'.dy pumo-
ing is required. It is not cont emulated that the :oroj ect works would change the 
existing arrangement betwe m the Yc-.t er districts and towns. However, the 
~re ject canals would provide dependable carriage works for water stored .in the 
Falcon Rese,·voir. Water of good q_uality, substantiallj' free of silt, sedi-
ment, and algae would be delivered to the district ce..nals for distribution to 
the various cities. 
Dis:oosal of sanitF ry and industrial sewage e,nd mu.nici~al storm wat ,':irs 
is a major -croblem in the Valley. At present, most sewage is directed 
toward the only availabla outlets, the :•ia.in :;-1ood11ray and the Arroyo Color;:- do, 
through somewhat inade~uate channels. Due to the location of the towns it 
is generally difficult and ex:_oensive to maintain ade~uate disposal facilities 
to the Floodway and Arroyo. The main dre.ins through lat:-eral oxtcnsions to 
the towns, would provide outlets which· could. to conveniently used for sewage 
and storm water disposal. General improvement of sanitary conditions in the 
Valley should rasult from the dra in?.gc construction. 
Future develo-oments in Mexico arc now beinG pl r nr_ed which would d.i vert 
water from the Rio·· Grande severc'i.l mil ,~s u.:p stroam from Reynosa. Substantii-i:lly-
all of the lands now being irrigF.tcd on the Uni t cd St?.tes I side of the ri vcr 
in the Valley obtain 1111:tter b~,r :smnr_0ing b.:ilow this diversion site. As the 
project plan provides for diversion at the Falcon Reservoir, it would insure 
the availability of the :~roject wat er su:.9:oly. It would also eliminate the 
possibility of any intorne.tional or local controversies over rights to the 
project waters such as normally arise in connection with ettcmpts to deliver 
stored water over long distances through natural river channels comparable 
to tw.t of the Rio Grande below the Falcon Dam site. 
As under the project plan, "'8-tor would be deliver ed to the project by 
gravity, considerable amounts of electrical energy which otherwise would be 
re~uired for ~umPing would be evailRblc for industrial and other ~urposes 
in the Valley~ The availP.bili ty of such oner~' should be conducive towerd 
furthP-r industrial development and result in incr~~scd income to the aroa. 
Construction of the -crojcct would create an im,.,odiate roquir c1'.1"nt for 
construction equipment and p.n increased need for agricultural equipment and 
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TABLE 6 
SUlvWARY OF COSTS AND BENEFITS 
First Cost 
Construction Cost 
Land Development Cost 
Total 
Annual Cost 
Amortization of First Costs (SO yrs.@ 3%) 
$181,919,000 X .0)887 • 
Operation and Maintenance 
Total Annual Costs 
Annual Benefits 
Irrigation 
Increase in Gross Crop Returns 
Reduction in Pumping Costs - Present Districts 
Drainage 
Protection of Present Income 
Increase in Gross Crop Returns 
Flood Control $3,816,000 + 40 years 
Fish and Wildlife Conservation 
Fish and Wildlife Conservation - from Irrigation Works 
Recreation 
Power 
Total Annual Benefits 

















1 to 4.53 
other manufactured products. Considerable employment in construction work 
also would be provided. 
The established incomes resulting from the project would permit 
establishment of permanent homes and minimize future needs for relief 
activities in the project and surrounding areas. 
Repayment 
General 
The owner-renter relationship provides a. means of determining repayment 
ability in a manner which avoids detailed studies of the many separate items 
comprising the cost of production. With some variation, the repayment anal-
isis of the project was based on this method in which the owner's share of 
the total gross crop income is ccrnputed and from which certain costs to the 
owner pertaining to farm costs, returns on investments, etc., are deducted 
to determine the amount available to the owner to meet all water charges. 
Two types of land tenure are established in the Valley: citrus pro-
duction, and a combination of vegetables and cotton. Citrus production is 
usually a. cc1.sh maintenance type of tenure while the tenure common to the 
production of vegetables end cotton provides tha.t the owner receives 1/4 
of the gross crop incoioo. 
The repayment analysis was made for each paying class of lend based 
on suggested economic size units of 40 acres for Class 1, 80 acres for Class 
2, and 160 acres for Class 3. Studies indicDte that units of these acreages 
should adequ,3.tely support an average size fann family and pay reasonable 
water charges. 
Crop Yields and Values by Land Classes 
A survey of 667 farm enterprises was made to collect data on the 
productive ability of different land classes and their adaptability to 
crops grown in the Valley area. This survey, supplemented by data from 
the ~ureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine of the U. s. Department of 
Agriculture, provided the following generalized pattern of major crop 
distribution for the arable lands in the area: 
Distribution of Va5or Crops Expressed in Percentage of Acreage 
on Different Land Classes 
Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 
Citrus 37 23.4 3.7 
Cotton 10 36 64 
Tomatoes 27 30 19 
Carrots 5 5 11 
Cabbage 3 10 3 
Com 6 
Beans 8 
Pasture 0 0 10 
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As evidenced in the above table, double cropping is practiced in the 
growing of practically all vegetables. Although some Class 3 land is devoted 
to citrus, the data collected disclosed that low yields of this crop do noih·, 
warrant its continued production of this class land. Accordingly, in the 
repayment studies, it was assumed that Class 3 land would be devoted to pro-
duction of crops other than citrus. This assumption is further supported by 
the number of groves that are being removed on Class 3 land and the fact that 
the majority of new groves are being planted on Classes 1 and 2 land. 
The a.nticipated income per acre for the arable classes of land was 
based on the crop distribution as obtained from the farm survey, assumed 
stable yields, and the six-year ,:verage prices (1939-1944). With this basis, 
a weighted value per acre for the various classes of land was prepared as 
shown in Tables 7, 8, and 9, the results ofwhtch are summarized as follows: 






89.71 Other Crops 
Weip.hted Average $241.70 $160. 98 $ 89.71 
Owner's Share of Income and Amount AvAilable to P?y All Water Charges 
The detennin?tion of the owner's share of gross crop income was made 
on the basis of the combinetion of enterprj_ses set forth in the economic 
size of unit for ec>ch class of land. Due to the cash maintenance system of 
tenure for citrus, a straight owner-renter JT1ethod cnuld not be used. Acco:-.l-






Determin?tion of the total retarns frooi citrus 
Determination of 1/4 of the total returns from vegetables 
and cotton 
Total returns from citrus and 1/4 of returns from vegetables 
and cotton to give gross returns to the owner 
Determination of the total expenses to the CNmer 
Total returns to the owner less total expenses to the owner 
to determine the net• returns to the owner or the amount 
available to pay total water ch?.rges. 
These computations are summ<'lrized for the different units a.s follows: 
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Size of Unit 
40 Acres 80 Acres 160 Acres 
Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 
Acres in citrus 14.8 18.74 0 
Acres in other crops 25.2 61.26 160 
Incotr.e per acre from citrus · $ 278.66 $ 237.60 "· -Ii> 
Income per acre from crops 211.59 135.69 89.71 
Owner's share of income per acre 
Citrus 1~ 278.66 t-'• 237 .60 ~ ii> 
Crops (¼) 52.90 33.92 22 .43 
Owner's total income 
Citrus $4,124.17 ~~4,452.62 
.  , 
~ 
Crops 1 1333.08 2 1077.94 32588.80 
Total $5,457 . 25 $6 ,530.56 $3 ,588. 80 
l ess costs paid by owner 4,785.60 S,664.oo 2,571.20 
Amount availabl e to pay total 
water char ges ,ii; 671. 65 ;,., 860.09 $1,017.60 
Amount avail able to pay total 
water charges per acre :;., 16.79 
,,, 
10.83 ·"· 6.36 ,;;, ,i;i 
Costs to be paid by the owner from his sh~re of the incorreare those 
costs pertaining to l and and capital which include taxes, insurance, main-
tenance, and depreciation, land improvement and ditching, drainage, inter est 
on investment end management. Additional i terns of cost to the owner which 
apply only to citrus a.re gr ove care or cash maintenance, replacement of 
grove, and major pruning. These items are summarized in the following table. 
It wHl be noted in this analysis that a.11 items of cost to the landowner 
were spread over the entire number of acres of the unit. The t otal costs 
per acre is a. weighted average cost for the tota l acreage of ea.ch unit. 
Values used in the study included improvements in ec1.ch unit consisting of 
a house at 06 ,200, farm buildings (~2,600, and domestic water supply $1,200, 
or c1. total investment of ~10,000 for all fann improvements. 
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Costs to be Paid by Owner 
Item 
Taxes <$4.00 per (;100 valuation) 
Insurance on house and bldgs. 
House@ $1.90 per t 100 
Bldgs. @ :;,;2.15 per ~:•100 
Maintenance and depreciation of 
home, bldgs., and domestic water 
supply © 3% 
Land improvement and ditching 
@ ~:0.60 per acre 
Replacement of grove 
Fertiliz~r 




Interest on Investment @ 5% 
Management 








































From the amount available to meet a.11 water costs, the districts own 
charges and Bureau operation and maintenance costs must be deducted to 
determine amounts th?t can be applied against the Bureau construction costs. 
There is a wide disparity in the present district water charges, due 
to various reasons, both physical and institutional. In estimating the 
districts' future water charp.es, allowances have been made for r etirement 
of the present bonded indebtedness and for probable new construction or 
rehabilite.tion of the districts I irrigation and drainage systems. Savin?S 
in the districts' present operation costs to be effected by Bureau construc-
tion such as elimination of pumping plants, were also considered. 
The estima.ted future wat er charges for the independent lands we.s set 
at the same figure as the average charge of all districts since cost of 
independents will be approximately the same as th?t of the districts. 
Cha.rges for operation and maintenance of the irrig?,tion and drainage systems 
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for the Bureau's new lands have been estimated at $2.69 per acre. This is 
in addition to the estimated cost of ~0.90 per acre for operation and 111A.in-
tenance of the Bureau •s main canals P.nd outlet drainage systems which sum 
is to be apolied to all lands of the project. 
'rho annu."l.l P.mot'l.nt a.vailable for ren~ment of construction costs considering 
these charges is ~2,664,856. For the 610,647 acres of u~ying class l~nds 
this ~~uld be an aver~ge of ~4.36 per acre. The amount that can be ren~id 
in 40 years is approximately ~96,661,000 or 82 nercent of the total cost 
charg8d to irrigation and drain~ge. ln estnblishing this value no district 
was assumed to pay more than its allocated cost. 
The studies disclose that substantially all districts, if granted 
sufficient time, could p~y 100 percent of the Bureau construction costs 
chargeable to irrigation P.nd .dr~dnnge. Excluding the new lands, an average 
of 64 years 1•10uld be . required· for these districts to pay their const:::-uction 
charge. Five small districts, totaling 9,167 acres, ~nich have either high 
mter costs or a large percentage of Class 3 land or a combination of both could 
not pay construction charges or cou14 make only very small payments. In the 
case of three of tho districts, even the Bure?.u 1s operation and maintenance 
charges could not be meto Some specfol assistance, such as taking over the 
district 1s bonds or financing ne"r ~·.cork with interest-free money, cnn possibly 
be given these districts to put thorn in condition to pay Burenu charges. 
Apportionment of Construction Cost to Various Districts 
There are 33 irrigation districts in the project nrea of ~hich 27 ~ro 
no1V active. L'lnds within the districts nro CL:-i.sscs 1, 2, J, 5, and 6, (See 
Appendix ]j£ - Project Lands)., The districts deliver -:-1ater to and collect 
charges from all classes of lands ,,d. thin their bound~ries. Ho,:-•over, the 
CJasses 5 and 6 lands hnve a comonratively lo~ vnlu~tion for the ,urpose of 
assessing bond truces ~nd accordingly·nay a smnller rate than the better lands. 
As -oroposed, the project aren. of ?00,000 irrig~ble acres '"ill consist of tho 
following: 610,647 acres of Cl;i_sses 1, 2, :=md 3 bnds ~ttich ;ire desigmted 
as o!lying clP.sses; ,md n non-nnying class composed of 14,630 ~cres of Cl:,_ss 
5 And 74,?23 acres of Class 6 land. Included in the paying cl~sses a~e, 
72·,588 acres of ne71 l:\nds nroposed for develor.>rnent by the Buree.u nnd 538,059 
acres situated ··rithin the district boundaries, or o"ned by independent 
operators. 
'lhe entire reirrhursable construction cost ~~s charged to tho 610,647 
acres of paying class lands 0 The apportionment of the construction costs to 
the individual districts ~~s computed on the basis of charging the cost of 
the ma:in canals and drains corrrnon to all lands _ on a per acre income basis, 
and m.-iking an additional charge to the nen- b.nds :fo.r the cost of irrigati?n 
laterals and lateral drains constructed solely for these lands. This appor-
tioruoont of total cost to the various districts is summarized in Table 10. 
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From 3 Sheets of Detail TABLE 7 
Class 1 
SUMMARY OF 1944-1945 CROP YIELDS-1939-1944-AVERAGE PRICE 
ACTUAL YlELDS AND ACREAGES FROM CROP REPORTS TAKEN m THE FIELD 
No. of Farm Units 274 
Acres Unit 
in of 





























































Corrected to Jan. 1947 
·· Yi'3ld Average Value 
Total Per Unit Vnlue Total Per 
Yield • Aero 1939..,44 Value Acre 
212,075 299 .155 $ 32,871.63 $ 46.33 
323,742 456 .02 6,474.84 9.12 
95,464 266 .52 49,641.28 138.28 
325,389 169 1.71 556,415.19 288.37 
35,307 82 .88 31,070.16 72.51 
389 3 10,00 Est. 3,890,00 33.25 
24,lo8 45 1.52 36,644.16 68.43 
10,755 107 1.00 10,755.00 107.01 
1,088 6 23.95 26,057.60 143.96 
15,055 347 1.14 11,162.70 395.82 
27,625 191 ,45 12,431.25 86.03 
1,487 23 1.18 1,754.66 26.99 
3,030 152 .62 1,878.60 93.93 
353 176 .11 271.81 135.90 
189 63 1.00 189.00 63.00 
148 148 .13 19.24 19.24 
11 250 6,250 .08 Est. 100.00 500.00 
1,347 75 .32 431.04 23.95 
5 10 1.54 1.10 15.40 
1,705,727 387 .90 






* Vegetable and Cotton acreage reduced 2r,fr, to allow for double cropping, 
# Citrus acreage increased to include non-bearing acreage. 
** Citrus acreege adjusted to 37i of cropped area of Class 1 land. 
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From 3 Sheets of Detail Class 2 
TABLE 8 
SUMMARY OF 1944-1945 CROP YIELDS-1939-1944•AVERAGE PRICE 
ACTUAL YIELDS AND ACREAGES FROM CROP REPORTS TAKEN m TBE FIELD 
No. of Farm Units 124 Corrected to Jon. 1241 
Acres Unit Yield Average Value 
.in of Toto.l Per Unit Value Total Per 
Cro12 CroE Yiold Yiold Acre 1932-44 Value Acre 
Cotton 703 lb. 171,584 245 .155 $26,595.52$ 37.83 
Cotton Seed 703 lb. 3o6,862 437 .02 6,137.24 8. 73 
Ra.dishes 3 crate 136 45 .32 43,52 14.51 
Beans 46 bu, 1,777 39 1.52 2,701. o4 58.72 
Broccoli 31 crate 1,723 56 1.00 1,723. 00 55.58 
Toma.toes 588,9 lug 78,951 134 1.71 135,006.21 229.25 
Cabbage 195,1 ton 581 3 23. 95 13,914.95 71.32 
Carrots 92 crate 9,865 107 .52 5,129.80 55,76 
Turnips 12.5 crate 222 18 .46 102.12 8.17 
Squash 5 bu. 107 21 1.12 119.84 23.97 
Hot & Chili 
Peppers 13 lb. 7,757 597 ,08 620.56 47.74 
Corn 65.5 BC.Ck 2,187 33 .88 1,924.56 29.38 
Parsley 6 crate 866 144 .62 536,92 89.49 
Cnne 18.5 ton 44.5 2 .5 10.00 Est. 445,00 24.05 
Potatoes 14 bu. 498 32 1.55 771,90 55.14 
Peppers 10.5 bu. 1,072 102 1.14 1,222.08 116.39 
Peas 13,5 bu. 254 19 1.18 299,72 22.20 




Twice - 103.00 
2,369 ,71 
Citrus - 522,21 
1,817.50 
Double Crop-




Bearing* 384.00 126,720 330 , 90 $U4, 048. 00 $297. oo 
Citrus (Non-
Bearing)# 26.00 
Total Citrusff 480,00 237,60 
Vegetables & 
Cotton 1.424,00 191z223-28 132,62 
Total All 
Crops 1,934 . 00 $311,341. 98 $160.98 
* Vegetables and Cotton acreage reduced 2C/f, to o.llow for double cropping. 
# Citrus acreage increased 2af, to include non-bearing acreage. 
** Citrus acreage ad justed to 24i of acres of Clo.as 2 lnnd, 
From 2 Sheots of Detail Clo.as 3 
TABLE 9 
SUMMARY OF 1944-1945 CROP YIELDS-1939-1944-AVERAGE PR~E 
CLASS 3-6SC 
No . of Farm Units 11? Corrected to J an. 1941 
Acr es Unit Yield Avera.ge Val ue 
in of Toto.l Per Unit Value Total :per 
Cro:e Cro:I? Yield Yiel d Acre 1932-44 Value Acre 
Beo.r.s 37 bu. 1,409 38 1.52 $ 2,141.68$ 57.88 
Beets 45 crate 16, 447 365 .45 7 , 401.15 164 .47 
Br occoli 127. 5 crnte 12,069 95 1.00 12,609 . 00 98.89 
Cabbage 108 ton 337,6 3 23 .95 8,085 ,52 74.86 
Cm-rots 385.5 crate 42,929 111 . 52 22,323.08 57 ,91 
Corn (Gr een) 66, 5 so.ck 1 ,675 25 .88 1 , 474,00 22.16 
Cotton (l i nt)2,139 l b. 566 , 891 265 .155 87 , 868 .10 41.08 
Cotton Seed 2 , 139 lb. 963 , 714 451 .02 19,274 .28 9 . 01 
Peppers 10 bu. 2,909 291 1.14 3,316.26 331.63 
Tomatoes 308 lug 51,oo6 166 1.71 87,220.26 283 .18 
Cane 21 ton 31.8 1.5 10.00 Est. 318. 00 15.14 
Spinach 11 bu, 2,272 207 .62 1,408. 64 128.06 
F,gg Plant 1 bu. 72 72 ,77 55,44 55,44 
Onions 4.5 sack 900 200 2. 45 2, 205.00 490,00 
Squash 3 bu, 140 47 1.12 156.80 52.27 
Peas 93 bu , 563 6 1.18 664.34 7.14 
Potatoes 3 bu. 258 86 1. 55 399, 90 133 ,30 
Turnips 8 crate 5o6 63 . 46 232.76 29.09 
Lettuce 4 era.ta 110 28 1.10 121. 00 30. 25 
Alfalfa 10 ton 60 6 15.00 Est . 900.00 90,00 
Pm-sl ey 10 crate 1,200 120 .62 744 . oo 74 ,40 
Mustard 6 bu. 560 93 .50 Est. 28o. oo 46 . 67 
Radishes 4 crate 672 168 . 32 215. 04 53 . 76 
Pasture 334 acre 15.00 Est. 5, 010.00 15.00 
Citrus 225-2 box 41,113 139 .90 37,001.70 125.22 
6,173.50 
Acres Count-
ed Twice - 2.139 . 00 Value Vegetable and Cotton 264,424.25 88. 41 
4,034.50 Value Citr us 37 , 001.70 100,28 




Cropping - 748.oo 
Vege tables & 
Cotton* 2, 991.00 
Citrus** 369. 00 
Total 
All Crops 3,360.00 
* Vegetable and Cotton acreage reduced 2o:/e to o.llov for double cr opping. 
-II-* Citrus acr oc.gc increased 2a{o to include non-bee.ring acrenge. 
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ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION 
The existing irrigation districts arc organized under the laws of the 
State of Texas and are empowered to impose charges for retirement of bonds, 
maintenance and operation of canals, and a charge for delivery of water~ 
They arc nlso empo~'-'ered to mnke a contract ,·ii.th tho United St'l.tes Govermocnt 
in pursunnce of Fod0ral Reclamation Laws. 
In the present operating districts, each acre has ~ right to the use of 
water uoon nayment of district charges, consequently a consider~blo ?.creag8 
of land classified by the Bureau ~s classes 5 ~nd 6 is being irrigP.ted ~nd' 
,.~uld doubtless continue to be irrigated ?.fter construction of the ryroject, 
unless L,md or ''Tater rights are purch:ised. 'T'he S.'l.me right is held by 
privRtely o1"'Jled tracts that no,., nump from tho ri vor or. nurchaso "'ater from 
existing water user ts organizationse 
The nroject construction ,~ould elimin",te the river pumps and some of 
the second and third lift ryumps. ':'Tater would be delivered to the district 
cnnals at their head gates, leaving the distribution of '\'later and mainte-
nance of tho lateral canals and dr?.ins within the districts to the water 
users. The Federal Government ~vould be responsible for the maintenance and 
operation of the main drains and gravity canals only~ 
It ,.-rould be necessary for the districts to reconstruct some canals and 
drains and to build new drains c>.nd irrigation ~·10rks to lAnds not no,1 served 
~ithin the boundary of the various districtsQ ~nercfore, a 10-ye~r develop-
ment period should be nllo.·red for rehabilitation :md changes in the irrigated 
are;1 to include the more desirable lands would be ;:,ccomplished. 
SCHEDllL~ OF CONS'.l"RUCTI8N AND DEVELOPM"A'IT 
The schedule of construction and development is p resent e d in the bqr 
diagram on the follo1'rl.ng :_:iage. It is estimated that the ovorlap:,:)ing con-
struction and developm:mt period Yrould r equire about seven years,. 
nuring the first year, 1948, the ex<>.mination .<tnd survey work ,.,ould be 
comnleted and preconstruction vrork on t he canal system ,·,ould be initi~h,d0 
During the se.cond year, 1949: The construction of the Mission ~.0ser-
voir, the canal system, ::md the dr?.in"lge system would be ste.rted. 't'he con-
struction of the µermnnent imorovc:ncnts ,·,ou.l.d be started. The temrJornry 
c:imp ;:i.nd headqw.rters "'ould be constructed,. The rn:>.,ior nortion of the :"Ork 
in connection "'."':i.th irrigable ::i.r e<1. determinA.tion ;:ind cbssifi~.tion of l a:r.ds 
'!'ould be -oerformed. The onerition ;,nd maintemmce during construction 
activities ,·10uld be initie.ted., 
During tho third year, 1950: The construction of the Mission Reservoir 
,rould be complete do The construction of the canal system, the drainage 
system, ai:id the perm?.nent improvements would be continued~ ·::'erk in connec-
tion 111.th irrigable area determinr:\tion and classification of lands and the 
operation and maintenance during construction activities would be continued$ 
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During the fourth year, 1951: The construction of the canal system, 
the drainage system, nnd the permanent improvements would be continued. 
Work in connection with irrigable area determination and classification of 
lands and the operation and maintenance during construction activities 
would be continued. 
During the fifth year, 1952: The construction of the canal system, the 
drainage system, and the permanent improvements would be continued. The con-
struction of the lnternl system and the power system would be started. Work 
in connection with irrigable area determination and classification of lands 
and the operation and maintenance during construction activities would be 
continued. 
ruring the sixth yenr, 1953: The construction of the canal system, the 
drainage system, and the lateral system would be continued. The construc-
tion of the power system and the permanent improvements would be completed. 





VALLEY GRAVITY PROJECT 
SCHEDULE OF CONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 
Prelimi- F.Y. F.Y. F.Y. F.Y. 
Feature nary 1948 1949 1950 1951 
Examination and Surveys -------- --------
Mission Reservoir . 
I -------- --------· 
--------1--------
Ca.nnl System -------- --------
Lateral System 
Drn.inage System -------- -------- ---------
Power System - La Joyo. Plant and 
Transmission Line 
Permanent Improvements -------- --------· --------· 
Temporary Camp and Headqun.rtors ---------
Irrigable Area Dotormination and 
Clnssifico.tion of Lands --------· 
___ .. ____ 
---------
Operation & Maintenance During Const. -------- -------- ---------
COST IN NEAREST $1,000 
Cost of Construction 939 400 11,300 26,650 26,650 
Irrigable Area Determination and 
Classification of Lands 500 50 50 
Operation & Maintenance During Const. 0 0 200 300 300 
TOTALS 939 400 12,000 27/)00 27,000 
l 
F.Y. F.Y. F.Y. 






--------· -------- --------· 
-------- - ·· ----- ---------
Total 
26,550 26,150 6,739 
50 50 50 750 
400 Boo 1,500 3,500 




Exnminntion nnd Surveys 
Mi s sion Reservoir 
Canal System 
Lateral System 
Dra i nage System 
Power System - La Joya Plant and 
Transmission Line 
Permanent Improvement s 
Tempora~y Camp and Headquarter s 
Irrigable Area Det ermi nation and 
Class ification of Lands 
Oper ation and Maintenance During 
Const. 
TOTALS 
VAIJ.:E'f GRAVITY PROJECT 
SCHEDULE OF CONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 
Costs in $1, 000 
Est . Est. I F.Y. Total Expend t o F.Y. F.Y. 
Cos t 6- 30-47 1948 1949 1950 
$ 1,300 $ 939 $ 361 $ 0 $ 
6,469 0 0 2 ,400 4,o69 
84,119 0 39 4,800 17,181 
6,170 0 0 
22 ,760 0 0 3, 000 5,000 
2 , 560 0 0 
1,500 0 0 600 400 
500 0 0 500 
750 0 0 500 50 
3 , 500 0 0 200 300 
$129,628 $ 939 $ 400 $12,000 $27,000 
F.Y. F.Y. F.Y. F.Y. 
1951 1952 1951 1954 
$ $ 
1$ $ 
22,000 20, 000 19 , 000 1,099 
1,000 2,940 2, 230 
4,350 4, ooo 3,000 3 ,410 
1,450 1,110 
300 100 100 
50 50 50 50 
300 400 800 1,500 
$ 27 , ooo $ 27,000 $ 21 ,000 $ 8,289 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
CHICAGO 54, ILLINOIS 
A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON FISH AND WILDLIFE RESOURCES 
IN RELATION TO THE PROPOSED VALLEY GRAVITY PROJECT, 
MISSION RESERVOIR 
RIO GRANDE BASIN, TEXAS 
SPONSORED BY: BUREAU Of RECLAMATION 
SITUATED IN: TEXAS 
DATED: MAY, 1946 
REVISED: JANUARY, 194 7 
SYLLABUS 
The Valley Gravity Project, Mission Reservoir, Rio Grande River 
Basin, sponsored by the Bureau of Reclamation, is a plan designed to 
provide for the more efficient utilization of waters of the Rio Grande 
through construction of a regulating reservoir and canals and drainage 
ditches, for the purposes of irrigation, power development and municipal 
water supply in the vicinity of Mission, Texas. 
At the request of the Bureau of Reclamation, the Fish and Wildlife 
Service has investigated fish and wildlife aspects of the project, eval-
uated existing resources, investigated the proposed plan of improvement, 
recommended means of enhancing fish and wildlife values in the area to 
be affected by the project, and estimated the benefits which would obtain 
from fish and wildlife. 
The findings of the Fish and Wildlife Service indicate that the 
present value of fisheries in the project area is low; that the present 
value of upland game habitat is high; that there are no furbearer values 
of significant economic importance, and that the project area is of 
high value to migratory waterfowl due to its strategic location on the 
Central Migratory Waterfowl Flyway, and its proximity to major wintering 
grounds. The estimated total annual losses to fish and wildlife through 
construction and operation of the project amounts to $3,250 and the 
gross annual benefits amount to $45,150, leaving a net annual benefit 
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LOWER RIO GRANDE VALL£ 
TEXAS 
VICINI TY MAP 
UNITl:D JTATl:S 
O[AIIATMCNT Of' THC INTERIOR 
F"l$H ANO WILOl.lf'[ S[AVIC[ 
DRAINAGE MAP REGION 2 
<. ,lt!V£R IIASIN JTUDll:J DIil 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Purpose.- The proposed Mission Reservoir, Valley Gravity Project, 
Texas, Rio Grande Basin, sponsored by the Bureau of Reclamation, is a 
plan designed to provide for the more efficient utilization of the waters 
of the Rio Grande River. Briefly, the sponsor proposes to build an off-
stream reservoir of 65,000 acre-feet capacity to provide water for irri-
gation, power development and municipal water supply. This preliminary 
report presents an evaluation of existing fish and wildlife resources 
in the project area, tentative conclusions as to the effect of the 
proposed development plan upon these resources, and recommendations 
designed to insure that fish and wildlife values within the prpject area 
will be given full consideration. 
2. ~-- The Regional Director, Region V, Bureau of Reclamation, 
Amarillo, Texas, in a letter dated December 16, 1946, requested the Fish 
and Wildlife Service to revise a previous report dated May 1946 on the 
fish and wildlife aspects of the proposed project to conform to changed 
engineering plans. 
3. Status of Project Engineering Report.- Preparation of an inter-
departmental Report covering the Valley Gravity Project, Mission Reservoir, 
is now underway. Development of engineering plans, as well as coordina-
tion of interest of other departmental agencies, is being handled by 
the Regional Director, Bureau of Reclamation, Amarillo, Texas. It is 
anticipated that the report will be completed at Regional Office level 
about January 1, 1947. 
DESC.RIPTION OF BASIN 
4. Watershed.- The Rio Grande River heads on the eastern slope of the 
San Juan Mountains in Hinsdale County, Colorado, at about elevation 
14,000 feet. It drains an area in Colorado of 7,890 square miles known 
as the Upper Rio Grande Basin. Principal tributaries in this Basin in-
clude the Conejos River, Alamosa River, La Jara Creek, Trinchera Creek, 
Culebra Creek and Costilla Creek. The mean annual runoff from this 
Basin is 1,570,000 acre-feet, of which an average of 1,057,000 acre-feet 
is consumed in Colorado through irrigation and other uses. 
5. The Middle Rio Grande Basin extends from the northern boundary of 
New Mexico to Fort Quitman, Texas, a distance of 550 miles. This drain-
age area covers 26,244 square miles. Major tributaries in this Basin are 
the Chama River and the Rio Puerco. The Basin is divided into two portioru:\, 
The upper portion extends from the New Mexico-Colorado state line to the 
head of Elephant Butte Reservoir near San Marcial, New Mexico and is known 
as the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District; the lower portion extends 
from Elephant Butte Dam at Hot Springs, New Mexico to Fort Quitman, Texas, 
80 miles below El Paso, Texas. 
6. The Lower Rio Grande Basin extends from Fort Quitman, Texas to the 
Gulf of Mexico. This reach covers a distance of about 1200 miles, 
forming the International Boundary between the United States and Mexico 
from El Paso, Texas, at el evation 3,678, to the Gulf. At Fort Quitman, 
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the river flow is normally small due to depletions above this point for 
irrigation and other uses. The Rio Conchas entering from Mexico brings 
new life to the river which passes through the deep narrow canyons of 
Santa Helena, Mariscal, and Boquillas in the Big Bend area. The drainage 
area of this Basin covers an area of 105,000 square miles, exclusive of the 
Pecos River drainage, varying __ greatly in topography and vegetation from 
the mouth to elevation over 9,000 feet on the headwaters of the tribu-
taries. Of the total drainage area below Fort Quitman, 26,000 square 
miles are in the United States and 79,000 square miles are in the Republic 
of Mexico. Tributaries entering the River from the United States are 
the Pecos River which enters near Langtry, Texas and the Devil's River 
which enters near Del Rio, Texas. The average annual discharge of the 
Pecos River is 385,000 acre-feet and the average annual salt concentra-
tion is 4.12 tons per acre-foot. The Devil's River is a stream of rela-
tively pure water which originates principally from springs. The average 
annual discharge is 460,000 acre-feet from a drainage area of 4,000 
square miles. The high salt content of the Pecos River is offset by 
the spring-fed Devil's River and lesser tributaries downstream. In 
addition to these two main streams, the Alamito, Terlingua, San Felipe, 
_and Pinto Rivers, and Goodenough Spring enter from the United States. 
These streams have a combined total drainage area of 2,800 square miles 
and an average annual discharge of about 239,000 acre-feet. Tributaries 
entering the Rio Grande from the Mexican side include the Rio Conchas, 
Rio Salado, Rio San Juan, Rio Alamo, and the smaller streams, Rio San 
Diego, San Rodrigo Escondido, and Las Vacas Arroyo. Together these 
streams discharge around 2,990,000 acre-fP.et to the main stream flow. 
Other smaller tributaries and the drainage of the area directly along 
the Rio Grande bring the total unused flow from Mexico to about 3,340,000 
acre-feet or 64 percent of the total runoff at Rio Grande City, Texas. 
The total average annual discharge of the River at Rio Grande City is 
5,000,000 acre-feet and at Brownsville, Texas, 3,760,000 acre-feet. 
This difference is due to pumping and diversions to irrigate the farm 
lands in the Lower Rio Grande Valley. The average annual silt content 
of the Rio Grande at Brownsville, Texas is 12,960 acre-feet. The chemical 
content is 1.16 tons per acre-foot of which about 25 percent are alkalies. 
Low flows are much hirher in chemical content than flood flow3. 
7. Climate.- A wide range of climatic conditions prevail in the Lower 
Rio Grande Basin. From the arid upper r eaches, the rainfall, humidity 
and average temperatures increase successively downstream. Rainfall at 
Presidio averages 8 inches annually, while at Brownsville the average 
is about 24 inches. Precipitation varies both in time of occurrence 
and amount. Rainstorms amounting to 5 inches in 24 hours in the valley 
are common. Protracted droughts are also common. The mean annual 
temperature at Brownsville is 72° F., and the maximum average variation 
in January and July is only 12° F. Therefore, semi-tropical conditions 
prevail. At Fort Davis, in the higher elevations, extremes of 1110 F. 
and 30 F., have been reoorded. The growing season at Brownsville extends 
for almost the entire year, while 200 days in the upper portion is average. 
Recorded evaporation ranges from 55 inches in the humid lower valley to 
over 100 inche~ in the arid upper reaches of the Basin. 
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8. Vegetation.- Natural vegetation in the Lower Rio Grande Valley, along 
the banks of the Rio Grande, consists of medium to dense stands of mesquite, 
ebony, hackberry, mimosa, huisache, horse bean and other species of trees 
with an understory of weeds and grasses which grow in profusion. This 
area is subject to overflow when the riyer floods. In areas not subject 
to flooding, vegetation occurs in more open stands with more of a brush 
aspect consisting Ill!linly of mesquite, ebony, hnckberry, huisache, and 
other species. There is an interspersion of these brush types vith more 
or less open stands of grass composed mainly of cordgrass, grama grass, 
and Bermuda grass. In the vicinity of the Gulf and inland from Laguna 
Madre, the mesquite-ebony type is interspersed with many other grass 
and brush types dependent upon soil composition and moisture content. 
Clearing of brush lands for agricultural purposes is being done rapid~y. 
It is reported that an average of 50,000 acres is cleared annually. 
Some of these cleared lands have not been brought under cultivation. 
Some areas have been cleared of brush to reduce competition with native 
grasses for the purpose of increasing the grazing capacity. Vegetation 
in the reservoir area is composed of 2000-3000 acres of mesquite-ebony 
in rather open stands with 1100 to 2000 acres under cultivation or cleared 
for cultivation. Exact figures cannot be given because some areas are 
now being cleared. 
9. Land Use.- The area above Zapata, Texas in the Lower Rio Grande Basin 
is chiefly a ranching area producing goats, sheep and cattle. Below 
Zapata lies one of the principal vegetable and citrus regions of the 
United States. In 1943 approximately 562,000 acres in Mexico and 530,000 
acres in the United States were irrigated. In addition, there is a 
considerable acreage of land being dry-farmed, with cotton and sorghum 
grains being the principal crops. There is no Public Domain in this 
region, all lands being privately or state owned. The Bentsen State 
Park is located about one and one-half miles southwest of Mission, Texas, 
but this area has not as yet been developed as a recreation park. 
ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
10. Plan of Improvement.- The plan of improvement prepared by the Spon-
sor originates with the proposed Falcon Dam and Reservoir which would be 
constructed on the Rio Grande near Falcon, Texas, under supervision of 
the International Boupdary Commission. The proposed Falcon Dam would 
be the lowest downstream of any of the International dams. The Mission 
Reservoir section of the Valley Gravity Project originates at the Falcon 
Dam where waters are diverted through a concrete-lined high line canal, 
measuring 73 miles in length, which runs to a point near La Joya, Texas. 
At this location, the main delivery canal would divide and a siphon or 
flume would carry an average of 1,000 c.f.s. across La Joya Creek to 
irrigate lands just west of Mission, Texas. The remaining flow from the 
division point would be dropped about 80 feet from the main canal to a 
hydro-electric power generator, from whence a canal would deliver a portion 
of the water to the Mission Reservoir for storage and the remainder would 
be delivered to existing irrigAtion systems. A concrete lined main canal 
75 miles in length would be constructed from the Mission Reservoir to 
near Brownsville, Texas, for irrigation purposes. Waters delivered by 
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the high line canal and waters stored and regulated by the Mission 
Reservoir would replace the present system of pumping from the Rio Grande 
for irrigation uses on about 500,000 acres of farm lands and would pro-
vide water for 200,000 acres of new lands now in brush. The total annual 
amount of water passed through the Mission Reservoir would be 470,000 
acre-feet. In addition, the sponsor proposes to construct 250 miles of 
main drainage ditches. Two main ditches would empty into the Laguna 
Atascosa National Wildlife Refuge and two into San Martin Lake. The re-
mainder would empty into existing floodways and the Arroyo Colorado and 
the Brownsville Navigation Channel. · Construction of Mission Reservoir 
will necessitate the building of a dike with a maximum height of 37 feet 
around almost all of the reservoir perimeter. This is necessary because 
of the relatively flat topography of the site. The dike will be tied into 
high points wherever possible. The inside slope of the dike will be faced 
with concrete. Soils in the reservoir site consist of a top layer of clay 
loam varying in depth from 6 feet to 15 feet ~nderlain by sand and gravel. 
Because of this condition, the sponsor plans t o clear all vegetation from 
the reservoir area. The sponsor also plans t o purchase a strip of land 
200 feet out from the perimeter of the reservoir for maintenance purpos es 
and to provide public access, and to construct a road around the entire 
perimeter of the reservoir. 
11. Pertinent engineering data.- Reservoir and canal capacities and other 
pertinent engineering data are given i n the f ollowing table: 
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TABLE I 





Dike - (around reservoir) 
Type - earthfill 












Elevation ft. m.s.l. - 140 feet (at crest) 
Slope (upstream) - 2 to 1 - (concrete faced) 
Slope (downstream) - 3.1 
Canal - Falcon Reservoir to Mission Reservoir 
Type - concrete lined 







Capacity - 4500 c.f.s. for first 58 miles; 3900 c.f.s. for last 15 
miles. 
Canal - Mission Reservoir to Brownsville, Texas 
Type - concrete lined 
Capacity - 2000c.f.s. (maximum at head) 
LenKth - 75 miles 
Drains - (main drainage ditches) 
Depth - 15 feet 
Length - 280 miles 
Slope - 1-1/2 to 1 
Velocity - 3' to 4' per second (maximum) 
Average width of water - 20 feet 
Average depth of water - 3.7 feet 
Average Yater surface area - 770 acres 
EVALUATION OF EXISTING FISH AND WILDLIFE RESOURCES 
12. Fish. - In general, fishery values in the project area are low. 
Species in the order of their importance in the various streams in the 
project area are as follows: 
(a) Rio Grande River: Channel catfish, yellow catfish, fresh water 
drum, buffalo, largemouth black bass, shad and gar. Fishing is poor 
due to turbulance, low flows at times, heavy salt concentrations of low 
flows, and flood flows. Some commercial fishing is done. 
(b) Arroyo Colorado and Laguna Atascosa: These streams empty 
into Laguna Madre, a bay separated from the Gulf of Mexico by Padre 
Island, Arroyo Colorado previous to the War was a good fishing area for 
bass, green sunfish, Texas bluegill, sunfish, r ed ear sunfish, drum and 
buffalo, but industrial pollution during the War years destroyed most 
of the fish. These same species are found in Laguna Atascosa together 
with redfish. Some commercial fishing is done on these streams, 
(c) Irrigation canals, irrigation drains and various resacas: 
Lateral irrigation canals where the water is fairly clear, drainage 
ditches, and old resacas (oxbows of former channels of the Rio Grande) 
provide fair fishing for bass, various sunfishes, catfish and drum. 
Fishing would be better in drainage ditches were it not for the gro'Wth 
of cattails and rushes along the side which mnkc it difficult to cast 
lures or drop baits. 
(d) Laguna Madre: This water area consists of a large shallow 
coastal lagoon separated from the Gu.lf by Padre Island. Fishery values 
of this area are mentioned here, although it will not be affected by 
the project, to show the importance of its fisheries. A great amount 
of commercial fishing is done, the industry. ope rating from Fbrt Isabel, 
Texas. Redfish, oysters, shrimp, drum and mackerel are the principal 
species taken. The area is also important for sport fishing. In addi-
tion, Laguna Madre is an important spawning ground for Gulf fishes which 
enter through the narrow coastal passes. 
13. Upland Game. - Upland game values in the project area are high. The 
Eastern white-winged dove is abundant and is the most important upland 
game species in this area due to its extreme popularity with the hunter. 
It is estimated that 226,000 of these birds were t~ken during the 1945 
huntiug season in the Lower Rio Grande Valley. Mourning doves are very 
abundant but are not as popular as the white-winged dove. The redbilled 
pigeon, white-fronted dove and chachalacas (Mexican game cocks) are 
found in numbers. Texas bobwhite quail are fairly abundant especially 
in the irrigated areas. Scaled quail are scarce, being found only in areas 
not under cultivation. Cottontail rabbits are relatively scarce. 
14. Non-game insectivorous and song birds.- This r egion is especially 
noted for its wide variet:1 of common birds. A list of these would be 
very extensive, including most passerines. Interesting and rare species 
include the following: Audubon's oriole, hooded oriole, zone-tailed 
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hawk, Merrill's pauraque, groeve-billed ani , Sennett's thrasher, green 
jay, derby flycatcher, and red-eyed cowbi rd. 
15. Fur animals.- In general, fur animal values in the project area are 
low. Beaver and mink are scarce, and jaguarundi are rare. Texas bobcats 
are fairly abundant in dense brushy thickets. Common skunks and civet 
cats are also fairly abundant. Revenue from all fur animals is relatively 
small. 
16. Migatory Waterfowl.- The entire reach of the Rio Grande serves as 
a part of the central migratory waterfowl flyway. The Rio Grande, various 
ponds, lakes, and resacas in the project area provide feeding, resting, 
and shooting grounds for ducks and geese on their spring and fall flights. 
Laguna Madre provides one of the most important waterfowl wintering grounds 
in the United States, and is the most i mportant wintering ground for red-
head ducks. Virtually all species common to both the Central and Mississippf 
flyways winter here. The most common species in addition to the redhead, · 
include pintails: baldpates, ring-necked ducks, gadwalls, shovelers, lesser 
scaups, ruddy ducks, white-fronted geese, lesser snow geese , and lesser 
Canada geese. Res ident species include the mottled ducks, black-bellied tree 
ducks, the fulvou~ tree duck, and the rare masked duck. Thousands of ducks, 
chiefly redheads and pintails, are taken by hunters from Laguna Madre and 
adjacent bays and islands each year. Ducks and geese feed extensively in 
Laguna Madre and adjacent tidal flats and fly inland to Laguna Atascosa 
and into water areas in Mexico to secure fresh drinking water. 
17. Migratory game birds, other than ducks and geese, exist in profusion 
in the above area. These include: Long-billed curlews, willets, clapper 
rails, dowitchers , plovers, sandpipers, jacksnipes and yellowlegs. Some 
of these are resident species. 
18. Wading birds also occur in large numbers in Laguna Madre and Laguna 
Atascosa. These include American egrets, snowy egrets, great blue herons, 
little blue herons, Louisiana herons, common bitterns, and least bitterns. 
Rare resident species are the reddish egret, t he wood ibis, and the 
Mexican jacana. 
PROBABLE EFFECTS OF THE PROJECT ON FISH AND WILDLIFE 
19. Fish.- Construction of the project will not result in losses to 
existing fishery values •. There are no fishery values in the area to 
be impounded as no fish habitat exists. No effect on fishery values of 
the Rio Grande River, Laguna Atascosa, Arroyo Colorado, or any other 
existing stream or pond in the project area can be foreseen. The area 
to be impounded takes advantage of a shallow depression which will require 
a dike tied into various high points. Operation studies of the reservoir 
indicate that the greatest drawdown for irrigation will occur in the months 
of March and August, that only 11 percent of the time would the reservoir 
be required for irrigation, and that only four times out of a 20-year 
study would the reservoir be drawn down to the conservation pool level. 
However, data are not available in this office to detennine the average 
minimum pool. Consequently, the surface acres at conservation pool level 
are taken to determine fishery value of the reservoir. Largemouth black 
bass spawn in this region during the latter part of December, January, 
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and the early part of February. A careful study of the topography of 
the reservoir, reservoir operation, and design of the dike necessary 
to impound water reveals that suitable conditions for spawning of large-
mouth black bass will not exist because water will be too deep in the 
reservoir during the spawning period. This condition will necessitate 
· an annual stocking with bass if the reservoir is to be assigned a fishery 
value. It does not appear practical or desirable to construct spawning 
beds. The reservoir will provide suitable spawning conditions for sun-
fish which spawn during the entire year in this region. Because of the 
relatively shallow depth of water in the reservoir (maximum 32 feet) 
and the semi-tropical climate which prevails, together with an inflow 
of relatively clear water, it is believed that ample food for fishes will 
be produced. The construction of 280 miles of main drainage ditches will 
be beneficial to fish with an estimated annual value of $50 per mile. 
Stocking of drains will not be necessary as this will result from the 
joininv with lateral drains which now support fish. Construction of 130 
miles of main concrete-lined canals may provide some habitat for fishes 
but it appears that very little food will be produced. Therefore, only 
an incidental benefit, not possible of evaluation, will result. Annual 
benefits to fish provided by the reservoir and by drainage ditches and 
the cost of annual stocking of the reservoir with bass are shown in 
Table II: 
TABLE II 
Annual Benefits to Fish - Reservoir and Drainage Ditches 
geservoir 
Acres in conservation pool - 2,900 
Drainage Ditches 
280 miles at value of $50 per mile 
Gross annual benefits to fish 
Annual Cost of Stocking reservoir 
Acres to be stocked - 2,900 
Cost of stocking at rate of 200 largemouth bass 
fry per acre ($1 per acre) 
Gross annual cost for fish 








20. Upland Game.- Construction of Mission Reservoir will result in a 
loss of 3,250 acres of upland game habitat. Of this area, between 
2,000 to 3,000 acres are in brush mesquite, about 1100 acres are under 
cultivation with cotton and sorghum grains being produced, and 28 acres 
are in citrus fruits. Exact figures cannot be given as considerable 
lands have been cleared and are now being cleared since the last surveys 
and aerial photos were made. This area does not provide any appreciable 
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nesting grounds for white-winged doves. However, it does provide habitat 
for mourning doves and bobwhite quail. The estimated loss to upland game 
is estimated at $3,250 annually based upon an estimated harvest of one 
upland game bird to each five acres. The bringing under cultivation of 
200,000 acres of new lands on which irrigation will be practiced will 
result in a loss to scaled quail habitat, supporting light populations. 
Cultivation of this area will provide a more suitable habitat for bobwhite 
quail and will make more food available to mourning doves. Therefore, it 
is believed that losses to scaled quail will be compensated by benefits 
to bobwhite quail and mourning doves. 
21. Fur animals.- It appears that construction of the project will neither 
benefit nor adversely affect fur animals. 
22. Migratory: Waterfowl.- Construction of the project will be of consider-
able benefit to migratory waterfowl. No losses to migratory waterfowl 
can be foreseen as there is no existing habitat in the reservoir area, 
nor does it appear that any other waterfowl habitat will be adversely 
affected. The construction of 280 miles of drainage ditches with an 
average water surface of 770 acres will provide excellent habitat for 
wading birds, and will provide resting feeding, and shooting grounds for 
waterfowl. Estimated annual benefits to migratory waterfowl and wading 
birds are summarized in Table III: 
TABLE III 
Annual Benefits to Migratory Waterfowl and Shorebirds 
Reservoir 
Surface acres in conservation pool 
Average value per acre 
Drainage Ditches 
Area of water surface-acres 
Value per acre to waterfowl 
Value per acre to shorebirds 











23. A summary of annual losses and benefits to fish and wildlife, 
resulting from the plan of construction and operation of the project as 
proposed by the sponsor, is shown in Table IV: 
TABLE IV 





















The net annual benefits from fish and wildlife to accrue to the project 
as proposed by the sponsor, therefore, amounts to $45,150 less $3,250 
or $41,900. 
MEANS OF DERIVING MAXIMUM BENEFITS TO FISH AND WILDLIFE 
24. Fish.- The sponsor proposes to clear all vegetation from the reservoir 
area to prevent leakage around the roots. It appears that fishery values 
will be enhanced if no vegetation is cleared above elevation 120 feet 
m.s.1., on the comparatively abrupt slopes of small knolls on the western 
and northern shores of the reservoir. Prevailing winds are from 
south and southwest, and it is believed that leaving vegetation on these 
points would reduce wave action, stabilize soils and protect sunfishes 
during their spawning periods. In addition, angler success would prob-
ably be increased. The Texas Grune, Fish and Oyster Commission has 
indicated that they prefer that no clearing of vegetation be done in such 
areas as this. No evaluation can be made of this suggestion because of 
the various intangibles involved. 
25. It does not appear practicable or feasible to recommend screening of 
the reservoir outlet or of the lateral irrigation canals because of the 
well known attitude of the farmers against this and because of the diffi-
culty in designing and operating satisfactory screens. Were this possible, 
greater values could be assigned to lateral canals which contain water 
at all times. 
26. Migratory Waterfowl, Migratory Game Birds and Wading Birds.- Greatly 
increased values resulting from construction and operation of the project 
will accrue to the above species if the sponsor can deliver, by drainage 
ditch or diversion canal, sufficient water to permit full development 
of the Santa Ana and Laguna Atascosa National Wildlife Refuges. These 
refuges are an extremely important part of the refuge system of the Fish 
and Wildlife Service and both are planned for enlargement and development. 
If the sponsor can provide the necessary water of good quality, low con-
centration of salts and fairly clear, the benefits resulting from the 
use of such water could rightly be allocated as a portion of the costs 
of project construction. The Fish and Wildlife Service plans development 
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of the Santa Ana and Laguna Atascosa National Wildlife Refuges regardless 
of the possibility of securing sufficient water from the sponsor, but if 
the sponsor can supply the needed water, a portion of the increased 
economic benefits to wildlife will accrue to the project. 
27. The sponsor reports that as much as 20,000 to 40,000 acre-feet of 
water might reach Laguna Atascosa annually by way of two main drains which 
would empty directly into Laguna Atascosa. However, the amount of water 
reaching this area will be dependent upon the amount of water pumped by 
farmers from these drain ditches for irrigation purposes. Therefore, no 
definite amount can be determined. This necessitates that a definite annual 
allocation, to be supplied either by drainage ditches, canal diversion or 
both, be made to these two Refuges. The amount of water which could be 
used annually at the Santa Ana and Laguna Atascosa National Wildlife Refuges 
is shown in Table V: 
TABLE V 
Amount of Water Which Could be Used Annually at Santa Ana 




VIEWS OF COOPERATING AGENCIES 




28. Field investigations wer e made in company with a local r epresentative 
of the Texas State Game, Fish and Oyster Commission, Mr. Charles Jones, 
District 1 . .Jarden, Weslaco, Texas. His personal opinion of the project was 
that some upland game habitat would be destroyed by inundation, but the 
net result should be of considerable benefit to fish and migratory birds. 
RECO:MMENDATIONS 
29. Inasmuch as this r eport is based on the sponsor's plans for the 
development of the Valley Gravity Project, Mission Reservoir, Rio Grande 
Basin, Texas, made prior to January 1, 1947, the Fish and Wildlife Service 
should be advised of any changes in plans for structures or methods of 
operation, so that a new fish and wildlife r eport can be prepared. 
30. The net effect of the proj ect will be beneficial to wildlife resources 
if the project is built and ope r ~ted ns proposed by the sponsor. The net 
annual value of this benefit is estimated to be $41,900. Additional 
values can be derived from the project, however, if the following recommenda-
tions are followed: 
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a. No clearing of vegetation be done on the slopes of high points 
on the northern and western sides of the reservoir above elevation 120 
feet m.s. l. 
b. No part of the reservoir area, nor of the buffer strip surround-
ing that area, be leased for the exclusive benefit of any corporation, 
individual, or group of individuals for any purpose which will prevent 
or interfere with the use of that area for recreation, hunting, or sport 
fishing by the general public. 
c. All fish and wildlife resources inherent in or resulting from 
the project remain under the jurisdiction of the Texas State Grune, Fish 
and Oyster Commission. 
31. It is further recommended that the sponsor provide an allotment of 
1,000 acre-feet of agriculturally suit~ble water annually to the Santa 
Ana National Wildlife Refuge, and 40,000 acre-feet of agriculturally 
suitable water annually to the Laguna Atascosa National 1,Jildlife Refuge 
by drainage ditches and canal diversion. This allotment will provide an 
annual wildlife benefit to the proj ect, which, we tentatively believe, will 
be equal to the prevailing rate for 41,000 acre-feet of wat er. Reduction 
in the amount or quality of water from the project available to these 
refuges would r esult in diminished benefits and, consequent~y, diminished 
value. 
RIVER BASIN STUDIES COMHITTEE, REGION II 
By __ ( S_g_d_ .... }_K_.._. _c ... ___ K_a_r_tc_h_n_e_r ____ _ 
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Introduction 
By letter of April 26, 1946, Acting Regional Director Thompson, 
Region 5, Bureau of Reclamation, Amarillo, Texas, and by subsequent 
personal contact, requested a further report on the recreational use 
and development of the Mission Reservoir and the Valley Gravi ty Canal, 
to be incorporated in the project report being prepared by the Bureau 
of R~clamation. 
A conference was had with Mr. Thompson and other officials of 
the regional office, in Amarillo May 7, for the purpose of learning 
just what information and material was wanted for the requested proj-
ect report, as a prelimi nary report had been made of the Mission Res-
ervoir by this office,August 1944. It was learned that this report 
should include all information, data and estimates necessary to 
presentation of a definite project. Particular emphasis was placed 
on the requirement of estimates ~fall costs of development, operation, 
maintenance and administration including cost of surveys, plans and 
supervision and construction with such costs balanced against both 
direct and indirect benefits. 
On the morning of May 28, Mr. J ohn Thompson, Assistant Pro ject 
Engineer, met me at Brownsville, Te:xas. The afternoon was spent on 
field study of the reservoir site and the canal system through the 
city of McAllen. The morni ng of May 29 was spent in conference, with 
Project Engineer Charles P. Seger, Mr. Thompson and others of the 




At the time the preliminary survey and report of the Mission Res-
ervoir Area was made, August 1944, it was unders t ood that the Mission 
Reservoir would not be needed if the Water Treaty between the United 
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States and Mexico was ratified and the river storage reservoirs were 
authorized. Subsequent studies have indicated the need for the Mission 
Reservoir, in addition to the reservoirs on the river, for control 
purposes on the canal system. 
The deficiency of public park and recreational areas, and in 
particular the lack of public fresh water swimming pools or places, is 
still as apparent as reported in the Aueust 1944 report, and the need 
for such areas is greater now than then as even within only two years 
new industry and business has come into the valley resulting in a 
noticeable increase in population. This increase is not of a temporary 
nature due only to war activities. 
The construction of the Mission Reservoir and its development for 
recreational use will help to accommodate some of the need, but will 
fall far short of abating the deficiency. Being locate~ about a mile 
southwest of Uiesion, its greatest ailevjating effect u::.i:)n public need 
will be felt in the upper part of the vc:: lloy. From tho o.~<_~13 of 
recreational needs, three or four of such reservoirs c0ul·'l be justified 
in the valley from Mission to Brownsville~ 
It is not intended that such a statement is meant to advocate the 
building of more reservoirs by the Fed3~nl Government in the valley for 
recreational purposes. Although greatly needed but becausf3 of only 
local benefits the responsibility of providing public pa!'l, and recrea-
tional areas in the valley rightfully is that of the cities and counties. 
The Bentsen-Rio Grande Valley State Park is immediately adjacent 
to the south shore of the proposed reservoir. In fact a small portion 
of the reservoir will inundate park land~ The reservoir should have 
a beneficial effect upon the park, as each will be an attraction to 
the other. At present the park has no development and but few visitors. 
The park is very much of a reservation of the natural plant growth of 
that region. 
Annual Use 
Until more similar r ecreational areas are provided in the valley, 
tho Mission Reservoir when developed for such a use shbuld draw visitors 
from all of Hidalgo County. That county had, in 1940, a population of 
106,059, most of which was concentrated in the southeast two-thirds of 
tho county, with the greatest concentration along and immediately 
adjacent to U. s. Highway 83, tho main highway between Laredo and 
Brownsville. 
It is estimated that from this population and in consideration of 
other factors, thoro _should be at least 53,000 man days of recreational 
uso mado of the Mission Reservoir particularly if quality fishing is 
maintainod and swimming is a permissible activity. 
Recreational Development 
Tho character and tho method of construction of tho reservoir is 
unique and greatly limits the selection of feasible sites for recrea-
tional development. 
The reservoir is proposed to have a total capacity of 65,000 
acre-feet. It vi ill be approximately 3 miles long and average about 
2 miles wide with an average depth of approximately 10 feet. It will 
be constructed by the Building of a dike for almost its entire shol'e 
line. The borrow for the building of the dike will be taken from the 
outside. From tho recreational use and development point of view it 
would be better to take the borrow from within tho reservoir basin. 
To do so would, however, disturb the clay deposit upon which the 
engineers are depending for success of the r eservoir f or water storage. 
At about the middle of the north shore line there is a section of 
high ground which will extend into the reservoir about one-fourth of 
a mile. The dike will not bo needed across this section which will 
result in a peninsula into the rosorvoir. This peninsula offers 
what appears to be the only feasible sito for tho concentration of 
faciliti es necessary to the kind of recreational use anticipated. This 
site is within a half mile of u. s. Highway 83, and about three miles 
west of the city of Mission. With but little fill this peninsula site 
can be made large enough to accommodate an adequate development for 
day use recreational activities. (Seo attached drawing.) 
Indications are t hat fishing, boating, picnicking and swimming 
will bo the major activities. Dancing and dining out may also boa 
popular pastime at this area. 
Due to the limited area f or development, it appears desirable to 
give consideration to a very formal plan as such is more economical 
in tho use of space. Formality of plan should not be understood to 
mean elaborate and costly development and facilities but instead 
orderly, economic and conv0nient relation between various units and 
facilities. 
Cost of Development 
The rocommcndod development, facilities nnd costs thereof arc 
estimated as follows with costs based on 1946 prices: 
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1. Surveys and Plans 
2. Water Supply System 
3. Sower and Sewage Disposal System 
4. Electric Power Distribution System 
5. Roads 
6. Walks and Trails 
7. Grading and Fills 
8. . Rock Riprap 
9. Boat Harbor 
10. Swimming Boach and Facilities 
11. Tree Planting 
12. General Landscaping 
13. Parking Areas (3) 
14. Picnic Areas (40 Units) 
15. Boat Landing 
16. Boat Launching Facilities 
17. Administration Building 
18. Utility Building and Yard 
19. Employee 's Residences (2) 

























Annual Cost - 40 years no interest 






public use without rev.3nue) 
Bathhouse 
Boat Docks (20 Boats) 
Concession Building 










Interest 3% - 1 year construction period 1,716 
$ 58,916 
Contingency 10% 
Annual Cost - Amortized over 40 years 
at 3% 
TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF DEVELOPMENI' 
Oporotion and Maintenance 
1. Manage!' 
2. Chief Ranger 
3. Rangers 3 @ ~;2895.60 
Clerk-Stenographer (1) 
























Direct Annual Revenues 
Rent 
.. 1. Boat Concession 
2. Boat Docks 
3. Bathhouse 
4. Restaurant 










Possible and Recommended Additional Revenues : 
Profit on Utilities 
Boat and Fishing Permits 
Entrance Fee Adults@ 25¢ 
Swimming Fee - Adults 25¢ 
(Children 10¢ per day 
seasonal fee.) 
Commission on gross earnings of 
concessions est . ;160 , 000 
Per Annum, 5% 
Total 
Total Annual Cost 
Possible Direct Revenue Repayment 







Benefits 30% increase over those estimated 





Tho gross earnings of the concessionors aro based upon an average 
of approximately $3.oo· per visitor day. Since tho estimated potential 
attendance figure of 53,000 is based to a great extent on tho 1940 
population within the service radius of tho r eservoir, and is about 
equal to the average 1940 attendance at tho Texas State Parks, it seems 
logical to consider the estimoto of $160,000 gross annual earnings of 
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the concessioners as low. Likewise the estimated direct revenues rray 
be low. The purpose of the direct revenues is to effect as much of 
the costs as is reasonably possible. It is not intended that the 
various charges and rates be established and maintained for the pur-
pose of making a profit over costs. It is reco.nunended that when the 
direct annual revenues do exceed tho annual costs for a period long 
enough to indicate a continuation of such excess that charges direct 
to the visitors, such as entrance, swimming, fishing and boating fees 
be reduced or eliminated in proportion to the excess direct revenues. 
C.ANAL DEVELOPMENT 
Consideration is being given to park and recreational development 
along the irrigation canal, particularly that portion of tho canal 
which will run through the city of McAllen. Such a consideration is 
commendable but since the city would be the gr~atest or sole benefactor 
of such development it seems questionable whether much expenditure of 
government funds can be justified for the development. 
It would be a great asset to McAllen if the canal were treated as 
a parkway and boulevard through the city. Unfortunately, portions of 
the can.al will be through a section of the city which is being encroached 
upon by industrial development. Tho maintenance of a development of 
this nature would be costly and certainly"should bo the responsibility 
of the city. Huch of the construction such as streets and paving 
probably could not be financed by government funds. 
The acquisition of right-of-way for a park like boulevard develop-
ment would no doubt bo of sufficient cost to preclude an attempt to 
justify the expenditure, without consideration of development cost. 
Land values are ©)nerally very high along the proposed route of the 
canal. 
A more oconomically justifiable plan of improvement seems to be, 
to select one or more areas whore tho topography will permit a widened 
section of the canal and whore the land costs arc com~ratively low. 
The area or areas so selected should allow for tho main channel or 
deep section of the canal to be carried at one side, preferably tho 
south side opposite the m~rc developed section of the city. From this 
channel of doop section tho bottom should gradually slope up to no 
depth. 
This area need not be large and its development should be limited 
to picnic areas, boat lnndings and if approved by health authori tie_s 
a swimming beach. In conjunction to this area, if possible tho canal 
should be planned and constructed so as to have as little·drop as 
permissible for as great a distance each side of the areas as is 
feasible. 
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The flow of the canal should be r educed sufficiently within that 
section to make it safe to navig3to canoes, row boa ts and small motor 
boats pref er ably powered by small quiet e lectric motors. Such a 
recreational activity and swimming should bo extremely popular, not 
only in the McAllen section of the canal but at other places adjacent 
to the other cities along or near tho canal. 
The annual costs for development, maintenance and operation of 
such ar eas should not bo great; yet tho annual uso should bring in 
sufficient r evenue direct and indirect to more than pay such costs. 
Cost of Devalopnont (McAllen Area) 
1. Lands for Development Arca 
2. Roads, Walk and Parking Arca 
3. Picnic Area 
4. Landscaping 






Annual Cost - 40 years 
Concession Buildi ng 
Boat Landing 
Bathhouse and Beach 

















Annual Cost~ Amortized@ 3% - 40 years 




The above development is estimated for an ar ea adjacent to the 
city of 1.1cAllen. For othor cities along tho canal, such as Pharr, 
San Juan, Alamo and Dana it is believed that on adequat e development 
can be provided f or half of t he above cost for each area. 
Since all of these devel opment s would be of def i nite local city 
use, it is r ecommended tha t if daveloped, the ar eas and f acilities 
be lea sed to t ho r especti ve cit i es f or administration, opera tion and 
maintenance. It seems r easonable that a yearly rent equal to tho 
annual development cost be charged to the cities, for a period long 
enough to amortize the costs , aftor which they could be transferred 
or deeded to the r e spective cities. 
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The cities can pay most or all of that rent from rent received 
from concessioners for use of facilities. Additional fees may or 
may not be levied by tho cities upon tho concessioners and the recrea-
tional users which may help to pay the annual administration, .mnintennnce 
and operation costs. 
Due to the definite local use and benefit aspect of those areas, 
it is specifically recommended that they not bo developed by federal 
funds unless the cities are able and willing to accept the responsi-
bility of administration maintenance and operation as roco.rn.rnondod 
above. 
CONCLUSION 
The Lower Rio Grande Valley is noticeably deficient in public 
recreational areas. Tho proposed Mission Reservoir and the distri-
bution canal offer possibilities for development of a kind which will 
help alleviate that deficiency. 
It is estimated that the annual costs for the recreational develop-
ment, maintenance, operation and uso of the Mission Reservoir con be 
repaid by revenues collected from the concessionors and the using 
public bosed on reasonable rents, fees, permits and other charges. With 
all costs repayable or nearly so, and many obvious benefits to the 
service area there should be no question as to tho justification of the 
recommended recreational development of the proposed Mission Reservoir. 
The development recommended at a site or sites along the cannl 
as previously recommended is justified only if the cities benefited 
assume the administration, maintenance and operation for a period of 
years sufficient to repay development costs. 
Milton J. McColm, 
Chief, Recrention Study Division, 
July 2, 1946. 
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